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The Large Eddy Simulation (LES) technique is used to simulate the different types
of Newtonian and non-Newtonian pulsatile blood ﬂow in a constricted as well as
in a dilated channel to gain insight of the transition-to-turbulent blood ﬂow due to
the arterial stenosis and aneurysm. In the stenosed model, a cosine shape stenosis
is placed at the upper wall of a 3D channel which reduces the cross-sectional area,
whereas the aneurysm which is also placed at the upper wall dilates the channel
cross-sectional area. In LES, a top-hat spatial grid-ﬁlter is applied to the Navier-
Stokes equations of motion to separate the large scale ﬂows, which carry the ma-
jority of the energy, from the small scale known as sub-grid scale (SGS).The large
scale ﬂows are resolved fully while the unresolved SGS motionsare modelled using
two different dynamic models to determine the Smagorinsky constant, Cs, at each
time step.
Initially,an additivesinusoidalpulsatile velocityproﬁle is used at the inlet of the
model stenosis to generate the unsteady oscillating ﬂow and a comparison is made
between the results obtained by the additive and non-additive pulsation. Secondly,
the physiological pulsatile ﬂow in the same model stenosis is investigated, where
the physiological pulsation is generated at the inlet using the ﬁrst four harmonics of
the Fourier series of pressure pulse. A comparison between the LES and the coarse
Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) results is drawn and the effects of the various
harmonics of pressure pulse, length and percentage of the stenosis on the ﬂow ﬁeld
are examined. Transition-to-turbulent physiological ﬂow through the model of a
double stenosis and an aneurysm is also investigated. Finally, the physiological
pulsatile ﬂow in a model of single stenosis is investigated using the various non-
Newtonian blood viscositymodels and the results are compared with the Newtonian
model.
For the additive sinusoidal pulsation case the maximum ratio of the SGS to
molecular viscosity is 0.709 and for the non-additive case is 0.78 while Re = 2000.
The shape of the post-stenotic re-circulation region is totally different between the
additive and non-additive case. In the additive case the upper wall pressure drop
is larger than the non-additive case. Due to the large amplitude of the oscillation,
transitionhappensearlier andthe peak turbulentkineticenergy occurs at the post-lip
of the stenosis. The intensity of the turbulent kinetic energy is higher in the additive
sinusoidal pulsation case than the physiological pulsation.
The maximum contribution of the SGS motion to the large -scale motion is
37.4% for the ﬁrst harmonic physiological pulsation while 97% contribution from
the ﬁrst four harmonics case for Re = 2000. The centreline turbulent kinetic energy
is slightly higher in the ﬁrst harmonic case than the ﬁrst four harmonics. For thehigher area reduction of the stenosis, the stress drop at the upper wall, the maxi-
mum shear stress at the lower wall and the turbulent kinetic energy increased. The
intensity of the shear stress and the turbulent kinetic energy decreased when the
length of the stenosis is increased. The break frequency of the energy spectra found
from −5/3 to −10/3 for the velocity ﬂuctuations and from −5/3 to −7/3 for the
pressure ﬂuctuations.
Due to the presence of the second stenosis, the stress drop, the adverse pressure
gradient and the turbulent intensity of the ﬂow enhance signiﬁcantly. Inside the
aneurysm a large re-circulation region exists and the ﬂow is turbulent for a asym-
metric aneurysm and maximum turbulent intensity occurs between the centre and
the ending segment of the aneurysm. Owing to the effects of the non-Newtonian
viscosity, the length of the post-stenotic re-circulation region increased as well as
the streamwise velocity and the turbulent kinetic energy decreased.Acknowledgements
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Introduction
Arterial stenosis is commonly found in the arteries of patients who have vascular
disease. The term arterial stenosis refers to narrowing of an artery where the cross-
sectional area of a blood vessel reduces. The most common cause is atherosclerosis
where cholesterol and other lipids are deposited beneath the intima (inner lining)
of the arterial wall. As the amount of this fatty material increases there is an ac-
companying proliferation of connective tissue and the whole forms a thickened area
in the vessel wall called plaque. The vessel wall remodels to accommodate this to
varying degrees but with marked plaque deposition then this will reduce the effec-
tive cross-section of the vessel and retard blood ﬂow. When the reduction in vessel
calibre is severe the result is that the blood ﬂow transits to turbulent with a pressure
drop across the stenotic region. The alteration in ﬂow dynamics in turn produces
abnormal wall shear stress both at the plaque and at the post stenotic area such
that the plaque may ﬁssure and rupture exposing the lipid plaque core to the blood
stream with potential for thrombosis (blood clotting) at the site of rupture. This
development of atherothrombosis may dangerously acutely occlude the vessel with,
in critical territories such as the coronary arteries and cerebral vessels, potentially
catastrophic results. Non-occlusive atherotrhombosis is also clinically important as
the thrombotic material deposited is often unstable and a source of distal embolism,
this is particularly important in the extracranial carotid arteries as a source of stroke
(Ku and McCord [7], Wootton and Ku [8], Ku [9], Nichols and O’Rourke [10]).
When a stenosis in a coronary artery prevents the blood ﬂow, it causes heart
attack. Once the surface of the stenosis is damaged, there might be blood clot,
which may choke blood ﬂow in a cerebral artery or in a coronary artery. Moreover,
blood may stagnate in post-stenosis, which again makes blood clot and that may
be transferred to the lung (Wootton and Ku [8]). Interestingly, these are the sites
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of low wall shear stress that are prone to lipid accumulations and hence plaque
formations. These are thought to be through stimulating as atherogenic phenotype
in the cells of the endothelium or vessels lining, Malek et al . [11]. Furthermore it
is the pulsatile nature of the ﬂow and the oscillating shear index that is increasingly
being recognised as the important factor in this process as has been shown in 4D
MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) experiments, Frydrychowicz et al . [12].
The blood ﬂow through arteries is inherently unsteady and pulsatile due to the
cyclic nature of heart pump, which may either be laminar or transition to turbulent.
The pulsations of the ﬂow have a signiﬁcant effect on the transition to turbulence
as they usually generate abnormal circulations in the ﬂow, and the development of
transition to turbulent in the arteries has clinical interest as mentioned above.
The typical Reynolds number range of blood ﬂow in human artery varies be-
tween 1 and 4000 (Ku [9]) and the blood ﬂow is usually pulsatile laminar in the
absence of any obstruction in artery. However, the presence of a moderate or severe
stenosis in the artery the laminar ﬂow becomes transitional to turbulent at the down-
stream regionof thestenosis. Therefore, itisvery importanttoknowaccurately how
the blood ﬂows in the stenosis, since the ﬂuid dynamics of post stenotic blood ﬂow
plays an important role in diagnosis of arterial diseases. For example, the quan-
tiﬁcation of arterial stenosis by both duplex ultrasound and quantitative ﬂow MRI
techniques relies on the measurements of the ﬂow velocity/acceleration at/beyond
the stenotic segment to infer the degree of underlying stenosis (Frydrychowicz
et al . [12]).
Another abnormal condition of the artery is a balloon-like dilation which is
known as aneurysm. Hemodynamic factors such as velocity, pressure and shear
stress play an important role in the progression and rupture of aneurysm. Aneurysm
may burst under the inﬂuence of internal pressure and cause severe pathological
disorder, even death (Kumar and Naidu [13]). Aneurysm is a sudden expansion of
the artery which produces a large cavity in which blood can re-circulate. As a result
the blood ﬂow changes from laminar to turbulent ﬂow.
Moreover, the re-circulated blood in aneurysm increases the shear stress which
ispotentiallydangerousfor the bloodcells andbloodvessels. Aneurysmalsocauses
additional risks of bloodclotting and rupture of artery that leads to fast heart beating
which results in death (Lasheras [14]).
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Review of Previous Studies
A general review of the previous studies relevant to this thesis has been made. De-
tailed reviews of the experimental and computational works on arterial stenosis are
presented in § 2.1 and § 2.2 respectively. A brief review of the studies of arterial
aneurysm is given in § 2.3 and the previous studies related to the non-Newtonian
blood ﬂow in the arteries are reviewed in § 2.4. The objectives and outline of the
thesis are given at the end of this chapter.
2.1 Experimental Studies on Stenosis
From the literature review, it is found that numerous experimental studies of the
steady andpulsatileturbulentﬂow inmodelarterial stenosisorconstrictedtube have
been carried out to diagnose the post stenotic turbulent ﬂow and to study its impact
on the blood cells and inner side of blood vessels. Some of these studies focused
on the investigation of the post-stenotic ﬂow physics including studying the effects
of the various shapes and percentage of the stenosis on the ﬂow downstream of the
stenosis, while some are on the investigation of the effects of the shear stress and
turbulence on blood and arterial walls at the downstream region of the stenosis.
2.1.1 Post-stenosis ﬂow physics
Clark [15; 16] studied the ﬂuid mechanics of the nozzle type stenosis using both
steady and pulsatile ﬂow and found highly disturbed ﬂow after the stenosis. They
also reported that the disturbances of velocity depend on the ﬂow Reynolds num-
ber. On the other hand, Cassanova and Giddens [17] concentrated on two aspects
of the ﬂuid dynamics of post stenotic ﬂows; the characterisation of ﬂow disorder
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over a transitional Reynolds number ranging from 318 to 2540 and a pulsatile ﬂow
frequency parameter α =1 5with emphasis upon mild and moderate degrees of
stenosis and the relationship of steady and pulsatile ﬂow through such constric-
tions. They concluded that the more abrupt and sharp edged stenoses create a much
greater ﬂow disturbance at a given Reynolds number than the smoothly contoured
conﬁguration. For the steady ﬂow the visualisation studies and measurements also
indicate that if the stenosis is smoothly contoured, a degree of stenosis of 50% is
required to cause substantial disturbances at the Reynolds number studied. How-
ever, for the pulsatile ﬂow, the disturbances are generated with a mild 25% steno-
sis. So, it is clear from this investigation that the transition in the post-stenosis is
strongly dependent on the ﬂow pulsatility. A similar result was reported by Young
and Tsai [18] who investigated unsteady ﬂow through the stenosis. They reported
that the critical Reynolds number of about 1000 for the unsteady or pulsatile ﬂow in
the axisymmetric model of the stenosis is lower than the steady case of Young and
Tsai [18]. That means the transition for unsteady case has happened for relatively
small Reynolds number. In their steady paper [18], they also found that the pres-
sure losses in the non-symmetric models were considerably higher than the losses
in the corresponding axisymmetric models.
Following the above mentioned investigations Yongchareon and Young [19]
studied the developmentof turbulence for both the steady and pulsatileﬂow through
the model of arterial stenoses. Their ﬁndings are summarised in four points below:
(i) the critical Reynolds number for the development of turbulence in pulsatile ﬂow
through the stenosis not only depends on the shape and size of the stenosis but
also on the nature of the inlet-ﬂow waveform, which is a similar result reported by
Young and Tsai [18; 20]; (ii) the turbulence developed at a Reynolds number be-
low the critical value for an unobstructed tube; (iii) the critical Reynolds number is
reduced as the stenosis shape becomes more abrupt and the inlet ﬂow frequency in-
creases; and ﬁnally (iv) the axial location (critical length), at which turbulence was
ﬁrst observed, is a function of both the stenosis shape and the frequency parameter.
Moreover, the critical length tends to decrease as the frequency parameter increases,
and the location of the most intense turbulent ﬂuctuations moves upstream when the
Reynolds number increases.
The evolution of post-stenotic ﬂow disturbances was studied by Khalifa and
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Giddens [21; 22] using a laser Doppler anemometer (LDA) for the measurement of
the velocity along the centreline of Plexiglas (Perspex, PMMA) tube. The pulsatile
frequency parameter and the peak Reynolds number were chosen typical of a dog
aorta and the disturbance velocities were characterised at various stages in the cy-
cle and for the degrees of stenosis ranging from zero to severe. They demonstrated
three types of ﬂow disturbances: (i) a coherent structure associated with the initia-
tion of each ﬂow cycle; (ii) a periodic disturbance arises from the shear layer distal
to the constriction; and (iii) a non-stationary turbulence created after the stenosis.
A similar type of investigation was done by D’Luna et al . [23] using a pulsed di-
rectional Doppler system together with high resolution temporal auto regression
spectral analysis for detecting the vortex shedding and coherent eddies.
Ahmed and Giddens [1; 24] investigated the ﬂow disturbances through the ax-
isymmetric stenosis of rigid tube using laser Doppler anemometry and a ﬂow visu-
alisation technique where Reynolds numbers in the range from 500 to 2000 were
chosen but the upstream ﬂow conditions were steady. They found that the ﬂow
ﬁeld is transitional to turbulent when Re ≥ 1000 and the maximum centreline ve-
locity occurs at the centre of the 50% stenosis. They also reported that the length
of the re-circulation zone or the reattachment point is shorter at Re = 2000 than
that of Re = 1000. This result strongly coincides with the result of Back and
Roschke’s [25] who identiﬁed three distinct regimes of ﬂow reattachment after the
stenosis. At the low Reynoldsnumber, their (Back and Roschke’s [25]) results show
that the reattachment point which was governed by the growth of the laminar shear
layer moved downstream with increasing the ﬂow rate, i.e. in the second regime the
reattachment point moved back towards the stenosis as the instabilities developed
in this shear layer. Finally, in the third regime, for relatively high Reynolds num-
ber, the shear layer was highly disturbed and the reattachment point was near the
stenosis.
Later on, Ahmed and Giddens [26] studied the post stenotic ﬂow behaviour
using sinusoidal pulsatile inﬂow conditions with the frequency parameter, α ≤ 15.
They concluded that even a mild stenosis can lead to the transition to turbulent ﬂow
at the post stenotic region under the pulsatile inﬂow condition. A similar conclusion
was made by Cassanova and Giddens [17]. Fourteen years later, Ahmed [27] re-
investigatedthe pulsatileﬂowthrougha smoothconstrictionusinga two-component
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laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV) technique. The results presented in the paper for
the post-stenotic turbulent ﬂow physics are similar to those in Yongchareon and
Young [19].
2.1.2 Pathological Impacts
Both the wall pressure and shear stress play an importantrole damagingand weaken
the internal wall of the artery at the post-stenotic turbulent region. For example, due
to the high shear stress the materials of the blood cells could be damaged and the
qualitative interpretation of cardiovascular sounds and murmurs which are gener-
ated by turbulence in ﬂowing blood is a main diagnostic tool in the clinical practice
for diagnosing the cardiovascular diseases. Due to this, many researchers in their
investigations are interested in getting a better understanding of sound generation,
murmur characteristics, and transmission of energy of turbulence.
Burns [28] found that the bulk of acoustic energy in murmurs is caused due to
nearly periodic ﬂuctuations in the wake of downstream of any appropriate obstacle.
He suggestedthat inthe physiologicalrange of bloodvelocitiesa signiﬁcant amount
of localised acoustic energy might be generated. On the other hand, Yelling [29]
investigatedthe hydraulic noise of a bounded jet in a model with an intraﬂuid which
has less friction. He showed, using spectral analyses, that an insigniﬁcant amount
of local turbulent pressure ﬂuctuations were converted into sounds. A non-invasive
diagnostic method (phonoangiography) was presented by Lees and Dewey [30] to
determine the percentage of area reduction of a stenosis from the arterial sound
produced by turbulence. They related the intensity of pressure ﬂuctuations at the
vessel wall to the arterial ﬂow velocity as well as the arterial diameter, and these
independent parameters yield information concerning the severity of stenosis.
In terms of the effects of shear stress, Fry [31] showed that the high shear stress
associated with turbulence might be a strong factor causing some endothelial dam-
age as a result of including a vascular stenosis. He also observed a critical level of
wall shear stress of approximately400dynes/cm2 which is responsiblefor endothe-
lial damages of the artery. On the other hand, Sutera and Mehrjardi [32] found that
high shear stresses which occur in turbulent ﬂow may result in damage to red blood
cells. Moreover, Foltset al .[33] and Steinet al .[34] havesuggestedthathighshear
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stress might overstimulate platelet thrombosis which could accelerate atherosclero-
sis. Furthermore, Some researchers, Friedman et al . [35], Ku et al . [36] and Salam
et al . [37], have found low shear stresses at the throat of the stenosis for which the
intimal thickening might be stimulated causing remodelling of the stenosis. Ac-
cording to He and Ku [38] the most intimal thickening occurs where the average
wall shear stress is less than 10dynes/cm2.
2.1.3 Turbulence power spectra
Spectral analysis of turbulent ﬂow quantities is an important technique to determine
the feasibility of stenosis and also to understand the characteristics of turbulent
ﬂuctuations downstream of stenosis. Kim and Corocoran [39] observed turbulence
spectra at the downstream of a stenosis using a hot-ﬁlm anemometer technique.
Their results show that the turbulence spectra are quite different from the sound
spectra measured at the centre of the tube for the same ﬂow rate and oriﬁce diam-
eter. But, as shown in Clark [40; 41], the energy spectrum for the velocity and
pressure ﬂuctuations follow the slope −5/3, which shows the existence of a turbu-
lent inertia subrange region that is independent of the viscous effect. Although the
spectrum from a pulsatile ﬂow was very similar to the corresponding steady ﬂow
case, non-dimensionalpowerspectra of the maximumvalueof turbulencewallpres-
sure showed no dependence on the Reynolds number, but they were questionably
dependent on nozzle area ratio and shape.
Lu et al . [42] investigatedthe intravascular pressure and velocityﬂuctuations in
arterial stenosis using a laser Doppler anemometer system. Spectral analysis of the
simultaneously measured pressure and ﬂow ﬂuctuations showed a region in which
the slope of the ﬂow energy sprectrum is −5/3. This then changes to −10/3 at the
’break’ point at fb = 100Hz. However, in further study, Lu et al . [43] concluded
that the peak frequencies in the pressure ﬂuctuation spectra were expected to be
different from those in the velocity ﬂuctuations in most situations. Only in the
region where noise is so strong that it dominates the ﬂow ﬁeld, is it possible for
both spectra to have coincident characteristic frequencies. Results also show no
existence of a universal spectrum of velocities within the section of nozzle and 9
diameters downstream. The spectra of u and v ﬂuctuations found at the same point
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are different, which means turbulence in such regions is non-isotropic.
A comprehensive study on the measurement of the scaling of wall pressure
spectra the downstream of an axisymmetric stenosis was performed by Tobin and
Cheng [44]. By using steady ﬂow at inlet, three key observations were made by
them. Firstly, the intensity of wall pressure ﬂuctuations is highest in the region
where the shear layers separate from the centre of the stenosis and re-attach to the
wall downstream of the pipe. Thus, sounds associated with the wall pressure ﬂuc-
tuations is generated due to the shear layer, not the turbulence in the core ﬂow.
Secondly, they have identiﬁed a break or corner frequency, fb, which corresponds
to the intersection of the two lines parallel to the two major sloping portions of the
recorded spectrum in the cases of no stenosis and with stenosis. Using this informa-
tion, along with the diameter of the oriﬁce and the jet velocity, they have evaluated
a constant value for the Strouhal number, Sr =
fbD
uj
∼ = 0.578 while the Reynolds
numbers were between 1000 and 4000. Here D is the diameter of the tube, uj is
the mean jet velocity. Using this constant value they have prescribed a formula for
the degree of stenosis as, 1 −
 
d
D
 2 =1− 0.578
 fbD
U
 −1
. Thus, under steady ﬂow
conditions, with a wall pressure spectrum at the position of maximum root mean
square wall pressure and a knowledge of D and U, they were able to predict the
degree of stenosis. Finally, they have compared the wall pressure spectrum with the
same turbulent pipe ﬂow spectrum used by Lees and Dewey [30] and found signif-
icant mismatch in the slope of the spectra beyond the corner frequency. Moreover,
there is no evidence of a break frequency in the study of Giddens et al . [45] who
measured instantaneous blood velocities distal to externally created stenoses in the
stenotic aorta of dogs during open-chest surgery.
Jones and Fronk [46] studied the post-stenotic ﬂows in an axisymmetric geom-
etry with steady inﬂow for the range of Reynolds numbers from 600 to 1500 and
prescribed
fcD
uj = Re0.72(d/D)0.26 as an improved correlation for the break fre-
quency in the pressure spectra. Using the continuity equation, UD2 = ujd2, the
above expression is represented as
fcD
uj = Re0.72(d/D)1.74, which can be compared
with the corresponding scaling of Lees and Dewey [30] and Tobin and Cheng [44].
From these discussions it is clear that all three scalings are quite different which
indicates the need for further studies for understanding the ﬂow physics and scaling
of spectra at the post region of the stenosis.
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2.2 Computational Studies on Stenosis
As discussed in the previous section, the ﬂuid dynamics of post-stenotic blood ﬂow
plays a crucial role in the diagnosis of arterial disease. So, there is considerable
interest in gaining better insight into the dynamics of post-stenotic ﬂows from the
pathological point of view. At present computational ﬂuid dynamics (CFD) is one
of the most popular tools for gaining accurate results and visualising the ﬂow ﬁeld
properly. Relevant computational studies on steady and pulsatile ﬂow through the
model arterial stenosis are discussed below. First the studies which considered the
laminar ﬂow assumption will be reviewed, which will be followed by discussion of
turbulent ﬂow studies.
2.2.1 Laminar ﬂow
In early 70s, Lee and Fung [47] and Deshpande et al . [48] performed 2D investi-
gation on steady ﬂow in arterial stenosis. In Lee and Fung [47] the constriction in
the model artery was generated by a Gaussian normal distribution curve, whereas
a cosine shape stenosis, which is similar to the biological type stenosis was used
by Deshpande et al . [48] in their geometry. They found that the maximum wall
pressure drop and vorticity occurred near the centre of the stenosis. But the choice
of the Reynolds number in their studies was very low, for example, from zero to 25
in Lee and Fung [47] and from zero to 200 in Deshpande et al . [48].
Early studies of pulsatile laminar ﬂow through the model arterial stenosis were
investigated by Cheng et al . [49], Daly [50] and O’Brien and Ehrlich [51]. Cheng
et al . [49] investigated pulsatile ﬂow through a channel with square shape of steno-
sis, but in Daly [50] and O’Brien and Ehrlich [51] an axisymmetric cosine shape
stenosis was considered. Daly [50] used physiological pulsatile ﬂow at the inlet
whereas a simple sinusoidal pulsatile ﬂow was considered by Cheng et al . [49] and
O’Brien and Ehrlich [51]. In their ﬁndings, Cheng et al . [49] and Daly [50] con-
cluded that the pressure gradient and the shear stress drops are maximum at the
throat of the stenosis. On the other hand, O’Brien and Ehrlich [51] found that at
each timestep the peak wall vorticity occurred just prior to the centre of the stenosis
and is proportional to the wall shear stress.
Recently,Cavalcanti[52]studiedhemodynamicsintheearlystagesoftheatheroscle-
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rosisorstenoticprocessusingphysiologicalrealisticpulsatileinletconditionswhere
the percentage of stenosis was 2%. Even for the mild stenosis he showed that
the ﬂow velocity and the wall shear stress increase at the post-stenotic region. A
comparative study of physiological and simple pulsatile laminar ﬂows through an
axisymmetric stenosed artery has recently been done by Zendehbudi and Moay-
eri [53]. Most recently, a simulation of laminar physiological pulsatile ﬂow in a
model axisymmetric stenosis has been performed by Marques et al . [54].
In regards to the three-dimensional study of laminar ﬂow in stenosis, some re-
cently published papers are cited here. Stroud et al . [55] investigated the inﬂu-
ence of stenosis morphology on pulsatile laminar ﬂow through stenotic vessels with
Reynolds number ranging from 200 to 1200, while Melaaen [56] studied the steady
ﬂow in a constricted tube with Re = 200. Bertolotti and Deplano [57] analysed the
steady ﬂow pattern for a stenosed coronary bypass for a Reynolds number of 250.
Dvinsky and Ojha [58] simulated the sinusoidal pulsatile laminar ﬂow through an
asymmetric stenosis. Very recently, Long et al . [59] investigatedphysiologicalpul-
satile laminar ﬂow through an axisymmetric arterial stenosis with a Reynolds num-
ber of 300. Dvinsky and Ojha [58] considered a cosine shape asymmetric stenosis,
whereas in Long et al . [59] the shape of the stenosis was approximated by two in-
tegrated Gaussian functions at each of the proximal and distal ends together with a
straight segment in between.
As seen, all the papers cited above are on the single stenosis. There are a few
recent papers which looked into the ﬂow in multiple stenoses but limited to lam-
inar ﬂow. Damodaran et al . [60] did a numerical study of laminar ﬂow through
tubes with multiple constrictions using curvilinear co-ordinates and ﬁnite volume
approach, while the effects of the steady ﬂuid ﬂow through a double bell-shaped
constriction in tube were numerically investigated by Lee [61] for Reynolds num-
ber ranging from 5 to 400. Lee [61] showed that the major part of the pressure drop
in the constrictedtube occurs due to the second constriction, and when the Reynolds
number increases, the length of the re-circulation region increases between the re-
gions of two constrictions. Huang et al . [62] used the Lattic-BGK method to in-
vestigate the steady ﬂow through a tube with double stenoses while Re = 150. But
they applied steady inlet velocity proﬁles which are inappropriate for representing
blood ﬂow and, as has already been mentioned in Chapter 1, the blood ﬂow through
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artery is pulsatile.
2.2.2 Turbulent ﬂow
The aforementioned computational studies are restricted to laminar ﬂow. But in the
experimentalstudiesitwaswellestablishedthatthepoststenoticﬂowistransitional-
to-turbulent. very few computational studies are available in the liturature on the
transition-to-turbulent ﬂow in the stenosis.
Axisymmetric2Dcomputationalinvestigationsoflaminartoturbulentﬂowhave
been reported by Ghalichi et al . [63], Varghese and Frankel [64], Lee et al . [65;
66] and Li et al . [67] who used the Reynolds-Average Navier-Stokes (RANS) ap-
proach, particularly, the k-ω turbulence model. However, Scotti and Piomelli [68]
clearly indicatedthat thecommonlyusedRANS turbulentmodelshave somelimita-
tions in modelling pulsatile ﬂows where the inlet velocity proﬁle/pressure gradient
oscillates with time. These authors compared the performances of four different
RANS models (one-equation Spalart-Allmaras [69], k-  and k-ω2 of Saffman and
Wilcox [70], and k- -v2 of Dublin [71]) in a channel ﬂow driven by an oscillat-
ing pressure gradient with experiment, DNS and LES. They found that the RANS
models gave good agreement for the velocity results, but the predictions were un-
satisfactory for the key turbulent results such as Reynolds shear stresses (important
results from a medical aspect), turbulent kinetic energy and dissipation rate. More-
over, these models are incapable of simulatingting instantaneous pulsatile turbulent
ﬂows as the governing equations of motion are time-averaged.
Some three-dimensional instabilities and transitional studies of simple pulsatile
ﬂow through stenosis have been studied by Mallinger and Drikakis [72; 73]. They
found that the circumferential wall shear stress takes an oscillating form and the
stress drop happens just after the centre of the stenosis. They also reported that
the maximum longitudinal wall shear stress occurs just before the centre of the
stenosis. Sherwin and Blackburn [74; 75] studied three-dimensional instabilities
and transition to turbulent of steady and pulsatile axisymmetric stenotic ﬂows in
tube by Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) based on the spectral method. For
the pulsatile case they have taken a simple sinusoidal pulse with Reynolds number
ranging from 250 to 800.
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Very recently, Varghses et al [76; 77] have investigated steady and pulsatile
ﬂow in symmetric and eccentric stenoses using DNS and reported the results of the
turbulence phenomena at the downstream of the eccentric stenosis for a relatively
low Reynolds number of 300. They found that for such low Reynolds number is
transitional to turbulent and the shear stress oscillates highley in the post stenotic
region. But, DNS is computationally very costly for the typical large Reynolds
numbers valid in the human arteries. So, in order to save the computational time
and space, the technique of Large Eddy Simulation (LES) is applied in the thesis
for modelling the transitional ﬂow.
In DNS all the large and small scale eddies are resolved fully, whereas in LES
only the large scale eddies, energy-containing scales of turbulence, are resolved
while the smaller scale eddies, sub-grid scales (SGS), are modelled. DNS issuitable
for low Reynolds number ﬂow, while LES is for small to high Reynolds number
ﬂow and requires less time and mesh than DNS, since in LES the smallest scales
need not to be resolved.
Application of LES to the modelling of stenotic ﬂow is very limited. Recently,
Mittal et al . [78; 79] have investigated the transition to turbulent pulsatile ﬂow in
a constricted channel using the LES technique. In their studies they extended the
study of Tutty [80] to 3D case using the same semi-circular constrictionin the upper
wall of the channel, which is not a replica of the arterial stenosis. They reported the
maximum shear stress at the centre of the constriction of the upper wall, but from
the experimental studies of Friedman et al . [35], Ku et al . [36], Salam et al . [37]
and Ojhaet al . [81], itisknownthatthe wallshear stressat thecentre of thestenosis
is low. So, it is clear that further computational study is required to get agreement
between the experimental and computational results.
2.3 Previous Studies on Aneurysm
2.3.1 Experimental studies
Scherer [82] investigated the steady ﬂow dynamics in axisymmetrical glass spheri-
cal model aneurysms. He found that the ﬂow inside the aneurysm is turbulent when
Re = 2900 and the turbulence depends on the dimension of the aneurysm. An ex-
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perimental study of the physiological pulsatile ﬂow in the asymmetric and axisym-
metric aneurysms has been done by Egelhoff et al . [5], while Reynolds number
ranging from 362 to 5696 was used with Womerseley number, 16.4 <α<21.2.
They also found turbulent ﬂow inside the aneurysm.
Salsac et al . [83] did an experiment for investigating the wall shear stress on
a cosine shaped model aneurysm with the physiological inlet pulsatile ﬂow condi-
tion and found that the wall shear stresses at the systolic phase are higher than the
stresses at the diastolic phase. They also investigated the effect of the length of
aneurysm on the formation of the re-circulation regions and observed that for the
large aneurysm the number of re-circulation zones increased. The experiment of
Deplano et al . [84] showed that vortices inside the balloon like abdominal aortic
aneurysm are highly dependent on the ﬂow waveform, and due to these the wall
shear stress and wall pressure increase.
2.3.2 Computational studies
The numerical simulation in the arterial aneurysm was initially done by Wille [85]
using the ﬁnite element method by considering the laminar ﬂow. Later Perltold
et al . [86; 87] investigated the paths of the ﬂow particles for pulsatile ﬂow in an
axisymmetrical balloon like aneurysm with Re = 100. They found a large re-
circulation region inside the aneurysm and the centre of this circulation changes
with the changes of time phase. Although, Kumar and Naidu [13] traced a similar
re-circulation region inside the aneurysm, the investigation of Kumar [88] on 3D
unsteadylaminar ﬂowin twoasymmetricaneurysmsusingthe ﬁnite volumemethod
showed that the high wall shear stress and pressure occur at the dilation region at
the systolic phase. In addition to this, the velocity is very low at the diastolic phase
inside the aneurysm, which can trigger thrombus formation.
The issues of hemodynamics and thrombus formation in aneurysm have also
been investigatedmore recently. Utter and Rossmann [89] looked into the aneurysm
hemodynamics and the inﬂuence of morphology on rupture risk of aneurysm, while
Rayz et al . [90] predicted the regions prone to thrombus formation inside the in-
tracranial aneurysm and concluded that the regions of thrombus formation corre-
spond to slow ﬂow and low wall shear. Chatziprodromou et al . [91] found in their
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investigation that the shear stress also plays an important role in the hemodynam-
ics and wall-remodelling of a growing cerebral aneurysm. Very recently, Valencia
et al .[92] showedthat thewallshear stressesare directlycorrelated withthe growth
and rupture of the aneurysm.
The above described numerical investigations on aneurysm are conﬁned to lam-
inar ﬂow. A numerical study of the turbulent pulsatile ﬂow in an axisymmetric aor-
tic aneurysm has recently been done by Khanafer et al . [93] using the k-  RANS
model, but it has already been mentioned in §2.2.2 that RANS is not suitable for
studying pulsatile turbulent ﬂow.
2.4 Non-Newtonian Blood Viscosity
Previous sections contain a description of the literature on the arterial stenosis and
aneurysm where the blood was assumed to be a Newtonian ﬂuid, but it is well
known that blood behaves as a non-Newtonian ﬂuid at shear rates less than 100
s−1 (Fung [94], Berger and Jou [95]). Considering blood as a non-Newtonian ﬂuid
several investigations on laminar blood ﬂow in arterial system have been done by
using different blood viscosity models. For example, Buchanan et al . [96] used
the Quemada and Power-law blood viscosity models for an axisymmetric channel,
while Tu et al . [97] employed the Herschel-Bulkley model in the same geometry.
Three different models, namely, (i) Casson model (ii) Power-law model and (iii)
Quemada modelhave been used byNeofytou et al . [98; 99; 100] for studyingblood
ﬂow in a sudden expansion channel, arterial stenosis and aneurysm. They found
that the Quemada and Casson models exhibit similar behaviour, while the Power-
law does not. So, the solution in the non-Newtonian model clearly depends on
the choice of the non-Newtonian viscosity model used in the simulation. Johnston
et al . [101; 102] who used ﬁve different non-Newtonian blood viscosity models,
(i) Casson model (ii) Power-law (iii) Carreau model (iv) Walburn-Schneck and (v)
Generalisedpower-lawmodel,tostudythewallshearstressinhumanrightcoronary
artery. They found signiﬁcant effects on the shear stress for the different models.
Luo and Kuang [103] recently proposed a modiﬁcation to the Casson’s model
as the modiﬁed Casson’s model is more effective in describing the shear thinning
behaviour of blood within a large shear range. On the other hand, Zang and Kunag
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[104] proposed a new blood viscosity model and the results agree well with the
Quemada model.
Hron et al . [105] used the power-law model for getting effects of blood rhe-
ology in ﬂow through the model stenosis with Reynolds number ranging from 10
to 100. Their results showed that the wall shear stress changes slightly due to the
effect of non-Newtonian blood viscosity. But the study of Valencia et al . [106],
where the Herschel-Bulkley model is employed for the unsteady laminar ﬂow in a
right internal carotid artery with an aneurysm, shows that though the complex vor-
tex structure inside the aneurysm changes during one pulsatile cycle, the effect of
the non-Newtonian properties of blood on the wall shear stress inside the aneurysm
is similar for the Newtonian and non-Newtonian models.
As seen, very few studies are related to non-Newtonian blood ﬂow in arterial
stenosis and aneurysm. The papers cited above, such as, Tu et al . [97], Buchanan
et al . [96], Neofytou and Drikakis [99], Hron et al . [105], Nag and Datta [107]
and Valencia and Villanueva[108], where different bloodviscositymodels are used,
are conducted only for laminar ﬂow. To our knowledge, there is no single numeri-
cal/computationalpaper that has lookedintothe detailsof thetransition-to-turbulent
of the non-Newtonian blood ﬂow in stenosis or aneurysm.
2.5 Objectives of the present study
The LES approach, which has largely been applied in other engineering ﬁeld to
model turbulent ﬂow, has only recently been applied to the study of physiological
transitional ﬂow in bio-ﬂuid mechanics. The novelty of the LES approach in the
thesis is the application in a non-uniform model of arterial stenosis to investigate
the transition-to-turbulentﬂow undervariouspulsatileandphysiologicalconditions.
Although a few number of papers, as cited in the last paragraph of § 2.2.1, described
the ﬂow study in a double stenosis, they are limited to steady or 2D turbulent ﬂow.
A true 3D simulation of such model with LES would provide in-depth information
of ﬂow transition through multiple stenoses.
Moreover,thepaperscitedin§2.3.2showthatthesimulationofﬂowinaneurysm
are limited to laminar, except the one paper of Khanafer et al . [93] who used
the RANS technique. So, using the LES technique with a physiological pulsatile
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ﬂow through a model of arterial aneurysm would enable us to gain insight to the
transition-to-turbulent phenomena of the ﬂow inside the aneurysm.
Furthermore, most of the previous studies are concerned with the Newtonian
ﬂow. It would be interesting to investigate how the results of transition-to-turbulent
in a model of stenosis are affected by the choice of various non-Newtonian vis-
cosity models. Again, application of LES to simulate the transition-to-turbulent
physiological pulsatile non-Newtonian blood ﬂow is novel. So, based on the above
we identify the aims of the thesis, which are given below in bullet points, and the
outlines of the thesis describing how these aims are met is given in the next section.
• Investigatethetransition-to-turbulentﬂowthrougha modelofthenon-uniform
arterial stenosis by applying a sinusoidal additive type oscillation at the inlet.
• Investigate the variations of the results obtained from the additive and non-
additive type oscillations.
• Using physiologically realistic pulsatile ﬂow, investigate the transition pro-
cess in the same model. It would be investigated how the results are inﬂu-
enced by the various harmonics in pulsation.
• Investigate physiological pulsatile ﬂow in the model of a double stenosis.
• Investigate physiological pulsatile ﬂow through the model of a non-uniform
asymmetric aneurysm.
• Finally, investigate how the non-Newtonian blood viscosity affects the ﬂow
transition in the model of arterial stenosis
2.6 Thesis Outline
In Chapter 4, the governing equations for incompressible ﬂow and the description
of Large Eddy Simulation (LES) technique are given for investigating the laminar
to turbulent pulsatile ﬂow in a 3D model of arterial stenosis. A simple channel with
a cosine shape stenosis on the top wall is chosen as the computational domain, the
unsteady pulsatile ﬂow is generated in the stenosed channel by adding a sinusoidal
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pulsation to fully developed streamwise velocity proﬁle at the inlet. Reynolds num-
bers which are typical of those found in human large artery are chosen in the work.
In LES, the large scale ﬂows are resolved fully while the unresolved SGS motions
are modelled using the Germano-Lilly [2; 3] dynamic model.
In Chapter 5, a non-additive sinusoidal pulsatile ﬂow with non-zero mean in
the same model of stenosis is studied by using LES with the Germano-Lilly [2; 3]
dynamic model. The results obtained by the non-additive pulsation are compared
with those of the additive pulsation (Chapter 4) and the fully developed steady ﬂow.
In Chapter 6, physiological pulsatile ﬂow in the same computational domain is
investigated by using the LES technique. The physiological pulsation is generated
at the inlet using the ﬁrst harmonic of the Fourier series of pressure pulse. To
reduce the back-scatter problem, that occurs in the Germano-Lilly [2; 3] dynamic
model, the Piomelli-Liu [4] localized dynamic model is used for modellingthe SGS
motions. A grid independence test and the effects of the various timesteps on the
simulated results are examined. Moreover, comparison of the LES results with a
coarse DNS is shown in this chapter and the agreement found is good indeed.
In Chapter 7, the work presented in Chapter 6 is extended by considering the
ﬁrst four harmonics of the physiological pressure pulse. The results for the fourth
harmonic case are presented ﬁrst for different Reynolds numbers and the effects of
the various harmonics on the transient results are investigated for Re = 2000.I n
addition, a comparison between the results of the two dynamic sub-grid models,
Germano-Lilly [2; 3] and Piomelli-Liu [4], is given. The effects of different per-
centage and length of the stenosis on the results of the wall shear stress and the
turbulent kinetic energy are also examined.
In Chapter 8, physiological pulsatile ﬂow through a double stenosis is studied
with the LES technique. The effects of the double stenosis on the transient ﬂow
ﬁeld are investigated for the different ﬂow Reynolds numbers.
In Chapter 9, physiological pulsatile ﬂow in a model aneurysm is studied using
the LES technique with the Piomelli-Liu [4] localised dynamic sub-grid model.
The turbulent phenomena inside the aneurysm are compared qualitatively with the
experimental results of Egelhoff et al . [5].
In Chapter 10, the effects of various non-Newtonian blood viscosity models on
physiologicalpulsatileﬂow inthe stenosisare investigatedusingthe LES technique.
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The results of the various non-Newtonian models are compared with those of the
Newtonian model in Chapter 7.
InChapter 11, the ﬁndingsofthe presentinvestigationare summarisedandsome
suggestions for future work are given.
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Numerical Methods
3.1 Governing Equations
Blood is a non-Newtonian ﬂuid, but as mentioned by Pedley [109] and Fung [94]
blood ﬂow in a large arterial vessel may be modelled as a Newtonian ﬂuid. So
the Navier-Stokes equations of motion are suitable for use in investigating the ﬂow
physics of blood through the arterial stenosis. We also assume that the ﬂuid is
homogeneous and incompressible. The governing equations for a Newtonian and
constant density ﬂuid ﬂow can be written as the continuity equation
∂uj
∂xj
=0 , (3.1)
and the momentum equations
∂ui
∂t
+
∂uiuj
∂xj
= −
1
ρ
∂p
∂xi
+
∂
∂xj
 
ν
 
∂ui
∂xj
+
∂uj
∂xi
  
. (3.2)
Cartesian tensor notation is used in the above equations, where xj is the coordinate
system and uj is the corresponding velocity components, p is the pressure, ρ is the
density and ν is the kinematic viscosity of the ﬂuid.
Important to note that the above equations describe the physics of incompress-
ible ﬂuid motion under laminar as well as turbulent conditions. It is well known that
analytical solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations exist for only a limited number
of laminar ﬂow cases, such as pipe and annulus ﬂows or boundary layers, and that
direct numerical simulation(DNS) of the transportequationsis limitedto laminaror
very low Reynolds number turbulent ﬂows. In a DNS of turbulent ﬂow, the numer-
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ical resolution has to be ﬁne enough to represent the dissipative scales. The enor-
mous spatial and temporal resolution requirements resulting from this constraint for
a DNS of turbulent ﬂow have been described by the investigators, Grotzbach [110]
and Reynolds [111]. The basic idea of DNS resolutions is reviewed below, since
this relates closely to the motivation for LES.
3.2 Resolution Requirements for DNS
To get an estimate for the resolution requirements of free turbulent shear ﬂow, Kol-
mogprov’s ([112]) ﬁrst principle of similarity is adopted. It is assumed that the
small scales of turbulence are locally isotropic, that is, the statistical properties of
the small scale motions are presumed not to depend on the orientation of the coordi-
nate systemor spatial positionin a sufﬁcientlysmall domainwithina ﬂow for which
Reynolds number is sufﬁcient large. The smallest turbulent scales, dissipating the
turbulent kinetic energy, are therefore presumed to have lost any orientation that
might be imposed by the ﬂow geometry. Their physical properties can then only
depend on the rate of dissipation,  , and the kinematic viscosity, ν. It then follows
from dimensional analysis that the smallest length and time scales in a turbulent
ﬂow are characterised by the Kolmogorov length scale deﬁned as
η ≡
 
ν3
 
 1
4
, (3.3)
and the Kolmogorov velocity scale deﬁned as
σ ≡
 ν
 
 1
2 . (3.4)
An approximation for the dissipation rate can be obtained from the large scale
motion if the turbulence is locally in equilibrium, that is, if the local rate of pro-
duction of turbulent kinetic energy equals the local rate of dissipation. The rate of
turbulence production, however, is determined by the large scale motion and can
therefore be approximated as being proportional to the turbulent energy,
u2
0
2 , and a
time scale
l0
u0, characterising the rate at which energy is transferred from the mean
motionto theturbulentﬂuctuations. Here u0 is a velocityscale whilel0 is an integral
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length scale characterising the large scale turbulent motion. Thus, for turbulence in
local equilibrium the dissipation rate scale is
  ∝
u3
0
l0
. (3.5)
Though, strictly,onlytrue for the artiﬁcial case of forced non-decayinghomoge-
neous turbulence, this relation can be regarded as a scale relation valid for inhomo-
geneous turbulence as well. Available experimental evidence suggests (Tennekes
and Lumley [113]) that the spectral energy transfer proceeds at a rate dictated by
the kinetic energy of the large eddies, which can be approximated by
u2
0
2 , and their
time scale,
l0
u0. An estimate for the Kolmogorov scales can therefore be obtained
from the large scales of the problem by introducing (3.5) into (3.4).
With an approximation for the smallest turbulent length scales obtained in this
manner, the computational requirements for a three-dimensional DNS of isotropic
homogeneous turbulence can be estimated. For a ﬁnite difference or ﬁnite volume
method, the number of grid nodes Nxyz, required to represent the large scale as well
as the small scale motion in the three spatial directions, is
Nxyz ∝
 
l0
η
 3
∝
⎛
⎝
 
l0uo
ν
 3
4
⎞
⎠
3
= Re
9
4
T, (3.6)
where ReT is the turbulent Reynolds number of the large scale motion. Equation
(3.6) now implies that the grid size for a DNS of homogeneous turbulence depends
on the Reynolds number. As mentioned above, the scale relation in equation (3.5)
is generally valid as an order of magnitude for all free ﬂows, so that the spatial
resolution requirements for complex engineering type applications are expected to
grow with Re
9
4 as well, for areas away from solid surface. Here Re is the ﬂow
Reynolds number which is proportional to the turbulent Reynolds number, ReT,
characterising the large scale turbulent ﬂuctuations. Now if the Reynolds number
Re of a turbulentﬂow is known, one can calculate with the relation (3.6) the number
of grid nodes which willbe required to resolvedthe ﬂow at the Kolomogorovscales.
For example, when Re = 2000, over 20 millionsgrid nodes are required for DNS to
resolve the ﬂow at the Kolmogorov scales, which is still a difﬁcult task with today’s
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state-of-the-art computing facility. Therefore, a modelling approach is essential for
turbulent ﬂow. In the thesis, we will use a LES approach, by which the large-scale
motionsare resolvedbythegridresolution,whilethesmallscales, whichare ﬁltered
out from the ﬂow using the technique discussed in § 3.3, are modelled. In addition,
computations with coarse DNS will be performed and the results will be presented
in Chapters 6 and 7.
3.3 The Filtering Operation
3.3.1 Spatial ﬁltering
To obtain the LES equations, the governing equations (3.1-3.2) are ﬁltered ﬁrst
using a spatial ﬁlter which separates the large scale (resolved scale) ﬂow ﬁeld from
the small scale (sub-grid scale). If f(xj,t) is a generic instantaneous variable at a
location, xj, the correspondingﬁltered variable, knownas the resolvablecomponent
of f(xj,t) and denoted by ¯ f(xj,t), is deﬁned as the convolution of f(xj,t) with a
ﬁlter function G as (Leonard [114])
¯ f(xj,t)=
 
D
f(x
 
j,t)G(xj − x
 
j, (xj))dx
 
j, (3.7)
where D is the entire domain; Δ(xj) is the ﬁlter width which in LES practice is
generally related to the mesh size, e.g.  (xj)=
3 √
 x y z. The ﬁlter function
G is usually deﬁned as the product of three one-dimensional ﬁlters,
G(xj − x
 
j, (xj)) =
3  
j=1
g(xj − x
 
j, (xj)), (3.8)
which must satisfy the normalisation condition,
 
D
G(xj − x
 
j, (xj))dx
 
j =1 . (3.9)
Deﬁning the Fourier transform ˆ f(kj,t) of f(xj,t) as
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ˆ f(kj,t)=
    ∞
−∞
f(x
 
j,t)e
−ikjxjdxj, (3.10)
it can be seen from the deﬁnition of the spatial ﬁlter (3.7) that ¯ f(xj,t) is a simple
convolution of the generic variable f(x 
j,t) and ﬁlter function G, which implies that
its Fourier transform is
ˆ ¯ f(kj,t)= ˆ G ˆ f(kj,t), (3.11)
where ˆ G =
 3
j=1 ˆ g(kj, (xj)) is the Fourier transform of the ﬁlter function. It is
important to note that this ﬁlter function determines the size and structure of the
smallest resolvable eddies. Various distributions of the ﬁlter function are available
in the literature, for example, see Leonard [114], Germano [2], and Ghosal and
Moin [115]. But the most commonly used ﬁlter functions and their Fourier trans-
forms are given below. The “top hat” ﬁlter,
G
 
xj − x
 
j, (xj)
 
=
 
1
 (xj) if |xj − x 
j|≤
 (xj)
2
0 otherwise
(3.12)
and the Fourier transform of the top hat ﬁlter is
ˆ g(kj, (xj)) =
sin
 
kj
 (xj)
2
 
kj
 (xj)
2
. (3.13)
The Gaussian ﬁlter,
G
 
xj − x
 
j, (xj)
 
=
  
6
π
1
 (xj)
2
 
exp
 
−
6(xj − x 
j)2
Δ(xj)
 
, (3.14)
and its Fourier transform is
ˆ g(kj, (xj)) = exp
−(kjΔ(xj)
24
. (3.15)
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and the Fourier cut-off ﬁlter,
G[xj − x
 
j, (xj)] =
sin(kc(xj − x 
j))
π(xj − x 
j)
. (3.16)
where kc = π
 (xj) and the corresponding Fourier transform is
ˆ g(kj, (xj)) =
 
1 if |k|≤kc
0 otherwise
(3.17)
So, in the Fourier cut-off ﬁlter if ˆ g is zero for k2 = kjkj >k 2
c, where kc is a
cut-off wave number deﬁning the limit of wave resolution, then ¯ f will contain no
contribution from wave numbers greater than kc, that is, wave numbers greater than
a cut-off valueare completelyremovedfromthe ﬂowﬁeld leaving thesmallestwave
numbers unaffected. In contrast, both the top hat and Gaussian ﬁlter functionsaffect
all wave numbers without removing completely any particular part of the spectrum.
In our simulation we have used the “top hat” ﬁlter given in equation (3.12) and
suggested by Germano [2] as it ﬁts naturally into a ﬁnite volume formulation (see
di Mare and Jones [116]).
3.3.2 Commutation
At the time of applying the spatial ﬁlter to the Navier-Stokes equations, some rules
for the manipulation of ﬁltered quantities must be known. The following rules, as
with the Reynolds averages, apply for the spatial ﬁltering:
cf = c ¯ f, (3.18)
where c is a constant and f(xj,t) is a spatial function. For two functions, f1(xj,t)
and f2(xj,t), it is clear that
f1 + f2 = ¯ f1 + ¯ f2 (3.19)
while in general,
¯ f1.f2  = ¯ f1.¯ f2 (3.20)
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Unlike the Reynolds averages, applying the same ﬁltering twice generally changes
the value, so that
¯ ¯ f  = ¯ f (3.21)
But the Fourier cut-off ﬁlter is an exception. It can be seen from its deﬁnition that
the Fourier base is not modiﬁed by multiple ﬁltering application and therefore
¯ ¯ f = ¯ f. (3.22)
The ﬁltering operation always commutes with time differencing, so that
∂f
∂t
=
∂ ¯ f
∂t
. (3.23)
But, as the ﬁlter width is a function of space, the ﬁltering operation on spatial dif-
ferentiation does not commute, i.e.
∂f
∂xj
 =
∂ ¯ f
∂xj
. (3.24)
Therefore, the commutation error arises, which is the difference between the term
on each side of (3.24), i.e.
 
∂f
∂xj −
∂ ¯ f
∂xj
 
. This lack of commutativity between the
ﬁltering and differentiation causes every spatial derivative operator in the governing
equations (3.1-3.2) to generate terms that can not be expressed solely in terms of
the ﬁltered ﬁelds. As suggested in Ghosal and Moin [115], the commutation error
can be derived in terms of the spatial gradient as follows
∂f(y)
∂y
=
  b
a
G[y − y
 , (y)]
∂f(y )
∂y  dy
 . (3.25)
Applying integration by parts, we get
∂f(y)
∂y
= G[y − y
 , (y)]f(y
 )|
b
a       
(A)
−
  b
a
f(y
 )
∂G[y − y , (y)]
∂y  dy
 
      
(B)
. (3.26)
The ﬁrst term (A) vanishes, since G[y − y , (y)]f(y )=0on the integration
boundaries a and b. Application of the chain rule to second term (B) gives
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∂f(y)
∂y
=
∂
∂y
  b
a
G[y − y
 , (y)]f(y
 )dy
  −
  b
a
f(y
 )
∂G[y − y , (y)]
∂ 
d (y)
dy
dy
 
(3.27)
then
∂f(y)
∂y
−
∂ ¯ f
∂y
= −
∂ ¯ f
∂ 
d (y)
dy
. (3.28)
since
∂G[y − y , (y)]
∂y  =
∂G[y − y , (y)]
∂ 
d 
dy
−
∂G[y − y , (y)]
∂y
(3.29)
Eq. (3.28) now shows that the commutation error,
∂ ¯ f
∂ 
d (y)
dy , depends on how the
ﬁlter function varies with the ﬁlter width and at the same time how the ﬁlter width
varies in the spatial direction.
According to Ghosal and Moin [115], if a second-order numerical scheme is
used to represent the derivatives, the ﬁnite differencing error is then of the same
order as the error due to the lack of commutativity of the spatial differentiation and
the ﬁltering operations. From equation (3.28), the error may be analysed for the
second order central difference scheme as
∂f(y)
∂y
−
¯ fj+1 − ¯ fj−1
2h
+ O(h
2)=−
∂ ¯ f
∂ 
d (y)
dy
, (3.30)
where, for the non-uniform mesh, 2hj = yj+1 − yj−1. Equation (3.30) can now be
written as
∂f(y)
∂y
−
¯ fj+1 − ¯ fj−1
2hj
= −
∂ ¯ f
∂ 
d (y)
dy
− O(h
2
j) (3.31)
If the commutation terms is assumed to approximate to zero, that is,
−
∂ ¯ f
∂ 
d (y)
dy
− O(h
2
j) ∼ 0 ⇒−
∂ ¯ f
∂ 
d (y)
dy
∼ O(h
2
j) (3.32)
Hence Eq. (3.32) shows clearly that the commutation error becomes O(h2
j). Ghosal
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and Moin [115] proposed an alternate deﬁnition for the ﬁltering operation by intro-
ducing a mapping, which transforms the computational space of non-uniform ﬁlter
width into an alternate coordinate system where this ﬁlter width becomes constant.
They have showed that the commutation error is second order in a second order ac-
curate numerical scheme. So, Eq. (3.32) is consistent with Ghosal and Moin [115]
though we have used the original ﬁlter. They also pointed out that, in LES the grid
spacing is approximately equal to that of the ﬁlter width, that means, h ∼  . Hence
the equation (3.32) becomes
−
∂ ¯ f
∂ 
d (y)
dy
∼ O( 
2). (3.33)
Note that the physical interpretation of the resulting ﬁltered ﬁelds is ambiguous and
is not clear how these ﬁlter deﬁnitions affect the size of the terms in the equations
in relation to the commutation error. So, in keeping with the vast majority of sim-
ulations reported in the literature ([79], [116], [117], [118], etc.), the commutation
error has been neglected in the present study. However, it may be proved that the
effect of neglecting the commutation error on the computed ﬂow ﬁeld would be
very low. In order to show this, it is used an example of the streamwise veloc-
ity, ¯ v, computed in the stenosed artery in Chapter 4. A non-uniform grid size of
Nx × Ny × Nz =5 0× 200 × 50 was used in the LES computation. The gradient
of the velocity, d¯ v
dy, presented in Fig. 3.2a, shows that the magnitude is about (106)
times higher than  2 in Fig. 3.2b. Therefore, it is quite clear that the effect of the
commutation error is quite negligible.
Moreover, equation (3.28) indicates that the commutation error is proportional
to the gradient of the ﬁlter width (
d 
dy ). So, if the expansion or compression ratio of
the non-uniform grid is smooth, i.e, the grid spacing varies smoothly, the commu-
tation error can be kept to a minimum. In the sample case shown above, the mesh
expansion ratio lies between 0.97 and 1.05, so that
d 
dy is small.
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3.4 Filtered Governing Equations
By applying the above ﬁlter function (3.12) to the Navier-Stokes equations of mo-
tion (3.1-3.2), we obtain the following ﬁltered equations:
∂ ¯ uj
∂xj
=0 , (3.34)
∂ ¯ ui
∂t
+
∂ ¯ ui ¯ uj
∂xj
= −
1
ρ
∂¯ p
∂xi
+
∂
∂xj
 
ν
 
∂ ¯ ui
∂xj
+
∂ ¯ uj
∂xi
  
−
∂τij
∂xj
, (3.35)
where the effects of the small scales, appearing in the subgrid-scale stress term as
τij = uiuj − ¯ ui ¯ uj (3.36)
must be modelled and are discussed in the next section.
3.5 Subgrid-scale Modelling
The Smagorinsky model [119] is the most famous and still widely used model for
the sub-grid scale stresses, which is based on the eddy viscosity assumption as
τij −
1
3
δijτkk = −2νsgs ¯ Sij, (3.37)
where the subgrid kinetic eddy viscosity, νsgs, which is again related to the subgrid
eddy viscosity, μsgs,a sρνsgs = μsgs, is obtained by assuming that the turbulent
dissipation is in equilibrium with the turbulent energy production. This yields an
expression
νsgs =( Cs )
2|¯ S|, (3.38)
where Cs is the Smagorinsky constant and |¯ S| =
 
2 ¯ Sij ¯ Sij is the magnitude of the
large scale strain rate tensors deﬁned as ¯ Sij = 1
2
 
∂ ¯ ui
∂xj +
∂ ¯ uj
∂xi
 
. Thus, the Smagorin-
sky model takes the form
τij −
1
3
δijτkk = −2(Cs )
2|¯ S| ¯ Sij = −2C
2
sβij, (3.39)
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where βij =  2|¯ S| ¯ Sij. A theoretical value of Cs =0 .1 is usually found in the liter-
ature for simulating turbulent ﬂow with LES. However, one of the major difﬁculties
with the Smagorinsky model is the calculation of the Smagorinsky constant for in-
homogeneous ﬂow, which means, transition to turbulent ﬂow. The optimum value
for Cs may be different at different regions inside a full ﬂow domain, therefore, the
Smagorinsky model needs an additional assumption to determine the values of Cs
for transitional ﬂow, which is described in the next section.
3.5.1 Germano-Lilly Dynamic Subgrid-scale Model
The subgrid dynamic model for transition to turbulent ﬂow originally proposed by
Germano et al . [2] calculates the Smagorinsky constant as a function of time and
position. According to Germano et al . [2], a test-ﬁlter, which has a ﬁlter width
larger than the original ﬁlter, ( ˜   >  ), is applied to the ﬁltered Navier-Stokes
eqs. (3.34)-(3.35), giving the subgrid scale stress tensor, Tij, similar to τij of (3.36)
as
Tij =   uiuj − ˜ ¯ ui ˜ ¯ uj. (3.40)
The two stress tensors, τij and Tij, are now related to the following Germano iden-
tity,
Lij = Tij − ˜ τij (3.41)
Assuming the same functional form as the Samgorinsky model, the anisotropic part
of Tij gives
Tij −
1
3
δijTkk = −2(Cs ˜  )
2|˜ ¯ S| ˜ ¯ Sij = −2C
2
sαij, (3.42)
with the test-scale shears deﬁned similarly to those for the grid scale. Here αij =
( ˜  )2|˜ ¯ S| ˜ ¯ Sij.
In eq. (3.41) the elements of Lij are the resolved components of the stress tensor
associated with the scales of motion between the test and grid scales. Now the right
hand side of eq. (3.41) can be evaluated explicitly by subtracting (3.39) from (3.42),
L
a
ij = Lij −
1
3
δijLkk =2 C
2
sMij =2 C
2
s(βij − αij), (3.43)
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where
Mij = ˜  
2|˜ ¯ S| ˜ ¯ Sij − 
2   |¯ S| ¯ Sij = αij − βij. (3.44)
Following a suggestion of Lilly [3], a least square approach is used to obtain the
values of C∗
s, leading to
C
2
s = C
∗
s =
1
2
La
ijMij
M2
ij
. (3.45)
The Smagorinsky coefﬁcient Cs was evaluated iteratively and was set to zero when
negative. And the the ratio of the test and grid-ﬁlter used is 2 for getting the
insensitive results (Piomelli-Liu [4], Germano et al . [2] and Lund [120]).
3.6 Boundary Conditions
For solving the governing ﬁltered equations (3.34-3.35) the following boundary
conditions have been employed.
3.6.1 Inﬂow Boundary Condition
Theinletboundaryconditionistheveryimportanttostudythetransition-to-turbulent
pulsatile in the models of arterial stenosis and aneurysm which will be described in
the following each chapter.
3.6.2 Wall Boundary Condition
If thedomainboundarycoincideswitha solidimpermeablewall, a no-slipcondition
can generally be used. This boundary condition is used for both the lower and upper
walls of the model, which is deﬁned as
¯ uj(x;t)|Γ =0 . (3.46)
However, while the prescription of a no-slip condition is straight forward, the LES
of turbulent ﬂow in the vicinity of the wall is not. Strictly an LES of all important
energy levels contain scales would have to include all viscous scales in the sublayer
and thus would effectively correspond to a DNS in the proximity of the wall. Good
results have been obtained for the channel ﬂow at moderate Reynolds number, by
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increasing the grid resolution near the wall to capture the viscous scales in the sub-
layer, and following this in the present computation ﬁne mesh has been used near
the walls.
3.6.3 Periodic Boundary Condition
For thespanwiseboundaries, a periodicboundaryconditionisappliedfor modelling
the spanwise homogeneous ﬂow. In a geometrical simple problem, such as that aris-
ing from the simulation of turbulent channel ﬂow or homogeneous turbulence, the
difﬁculty of having to prescribe instantaneous boundary conditions is often avoided
by assuming that the ﬂow is periodic. Regardless of the complexity of the ﬂow
problem, this assumption is also useful in problems with a two dimensional pat-
tern in the mean, where the homogeneous direction can be approximated as being
periodic. Thus the ﬁeld at boundary Γ1 and Γ2 is set to be identical, i.e.
¯ uj(x;t)|Γ1 =¯ uj(x;t)|Γ2 (3.47)
and
¯ pp(x;t)|Γ1 =¯ pp(x;t)|Γ2, (3.48)
where ¯ pp corresponds to the periodic part of the pressure.
3.6.4 Symmetric Boundary Condition
This boundary condition is only applied to compare the computational results with
the experimental data of a laminar ﬂow in an axisymmetric geometry. In order
to reduce the size of the computational domain, symmetric or free slip conditions
are sometimes convenient to use. These are designed to minimise the effect of the
boundary on the predicted ﬂow by allowing the ﬂow tangential to the boundary
to slide along a frictionless surface. The wall-normal velocity component, un,i s
assumed to vanish instantaneously so that
¯ un|Γ =0 , (3.49)
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while for all other ﬂow variables a zero gradient Neumann condition is imposed
normal to the surface, that is,
∂¯ uj
∂n
|Γ =0 . (3.50)
3.6.5 Outﬂow Boundary Condition
At the outlet a convective boundary condition is used. In incompressible Reynolds
average simulations of turbulent ﬂow it is common to assume a zero gradient con-
dition at the outlet boundary where ﬂuid is expected to be convected out of the
computational domain. The ﬁeld is thus calculated to satisfy
∂¯ uj
∂n
|Γ =0 . (3.51)
Strictly, this condition is always invalid in LES, since the instantaneous velocity
ﬁeld at the outlet boundary will vary. However, in areas in which the mean ﬂow
is approximately parabolic, errors from such a crude condition are not expected
to propagate far upstream and will only inﬂuence the solution close to the out-
let boundary. Howover, it is well known that this condition can lead to spurious
numerically generated reﬂections, Vichnevetsky [121]. In analogy with the wave
travelling out of the domain, Jin and Braza [122] conjectured that a condition,
∂¯ uj
∂t
+ uc
∂¯ uj
∂n
− ν
∂2¯ uj
∂η2 =0 , (3.52)
imposed on the outlet boundary should allow the ﬂow structures to be convected
out of the domain without any spurious reﬂections. Here ∂
∂n is the gradient normal
to the outlet boundary and ∂
∂η is tangential to the outlet boundary, while uc is the
convective outﬂow velocity normal to the outlet boundary. This condition is similar
to that of Pauley et al . [123] who imposed
∂¯ uj
∂t
+ uc
∂¯ uj
∂n
=0 (3.53)
on the outlet boundary using either the average exit velocity or the vortex prop-
agation speed for uc. This condition is now well established which allows vorti-
cal structures to convect out of the domain virtually unimpeded and is used in the
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present computations.
3.7 Overview of Numerical Procedures
An overview of the computational procedure employed in our simulation is pre-
sented in this section. The in-house FORTRAN code LES-BOFFIN (Boundary Fit-
ted Flow Integrator), which was initially developed at the Imperial College London
for simulating turbulent combustion reacting ﬂow, has been modiﬁed and extended
in the thesis in order to solve the incompressible governing equations with dynamic
subgrid models for the pulsatile and steady ﬂow. The code is fully implicit and sec-
ond order accurate in both space and time. The BOFFIN code has previously been
applied to simulate turbulent ﬂow in other engineering contexts, for examples, see
LES of a gas turbine combustor by di Mare et al [124], Paul et al . [125; 126; 127]
of a turbulent non-premixed ﬂame by Branley and Jones [128], turbulent ﬂow past
a swept fence by di Mare and Jones [116] and turbulent cross ﬂows of jets by
Wille [129].
The governing ﬁltered equations (3.34-3.35) in the Cartesian coordinates are
transformed into a curvilinear coordinate system (Thomson et al [130]) and the ﬁ-
nite volume approach is used to discretise the partial differential equations to yield
a system of quasi-linear algebraic equations. To discretise the spatial derivatives in
eqns. (3.34-3.35), the standard second order accurate central difference scheme is
used, except for the convective terms in the momentum equations (3.35) for which
an energy conserving discretisation scheme is used (Morinishi [131]).
Time derivativesare discretised by a three point backward difference scheme. A
constant time step is used in the computations to ensure that the maximum Courant
number, ( ¯ uj
∂t
∂xj), based on the ﬁltered velocity, lies between 0.1 and 0.2 (Choi and
Moin [132]).
A pressure correction algorithm is applied to couple pressure with the velocity
components where the results are stored at the centre of a control volume according
to the collocated grid arrangement. The Poisson like pressure correction equation is
discretised by using the Rhie and Chow [133] pressure smoothing approach, which
prevents the even-odd node uncoupling in the pressure and velocity ﬁelds.
A BI-CGSTAB [134] solver is used for solving the matrix of velocity vectors,
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while for the Poisson like pressure correction equation a ICCG [135] solver is
applied due to its symmetric and positive deﬁnite nature. More details about the
numerical algorithm are given in Appendix A.
3.8 Data Processing and Flow Statistics
In the data processing, some different types of averaging procedure are used. For a
generic ﬂow ﬁltered variable, ¯ f, the mean ( statistical enssemle mean) over the total
number of timestep Nt is calculate as
<f>(x,y,z)=
1
Nt
Nt  
i=1
¯ fs(x,y,z,ti), (3.54)
In order to separate the turbulentﬂuctuations from the pulsatile ﬂuctuations, a phase
averaging technique (Hussain and Reynolds [136], Lieber and Giddens [137] and
Mittal et al . [79]) is applied . The phase average over Tf = NT, where N is the
total number of periods and T is the time period, is computed as
<< ¯ f> >(x,y,t)=
1
N
N−1  
n=0
< ¯ f> s (x,y,t + nT), (3.55)
where < ¯ f> s is the spanwise average quantity of ¯ f deﬁned as
< ¯ f> s (x,y,t)=
1
L3
  L3
0
¯ f(x,y,z,t)dz, (3.56)
where L3 is the total number of mesh points used in the spanwise direction. Finally,
the random turbulent ﬂuctuations are calculated using
f
  (x,y,z,t)= ¯ f(x,y,z,t)− << ¯ f> >(x,y,t). (3.57)
Thus, the root mean square (rms) values of the turbulent ﬂuctuations are calculated
using the following deﬁnition
<f
   >rms=
 
<f   2 >. (3.58)
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The energy spectra, E, of the turbulent ﬂuctuations are deﬁned as
E =
M  
j=1
f
  2e
−2iπ(j−1)(k−1) ; k =1 ,···M. (3.59)
where M is the number of time steps.
The energy spectra of the turbulent ﬂuctuations and the vortex shedding fre-
quencyfromthesamplingfrequencyhavebeencalculatedbyusingMATLAB(MAT-
LAB 7.5 [138]). The algorithm for getting the energy spectra is given below
• Load the data sets of f   and M.
• Calculate f  2 for the energy spectra.
• Use MATLAB FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) algorithm on f  2 and store data
as Y .
• Use MATLABNyquistfrequencyalgorithmon M and storedataas thevortex
shedding frequency fs.
• Finally, calculate the energy spectra, E, taking the absolute value of Y .
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LES of Sinusoidal Pulsatile Flow in a
Model Arterial Stenosis. Part 1.
Additive type Oscillation
4.1 Introduction
In recent years, Large Eddy Simulation(LES) has been used to study complexﬂows
in many engineering applications. In the ﬁeld of bio-ﬂuid mechanics, it appears that
only Mittal et al . [78; 79] have applied the LES technique to simulate the transition
to turbulent ﬂow in a rectangular channel with a semi-circular constriction in the
upper wall. In their studies, they have found the maximum shear stress occurred
at the centre of the constriction of the upper wall, but Friedman et al . [35], Ku
et al . [36], Salam et al . [37] and Ojha et al . [81] reported in their experiments that
the wall shear stress at the centre of the stenosis is low. So, further computational
study is necessary to get agreement between the experimental and computational
results.
In this Chapter, laminar transition to turbulent pulsatile ﬂow in a 3D model of
arterial stenosis is investigated by using the LES technique. A simple channel with
a cosine shaped stenosis on the top wall is chosen as the computational domain.
The unsteady pulsatile ﬂow is generated at the inlet of the stenosed channel by
adding a sinusoidal pulsation to fully developed streamwise velocity proﬁle, which
is termed here as an additive type oscillation. In LES spatial ﬁltering is applied to
the governing equations to separate the ﬂow ﬁeld into large scale and small scale
eddies, known as, sub-grid scale (SGS). The large scale eddies which contain most
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of the turbulent energy are resolved directly while the unresolved small scale eddies
are modelled using the Germano-Lilly dynamic model (Germano [2] and Lilly [3])
which is described in Chapter 3. The contribution of the SGS model to the large
scale motions is assessed in terms of the normalised SGS eddy viscosity.
This Chapter is organised in the following way: a description of the model ge-
ometry is presented in §4.2, mesh distribution for the ﬂow simulations is given in
§4.3 respectively. Validation with experiment and results and discussion are pre-
sented in §4.5 and §4.6 respectively. Finally, a general conclusion of this chapter is
made in §4.7.
4.2 Model Geometry
The geometry shown in Fig. 4.1 consists of a 3D channel with a one sided cosine
shaped stenosis on the upper wall centred at y/L =0 .0, where y is the horizontal
distance or the distance along the ﬂow and L is the height of the channel. In the
model the height (x) and its width (z) are kept same which gives a square cross-
section both upstream and downstream of the stenosis. The length of the stenosis is
equal to twice the channel height. Before the stenosis the channel length is 5L, and
15L is the downstream of the stenosis. The stenosis is formed using the following
relation
x
L
=1−
δc
2
 
1+c o s
yπ
L
 
, −L ≤ y ≤ L (4.1)
where δc is the parameter that relates to the area reduction of the stenosis. In this
Chapter, δc is ﬁxed to 1
2, which gives a 50% reduction of the cross-sectional area at
the centre of the stenosis. The smooth constriction/stenosisgenerated at the channel
using the relation above (4.1) gives a fairly reasonable representation of an arterial
stenosis (or biological stenosis), see Deshpande et al . [48].
4.3 Mesh Distribution
In Fig. 4.3 a crude 2D mesh conﬁguration is shown in the x−y plane. As the no-slip
condition (3.46) is applied on the top and bottom walls of the channel, the meshes
are reﬁned near the top and bottom walls to increase the resolution in the sublayer.
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The mesh lines are also concentrated at the centre and immediatedownstream of the
stenosis because these are the regions where the high level of vortices and turbulent
ﬂuctuations are generated. A uniform spacing is used at the spanwise directions.
Note that to generate the dense meshes near the top and bottom walls as well as in
the immediate downstream region a tanh function is used, which is similar to the
approach in Moin and Kim [139].
4.4 Inﬂow Boundary Condition
A sinusoidal pulse is added to the fully developed streamwise velocity proﬁle to
generate time-dependent pulsatile ﬂow at the inlet of the model. The formulation of
the pulsatile velocity takes the following form
¯ v(x,t)=6¯ Vmax
x
L
 
1 −
x
L
  
1+Asin
 
2πt
T
  
, (4.2)
where ¯ Vmax is the bulk velocity which depends on the ﬂow Reynolds number de-
ﬁned as Re =
¯ VmaxL
ν . In eq. (4.2), T =2 π and A are the time period and amplitude
of the sine pulse respectively. In Fig. 4.2 the inlet velocity proﬁle is shown for one
pulsation when Re = 1500 and A =0 .3 which corresponds to the 30% sinusoidal
pulsation.
4.5 Validation with Experiment
Although the main focus of the thesis is to study the blood ﬂow in a non-uniform
stenosis (Fig. 4.1), it would be interesting to see how the computational results
compare with the experimental results of Ahmed and Giddens [1] who studied ﬂow
in anaxisymmetricmodelof stenosis. It isnotethatno experimentaldata inthe non-
uniform stenosis considered here is available to make a direct comparison with the
present computational results. However, various mesh and timestep independence
testsare performed inthethesisinorder tocheck sensitivityof thenumericalresults.
The model of the stenosis [1] has an area reduction of 75% and 50% respec-
tively at the centre of the stenosis and the respective ﬂow Reynolds numbers in the
experiment are 500 and 1000. The boundary condition at the inlet is treated as a
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fully developed laminar pipe ﬂow without adding any pulsation to this, while the
lower wall of the model shown in Fig. 4.1 is treated as a symmetric plane.
The governing ﬂow ﬁeld computed downstream of the stenosis is laminar with
a negligible effect coming from the SGS, which is essentially a DNS computation.
The comparison, presented in Figs. 4.4 and 4.5 for the streamwisevelocityat differ-
ent downstream locations while Re = 500 and 1000 respectively, show clearly that
the overall agreement of the present computational results against the experiment
[1] is quite good indeed. However, the computational velocity proﬁles at y/L =0 .0
for both the stenoses and at y/L =0 .5 for the 50% stenosis are slightly deviated
in the middle portion of the computational domain, but they have a good agreement
at the centre and near the wall where the stenosis appeared. Similar types of small
disagreement with the results of Ahmed and Giddens [1] are reported in the study
of Vargheses et al . [77].
4.6 Results and Discussion
The computational results of LES obtained by using the mesh arrangement of 50×
200 × 50 (along x × y × z) with the timestep of δt =1 0 −3 and time period of
T =2 π for the three different ﬂow Reynolds numbers of 1200, 1300 and 1500
are presented here. A mesh independence test is performed, and the results of this
test are presented in §4.6.3 and § 4.6.4. Initially, the amplitude (A) of the sinusoidal
oscillationis ﬁxed to 0.3 which corresponds to a 30% oscillationin the inlet velocity
with a peak-to-mean ratio of 1.3. Then the amplitude is varied for Re = 1000 and
the results are presented in §4.6.6. The simulations are carried out up to the peak
phase of the eleventh cycle of pulsation, where it is checked that the primary mean
ﬂow eventually reaches a stationary state.
4.6.1 Contribution of SGS Model
The contributions of the SGS model in the LES are illustrated in Figs. 4.6 and 4.7
at the peak phase of time cycle, t/T =1 0 .25. Fig. 4.6(a-c) depict the contour
plots of the dynamic Smagorinsky constant, Cs, for Re = 1200, 1300 and 1500
respectively, while the corresponding SGS eddy viscosity, μsgs, normalised by the
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molecular viscosity, μ, is shown in Fig. 4.7(a-c). We note that the equivalent peak
Reynolds numbers at this phase are Rep = 1560, 1690 and 1950 respectively. The
maximum value of Cs for Rep = 1950 is found about 0.103 which is very close to
thetypicalvalueoftheSmagorinskyconstant0.1usuallyusedforLES simulationof
turbulent ﬂow in a channel. However, the magnitude of Cs decays as the Reynolds
number is decreased, e.g. 0.055 and 0.035 are found for Rep = 1690 and 1560
respectively.
In Fig. 4.7(c), the maximum eddy viscosity of about 0.709 for Re = 1500
(Rep = 1950) explains the fact that the SGS model contributes up to 70.9% extra
dissipation into the ﬂow. The level of SGS dissipation also depends on Re, e.g.
when Re = 1300 (Rep = 1690) the dissipation of about 21.1% is found in the
simulation, while for Re = 1200 (Rep = 1560) it is about 3.3% which is negligible
compared to those achieved for Re = 1500 and 1300. This ﬁnding is reasonable
given the fact that because of the low Reynolds number less energy is dissipated
through the SGS, and a DNS technique could be used for simulating the pulsatile
ﬂow when Re ≤ 1200. Moreover, Fig. 4.7 also shows that the SGS dissipation is
signiﬁcantly large at the post stenosis region where the ﬂow transients to turbulent.
4.6.2 Instantaneous Flow Field
To represent the post-stenotic ﬂow ﬁeld at the peak phase (t/T =1 0 .25), the
¯ u- ¯ w (cross ﬂow) velocity vectors at different positions along the ﬂow are plot-
ted in Fig. 4.8(a-h) for Rep = 1950. At the post lip of the stenosis, i.e. at (a)
y/L =1 , the ﬂow is clearly transitional with the presence of strongly re-circulated
chaotic/turbulent ﬂow close to the upper wall, while the ﬂow is laminar close to the
lower wall. However, this transitional ﬂow pattern breaks down further downstream
of the stenosis and the nature of the ﬂow in this region is completely turbulent.
In particular, the level of circulations seen in frames (b-e) is quite strong and, in
the pathological context, this could cause potential damage to blood cells as well
as the inner surface of the stenosed artery. However, the intensity of the circula-
tions gradually reduces to the far downstream of the stenosis due to the process of
re-laminarisation, as seen in frames (f-h).
Thespanwiseaverage vorticity,<ω z >s=(
∂¯ v
∂x−
∂¯ u
∂y), atdifferentphasesoverthe
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last cycleof pulsationare presented in Fig.4.9 for the ReynoldsnumberRe = 1500.
The exact locations of these phases, at which the frames are plotted in this ﬁgure,
are denoted by Si (where i =1 ,2,···10) and shown in Fig. 4.2. In each frame, a
total of 14 unequal contour levels between the maximum and minimum values of
<ω z >s are plotted as shown in the colour bar. The dashed contours where vortex-
cell rotates in the anti-clockwise direction correspond to the negative values (blue
colour) of <ω z >s, while the solid lines are for the positive values (red colour) of
<ω z >s and the vortex rotates in the clockwise direction.
Two large vortices generated immediately downstream of the stenosis are quite
strong, one of which rotates in clockwise and other in the anti-clockwise direction.
In the ﬁrst ﬁve frames it is also observed that due to the transition/separation of
the shear layer from the throat of the stenosis the anti-clockwise vortices are gen-
erated, whereas the second shear layer separating from the opposite wall leads to
formation of the clockwise vortices (seen clearly in frames (e-g)). These vortex pair
rolls downstream of the stenosis as the phase increases and the breakdown of the
clockwise vortices occurs further downstream, see in frames (i-j).
Some detailed structures of the spanwise-average vortices can also be revealed
through the cross-sectional plots in Fig. 4.10. The contour levels and the Reynolds
number in this ﬁgure remain the same as in Fig. 4.9. Frame 4.10(a), which is plotted
at the throat of the stenosis, shows that the ﬂow close to both the top and bottom
walls is still laminar, but the transient state begins to develop in the middle of the
channel. In the next two frames, which are plotted close to the post lip of the
stenosis, the vortex-cells develop near the upper wall. The strength of those vortices
increases in the post lip and further downstream the vortex cells occupy almost the
whole cross-sectional area of the channel.
The effects of the Reynolds numberon the developmentof the spanwise vortices
are shown in Fig. 4.11(a-c) for Re = 1200(Rep = 1560), Re = 1300(Rep = 1690)
and Re = 1500 (Rep = 1950) respectively. These results are taken when the
ﬂow rate becomes maximum, i.e. when the ﬂow pulsation attains its peak position,
Sp. The patterns of the vortices developing at the downstream of the stenosis are
quite similar in every frame, but the vortex-cells shift slightly downstream when the
Reynolds number increases.
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4.6.3 Mean Flow Characteristics
The mean streamwise velocity proﬁles for the different Reynolds numbers, Rep =
1560, 1690 and 1950, are depicted in Fig. 4.12 at the different axial positions. Note
that the velocity results in the ﬁgure have been normalised by the bulk velocity
obtained from Re = 1500 (Rep = 1950). At the inlet the mean velocity proﬁles
have a parabolic shape (frame a) since the ﬂow before the stenosisisfully developed
laminar. But the separated shear layers from the throat break down this parabolic
shape in the post lip region due to the adverse pressure gradient. However, towards
the far downstream region, the velocity proﬁles take the non-parabolic or turbulent
velocity proﬁle shape.
Fig. 4.13 illustrates the mean streamlines for (a) Re = 1200 (Rep = 1560), (b)
Re = 1300(Rep = 1690) and (c) Re = 1500(Rep = 1950). The large recirculation
regions, near the post lip of the stenosis, which are caused by the backﬂow, are of
great pathological signiﬁcance as these are the regions of low shear which increase
the residence time of blood at the post stenosis, consequently, they increase the
chances of heart attack and brain stroke. The effects of the Reynolds number can
also be observed in the ﬁgure, the recirculation region increases slightly with the
increment of the Reynolds number, which is clearly noticeable between Re = 1300
and 1500. For instance, when Re = 1300 the recirculation region is found between
y/L ∼ 0 and y/L ∼ 1.9, or in other words, the separated boundary layer from
the throat reattached at y/L ∼ 1.9 on the upper wall. Whereas for Re = 1500
the reattachment point moves slightly downstream and is located at y/L ∼ 2.1.I n
addition, for the Re = 1500 case, another small recirculation region generates very
close to the post lip of the stenosis because of the high velocity at the inlet, which
could again cause blood clot and stagnte the blood ﬂow.
In Fig. 4.14 the normalised mean centreline velocity for the different Reynolds
numbers is depicted, and a comparison between the two mesh arrangements, 50 ×
200×50 and 70×200×50, is made for only Re = 1500. The solid line with ﬁlled
square symbol represents the solutionsof the higher resolution mesh. As seen in the
ﬁgure the comparison agrees quite well and the ﬂow resolution is not very sensitive
to these two mesh arrangements. Based on this assessment and to minimise the
computational time and space, the ﬁrst set of mesh arrangement, 50×200×50,w a s
chosen for the simulations of other Reynolds numbers less than 1500.
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In the ﬁgure we also see that the centreline velocity increases with the Reynolds
number because the ﬂow rate increases through the channel. The peaks occurring
at about the same downstream location of y/L ∼ 0.4 fall down abruptly at the post
lip of the stenosis, which is again corresponding to the fact that the adverse pressure
gradient takes place near the post lip of the stenosis (Fig. 4.16). The second peaks
locatedbetweeny/L ∼ 1.2andy/L ∼ 2are linkedtotheintenseclockwisevortices
found at that region. The velocity after y/L ∼ 3.0 oscillates because of the high
vortex of the ﬂow, however further downstream the centreline velocity vary only a
little.
The mean pressure distributions, normalised by ρ¯ V 2
max, at the upper wall, the
centreline and the lower wall are presented in Fig. 4.15 for the different Reynolds
numbers. The high level of pressure drops found at the throat of the stenosis is of
a great concern as these are again potential sources of stoke or heart attack. More-
over, the blood in the post stenosis re-circulated for a long time risking thrombosis
because of these pressure drops with the adverse pressure gradient (Fig. 4.16). The
corresponding shear stress distributions in Fig. 4.17 show that the upper wall shear
stress drops just prior to the centre of the stenosis where the acute pressure drops
took place. These low shear stresses usually stimulate re-modelling of the arterial
wall which increases the percentage of the arterial stenosis and consequently in-
creases the level of turbulence in the post stenotic region. However, the upper wall
shear stresses rise in the post stenosis region with the maximum between y/L =1
and y/L =2and the further downstream they are close to zero. The centreline
proﬁles in frame (b) show an acute stress drop at the post lip of the stenosis and
the oscillating form in the downstream region is due to the presence of the tur-
bulence. The oscillating shear stress remains persistent in the lower wall ﬁrmly
between y/L ∼ 2.2 and y/L ∼ 6.0, and the shear stresses in the lower wall rise
to maximum at the centre of the stenosis in contrast to the sharp drops seen in the
upper wall. Ii is also noted here that, from the medical point of view, these high and
oscillating wall shear stresses in the post stenosis zone could cause damage to the
materials of red blood cells (Sutera and Mehrjardi [32]) and also to the endothelium
or inner side of post-stenotic blood vessel (Fry [31]).
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4.6.4 Turbulent Characteristics
In this section, turbulent characteristics of the ﬂow downstream of the stenosis are
presented. Fig. 4.18 shows the centreline proﬁles of the turbulent kinetic energy,
TKE = 1
2 <u   
ju  
j >, for Re = 1200, 1300 and 1500. These results have been nor-
malized by ¯ V 2
max where ¯ Vmax was taken from Re = 1500. A comparison between
the two mesh arrangements, 50 × 200 × 50 and 70 × 200 × 50, is also made for
Re = 1500. The results again show that the turbulent ﬂuctuations are not severely
sensitive to these mesh orientations.
There is no turbulent kinetic energy upstream of the stenosis since the ﬂow is
laminar there, but due to the effect of the stenosis the turbulent kinetic energy grows
rapidly in the immediate post-stenotic region and the severe level occurred at the
post-lipof the stenosis(Fig. 4.19). However,the TKE decays gradually downstream
and ﬁnally approaches zero far downstream where the ﬂow is re-laminarized. It is
interesting to point out here that this high level of TKE at the post-stenotic region
is closely linked to the interaction between the two shear layers, which separate
from the stenosis and produce the intense pair-wise vortices in the post stenosis
zone, as already seen in Fig. 4.7. Consequently, the level of turbulent ﬂuctuations
in the post-stenotic ﬂow becomes prominent and the intensity of the turbulnet ﬂuc-
tuation revealed through the results in Figs. 4.20 as a root mean square (rms) of
the centreline velocity, they usually give a quantitative measure of the turbulence
intensities. From the medical point of view, this result is quite important since the
velocity ﬂuctuations have a signiﬁcant consequence in activating the blood platelets
and damaging the blood cell materials and subsequently they could create many
pathological diseases (Ku [9]). Moreover, the results of the SGS eddy viscosity
(seen in Fig. 4.7) have also a close correlation with this as they were also predicted
to be high at this post-stenotic region. The high level of pressure ﬂuctuations in
Fig. 4.21 are responsible for the post-stenotic dilatation due to the arterial damage
and are also a potential source of arterial murmur which is a key factor for identify-
ing an arterial stenosisthroughacoustical techniques(Ask et al [140]). The murmur
due to the arterial stenosis is usually diagnosed by placing an external “transducer”
which transmits through the arterial wall.
Figs. 4.22 and 4.23 respectively show results of the streamwise velocity and
pressure ﬂuctuations for Re = 1500 plotted in the different axial positions over the
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last three cycles. Again no ﬂuctuation is seen at the pre-stenosis and the centre of
the stenosis, but due to the ﬂow transitionboth the velocityand pressure ﬂuctuations
grow rapidly in the post stenosis, followed by gradual decay further downstream.
We also notice that the cycle-to-cycle growth of these ﬂuctuations is non-periodic.
4.6.5 Turbulent Energy Spectra
Some additional information of the random turbulent ﬂuctuations seen in the post
stenotic region will now be revealed through the turbulent energy spectra plotted
in Figs. 4.24 and 4.25 for Re = 1500. In Fig. 4.24(a-b), the normalised energy
spectra, Ev  v   = E(fs)¯ Vmax/L, for the centreline velocity ﬂuctuations, v  2/¯ V 2
max,
are plotted against the Strouhal number, Sr = fsL/¯ Vmax, of the vortex shedding
frequency, fs, at the different locations of the post stenotic region. The frequency
spectra, E(fs), are computed by using the FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) scheme.
The lines corresponding to (Sr)−5/3 and (Sr)−10/3 are included in the ﬁgure as in
Lu et al [42] and Mittal et al . [79].
According to Tennekes and Lumley [113] three regions are usually present in
power spectra: one of which is the large subrange containing the energies of the
injected ﬂow in a very small frequency region; the second one is the inertial sub-
range where the eddy structure is independent of viscosity and the spectrum slope
is −5/3, which is also called the broadband frequency region; and the rest is the
viscous dissipation subrange for the high frequencies. The range of the broadband
frequency found in frames (a-e) of Fig. 4.24 are approximately the same, but it is
small in the far downstream location, frame (f). In addition, the change of slope
of the power spectra from −5/3 to −10/3 at the region of large Strouhal number,
which is also consistent with the results of Lu et al . [42], represents the transfer
of energy from the turbulent ﬂow to the acoustic ﬂuctuations and is the main cause
of arterial murmurs. A further change of slope from −10/3 results in the viscous
dissipation subrange where the kinetic energy converts into heat through the action
of viscosity. However, this region is very small in our investigation.
Fig. 4.25 presents the corresponding normalised energy spectra, Ep  p  , for the
pressure ﬂuctuations, p  2/(ρ¯ V 2
max)2, along with the straight lines of (Sr)−5/3 and
(Sr)−7/3. In every frame the spectra containing the inertial/broadband region in-
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dicate the energy contained eddies of the turbulent ﬂow in the post stenosis, and
the change of slope from −5/3 to −7/3 represents the transfer of energy from the
pressure ﬂuctuations spectra to the sound spectra which is again a further source of
murmurs of the arterial stenosis. Moreover, likewise the velocity spectra, the broad-
band frequency foundin frames (a-e) is larger than thatof the spectra of slope −7/3,
and in frame (f) the broadband region is very small where the turbulent intensity is
relatively low.
4.6.6 Effects of the Amplitude of Oscillations
The effects of the amplitude of the inlet pulsatile oscillation on the development
of transition to turbulent ﬂow downstream of the stenosis are investigated in this
section. Fixing the Reynolds number to 1000, the amplitude (A) of the oscillation
is varied between 0.1 and 0.4 with an interval of 0.1, which corresponds to 10%,
20%, 30% and 40% oscillations respectively to the mean ﬂow. The results of the
variation of the amplitude are presented in Fig. 4.26 in terms of the mean and turbu-
lent kinetic energy. As seen in Fig. 4.26(a), the mean kinetic energy grows rapidly
in the immediate post stenosis region as the percentage of the oscillation increases.
The turbulent kinetic energy in Fig. 4.26(b) is also strongly affected by this. In par-
ticular, the maximum turbulent kinetic energy for 30% and 40% oscillations occurs
between y/L =0 .0 and y/L =2 .0, while for 10% and 20% it occurs between
y/L =4 .0 and y/L =6 .0. So for the large oscillation the transition to turbulent
happens earlier with large turbulent intensity, whereas the transition delays for the
small oscillation.
4.7 Conclusion
In this Chapter, Large Eddy Simulation with a dynamic sub-grid model has been
applied to study a simple sinusoidal pulsatile ﬂow through a 3D model of arterial
stenosis. In particular we have investigated the pulsatile nature of the transition to
turbulent ﬂow downstream of the stenosis. In the model, the stenosis was placed
eccentrically at the upper wall of the channel which reduced the cross-sectional
area of the channel by 50%. Three different Reynolds numbers, 1200, 1300 and
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1500, based on the bulk velocity, were chosen for this study – the choices of these
Reynolds numbers are realistic for human arteries, Ku [9].
We have found that the ﬂow characteristics, the turbulent kinetic energy, the
root mean square of the turbulent ﬂuctuations, etc, are highly dependent on the ﬂow
Reynolds number, and they are enhanced by the increment of the Reynolds number.
The level of turbulent ﬂuctuations found downstream of the stenosis could activate
the bloodplateletsanddamagethe bloodcell materialsand consequently,theycould
create many pathological diseases.
For Re = 1500 (corresponding to peak Reynolds number, Rep = 1950), we
have found that the SGS contributes a maximum of about 70.9% energy diffusion
into the ﬂow downstream of the stenosis where the ﬂow becomes turbulent. This
is again an important ﬁnding in the application of LES for studying pulsatile ﬂow
in the arterial stenosis. However, the contribution of SGS reduces as the Reynolds
number is reduced and it is quite small for Re = 1200. When Re ≤ 1200 the
numerical results can be treated as DNS solutions.
The shear stresses for the upper wall drop at the centre of the stenosis, where
the adverse pressure gradient exists – the same phenomena were reported by Ojha
et al [81], Tutty [80], Mallinger and Drikakis [72] and Frydrychowicz et al [12].
However, Mittal et al [79] found high shear stresses at the upper wall, which is
opposite to present ﬁnding and the above three papers reported. It is also found
the shear stresses on the lower wall are quite high, which could smash up the inner
liningof the artery. These ﬁndings, however,are consistentwiththe resultsof Mittal
et al . [79]. In addition, the presence of a permanent recirculation region seen in the
immediate downstream region of the stenosis and the earlier transition to turbulent
for the pulsatile ﬂow when the amplitude of the oscillation is increased agree quite
well with the experimental studies of Ojha et al [81].
In this Chapter, an additive type sinusoidal pulsatile velocity proﬁle is used for
generating the time dependent pulsationat the inlet. In the next Chapter, (Chapter 5)
a non-additive type pulsatile proﬁle will be used and results will be compared with
those of the additive pulsatile case.
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Figure 4.1: A schematic of the model with coordinate system.
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Figure 4.2: Inlet pulsatile velocity proﬁle, ¯ v. Different phases are marked by Si
(i =1 ,2,···10) and Sp is the peak phase.
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Figure 4.3: A crude mesh distribution in x − y plane.
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Figure 4.4: Streamwise velocity comparison with the experimental data of Ahmed
and Giddense [1] for 75% stenosis while Re = 500.
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Figure 4.5: Streamwise velocity comparison with the experimental data of Ahmed
and Giddense [1] for 50% stenosis while Re = 1000.
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Figure 4.6: Dynamic Smagorinsky constant, Cs,a tt/T =1 0 .25 for (a) Re = 1200,
(b) Re = 1300 and (c) Re = 1500.
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Figure 4.7: Normalised SGS eddy viscosity, μsgs/μ,a tt/T =1 0 .25 for (a) Re =
1200, (b) Re = 1300 and (c) Re = 1500.
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Figure 4.8: Instantaneous vectors based on the velocity componenets ¯ u − ¯ w are
plotted at (a) y/L =1 , (b) y/L =2 , (c) y/L =3 , (d) y/L =4 , (e) y/L =5 , (f)
y/L =6 , (g) y/L =7and (h) y/L =8while Re = 1500 and t/T =1 0 .25.
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Figure 4.9: Sequence of the spanwise average vorticity, ωz, at different positions of
phase while Re = 1500. Here (a) S1, (b) S2, (c) S3, (d) S4, (e) S5, (f) S6, (g) S7, (h)
S8, (i) S9, and (j) S10, see Fig. 4.2.
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Figure 4.10: Instantaneous cross-sectional vorticity, ωz, plotted at (a) y/L =0 , (b)
y/L =0 .5, (c) y/L =1 , (d) y/L =1 .5, (e) y/L =2 , (f) y/L =2 .5, (g) y/L =3 ,
(h) y/L =3 .5, (i) y/L =4 , (j) y/L =4 .5, (k) y/L =5 , (l) y/L =6 , (m) y/L =8 ,
(n) y/L =1 0and (o) y/L =1 2while Re = 1500 and t/T =1 0 .25.
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Figure 4.11: Spanwise avarage vorticity, ωz,a tt/T =1 0 .25 for (i) Re = 1200, (j)
Re = 1300 and (k) Re = 1500.
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Figure 4.12: Time-mean axial velocity, < ¯ v>/¯ V ,a t( a )y/L = inlet, (b) y/L =
0.0, (c) y/L =1 .0, (d) y/L =2 .0, (e) y/L =3 , (f) y/L =4 .0, (g) y/L =6 .0, (h)
y/L =8 .0 and (i) y/L = outlet for different Reynolds numbers.
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Figure 4.13: Time-mean streamlines for (a) Re = 1200, (b) Re = 1300 and (c)
Re = 1500.
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Figure 4.14: Time-mean centreline streamwise velocity, < ¯ v>/ ¯ Vmax, at the dif-
ferent Reynolds numbers.
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Figure 4.15: Time-mean pressure, < ¯ P>/ ρ ¯ V 2
max, at (a) lower wall (b) centreline
and (c) upper wall for the different Reynolds numbers.
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Figure 4.16: Time-mean pressure contour plot for (a) Re = 1200, (b) Re = 1300
and (c) Re = 1500.
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Figure 4.17: Time-mean shear stresses, <τ xy >/ ρ ¯ V 2
max, at (a) lower wall (b)
centreline and (c) upper wall for the different Reynolds numbers.
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Figure 4.18: Centreline turbulent kinetic energy, 1
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max, for the differ-
ent Reynolds numbers.
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Figure 4.19: Contour plots of the turbulent kinetic energy,
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j >/¯ V 2
max, for
(a) Re = 1200, (b) Re = 1300 and (c) Re = 1500.
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Figure 4.20: rms of the centreline velocity ﬂuctuations (a) <u    >rms /¯ Vmax, (b)
<v    >rms /¯ Vmax and (c) <w    >rms /¯ Vmax for the different Reynolds numbers.
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Figure 4.21: rms of the pressure ﬂuctuations, <p    >rms /ρ¯ V 2
max, at (a) upper wall
(b) centreline and (c) lower wall for the different Reynolds numbers.
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Figure 4.22: Velocity ﬂuctuations, v  /v  
max, at different positions of y/L for Re =
1500.
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Figure 4.23: Pressure ﬂuctuations, p  /p  
max, at different positions of y/L for Re =
1500.
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Figure 4.24: Energy spectra of the centreline velocity ﬂuctuations, v  , at (a) y/L =
1.0, (b) y/L =2 .0, (c) y/L =3 .0, (d) y/L =4 .0, (e) y/L =5 .0 and (f) y/L =6 .0
while Re = 1500.
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Figure 4.25: Energy spectra of the pressure ﬂuctuations, p  , at (a) y/L =1 .0, (b)
y/L =2 .0, (c) y/L =3 .0, (d) y/L =4 .0, (e) y/L =5 .0 and (f) y/L =6 .0 while
Re = 1500.
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Figure 4.26: Effects of the amplitude of oscillation showing on the centreline (a)
mean kinetic energy (MKE), 1
2 <u juj >/ ¯ V 2
max and (b) turbulent kinetic energy
(TKE), 1
2 <u   
ju  
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max, for Re = 1000.
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LES of Sinusoidal Pulsatile Flow in a
Model Arterial Stenosis. Part 2.
Additive Vs. Non-additive Oscillation
5.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, an additive type pulsatile velocity proﬁle was used at the
inlet of the model geometry where the streamwise mean velocity is simply added
to a sinusoidal oscillation. However, it was argued by Pedley [109] that a highly
pulsatile ﬂow is not believed to be additive, i.e. non-additive. Thus, the main focus
of this chapter is to investigate the post-stenotic phenomena of pulsatile ﬂow by
applying a non-additive type pulsation. In the non-additive pulse, the ﬂow rate is
controlled in such a way that it becomes zero at the start and end of every pulsation.
As in Chapter 4, the large scale ﬂows are resolved fully and the unresolved
SGS motions are modelled using the Germano-Lilly [2; 3] dynamic model. A
grid independence test is done for Re = 2000 with three different sets of grid
arrangement. In addition, comparisons of the results of non-additive pulsatile case
are made with those of both the additive pulsatile and steady ﬂows and they show
some distinct natures of the ﬂow transition downstream of the stenosis.
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5.2 Inlet Boundary Condition
In the case of a simplesteady inﬂowproﬁle, the fullydevelopedstreamwisevelocity
imposed at the inlet of the channel is derived as
¯ v(x)=6¯ V
x
L
 
1 −
x
L
 
, (5.1)
where ¯ V is the average streamwise velocity.
Togenerate the additivepulsatilevelocityproﬁle at the inlet, the aboveparabolic
inﬂow is varied with time in a way that the volumetric ﬂow rate per unit channel
width, L, varies according to
Q(t)=Qmean
 
1+Asin
 
2πt
T
  
, (5.2)
where T and A are the time period and the amplitude of the pulsation, respectively.
Therefore, the streamwise velocity for the additive pulsation was derived as,
¯ v(x,t)=6¯ V (t)
x
L
 
1 −
x
L
 
=6¯ Vmax
x
L
 
1 −
x
L
  
1+Asin
 
2πt
T
  
, (5.3)
where ¯ Vmax is the bulk or avearge velocity, Qmean is the mean ﬂow rate and the
Reynolds number is now deﬁned as Re = ¯ VmaxL/ν. It is clear from the above rela-
tions (5.2-5.3) that the volumetric ﬂow rate with the additive pulsatile proﬁle never
gets to zero at any position of time when |A| < 1. Note that similar velocity proﬁle
was used by Lee et al [141] to study the effects of additive pulsatile amplitude on
unsteady laminar ﬂow in a pipe with ring-type stenosis or constriction.
In the non-additive pulsatile case, the parabolic inﬂow shown in Eq. (5.1) varies
in a manner similar to Tutty [80], where the volumetric ﬂow rate, Q(t), per unit
channel width, L, is varied in a sinusoidal manner with time as
Q(t)=
Qmean
2
 
1 − cos
 
2πt
T
  
, (5.4)
so that the ﬂow rate at the start and end of every pulsation becomes zero and the
maximum occurs at the mid-location of every pulse. Finally, the streamwise veloc-
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Table 5.1: Mesh details for the computations.
Case Re Nx Ny Nz Tδ t
0 < 2000 50 200 50 2π 10−3
1 2000 50 200 50 2π 10−3
2 2000 50 250 50 2π 10−3
3 2000 70 250 50 2π 10−3
ity proﬁle for the non-additive pulsation is formulated as
¯ v(x,t)=6¯ V (t)
x
L
 
1 −
x
L
 
=3¯ Vmax
x
L
 
1 −
x
L
  
1 − cos
 
2πt
T
  
. (5.5)
In Fig. 5.1 the volumetric ﬂow rate, Q(t)/Qmean, for the additive and non-
additive pulsatile proﬁles are illustrated graphically for one-cycle to show clearly
the variation of the ﬂow rates between the two pulses. Here A =0 .5 is used for the
amplitude of the additive sine pulse. The peak-to-mean ratio for the non-additive
pulsatile proﬁle is 0.5, while the ratio for the additive pulse varies with its ampli-
tude, A.
5.3 Results and Discussion
5.3.1 Mesh Independence Test
In order to check what would be the appropriate grid density that is required for
LES to resolve the ﬂow generated by the non-additive pulsation, simulations were
run for three different grid arrangements for Re = 2000 as shown in Table 5.1. The
results of this mesh independence test are presented in Fig. 5.2 for the mean stream-
wise velocity at four different axial positions (frames a, b) and for the mean kinetic
energy (MKE) along the centre of the model (frame c). Note that the streamwise
velocity results in frames (a-b) have been normalised by the average velocity, ¯ Vmax.
It can be seen in this ﬁgure that the comparison agrees quite well, which clearly
indicates that the ﬂow resolution is not remarkably sensitive to these grid arrange-
ments. In addition, a comparison of the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) is presented
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in Fig. 5.3 showing a satisfactory agreement. Therefore, based on this agreement
and to minimise the computational space and time, Case 1: 50 × 200 × 50 grid is
assumed to be sufﬁcient for the LES at Re = 2000. The same grid was used for
the computations of steady, additive and non-additive pulsations for other Reynolds
numbers less than 2000.
5.3.2 Additive Vs. Non-additive Pulsations
In this section the development and structure of the transient ﬂow downstream of
the stenosis for the non-additivepulsations will be compared with those of the addi-
tive pulsatile and steady ﬂows. The results of the instant spanwise-average vortices
and of the mean streamlines will be compared in § 5.3.2.1, while some direct com-
parisons of the mean velocity, pressure and shear stresses between the non-additive
and additive cases will be presented in § 5.3.2.2.
5.3.2.1 Comparisons of the Instant and Mean Flow Fields
The spanwise vortices are presented in Fig. 5.5 for (a) Re = 1000 and (b) Re =
1200 which are obtained by imposing the fully developed steady streamwise veloc-
ity in the inlet of the model. In this case, the ﬂow structures found at the down-
stream of the stenosis are quite different compared to what is seen in Fig. 5.4 for
the non-additive pulsation. And, as reported by Pedley [142], this 2D Poiseuille
type ﬂow can not be found anywhere in human blood vessel because blood vessels
are typically short, curved, branched and elastic and the ﬂow through a blood ves-
sel is unsteady. Therefore, a sinusoidal pulsation adding to this steady/mean ﬂow
may misinterpret the transient ﬂow downstream of stenosis. Pedley [142] also ar-
gued that the ﬂow nature and the average wall shear stress in non-additive or highly
oscillating ﬂow case would not be expected to be the same as in a steady and ad-
dtive pulsatile ﬂow. To clarify this fact fully, the spanwise vortices obtained by the
additive pulsation are depicted in Fig. 5.6. Note that the amplitude of the addi-
tive pulsation is taken as A =0 .1 for Fig. 5.6(a-b) and 0.2 for Fig. 5.6(c). When
A =0 .1, the peak Reynolds number of the ﬂow attains at 1100 for Re = 1000,
while it is 1320 for Re = 1200. In both cases the large vortices seen at the post-
stenosis dominate the ﬂow and roll downstream. On the other hand, when A =0 .2
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the peak Reynolds number becomes 1440 for Re = 1200 and the vortex rolling in
the post stenosis region remains persistent and the intensityof the turbulence grows.
Again, as it can clearly be seen in Fig. 5.6 that the additive pulsations produce ﬂow
at the downstream of the stenosis whose structures are quite different from that of
the non-additive pulsations (Fig. 5.4).
In Fig. 5.7 the instantaneous upper wall shear stresses between the non-additive
and additive cases are compared at different phases over the last time period while
Re = 1200. Here a 10% sinusoidal oscillation is added in the additive pulsatile
case. In frame (a), at the initial phase of cycle, the shear stress drops at the throat of
the stenosis and the oscillatory nature of the shear stress at the post stenotic region
is found higher for the additivecase than the case of non-additive. Though the shear
stress for the non-additive case seen in frame (b), at t/T =9 .1, is almost same as in
frame (a), the reduction in stress as well as the oscillation in stress for the additive
case increases in the post stenotic region. However, further downstream the shear
stresses are smaller in the additive case than the non-additive pulse.
Moreover, near the peak phase of the additive case (at t/T =9 .2), the shear
stress drop achieves its extreme magnitude of −0.07487 at y/L = −0.091, while
the corresponding reduction in stress in the non-additive case is −0.01809 located
at y/L =0 .0. Although the stress reduction in the additive case decreases at t/T =
9.3, there is an increase in the non-additive with the maximum of about −0.04227
occurring at the location of its peak phase (frame (f)). After this phase, the pattern
of the shear stresses gradually approaches to that observed in frame (a).
The corresponding lower wall shear stresses are presented in Fig. 5.8(a-i). The
oscillating nature in the shear stresses is also present on the lower wall and the
intensity is again higher for the case of additive than non-additive. The maximum
shear stress for the additive case occurs at the lower wall just opposite to the throat
of the stenotic region, while for the non-additive case the position of the maximum
shear stress at some phases moves slightly downstream.
Signiﬁcant variations are also clearly evident in the mean streamline proﬁles
presented in Figs. 5.9 to 5.11 for the non-additive pulsatile, steady and additive
pulsatile ﬂows, respectively. In addition, the strength of the recirculation at the
post-stenosis is found much higher for the additive pulsations than the non-additive
cases. In the pathological context, as already mentioned in the previous chapter,
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this ﬂow recirculation usually increases the staying time of blood at the downstream
region of the stenosis, which may cause heart attack or brain stroke as the ﬂow at
each cycle is reversedthere for a signiﬁcanttime. Furthermore, these are the regions
of low and adverse pressure gradient of the ﬂow, already discussed in the previous
chapter (Fig. 4.15).
5.3.2.2 Direct Comparisons of the Mean Quantites
In this section some additional physics of the mean ﬂow at the post-stenosis will be
revealed through the results of the velocity, pressure and shear stresses in Figs. 5.12
to5.14, respectively. Inaddition,somedirectcomparisonsbetween thenon-additive
and the additive pulsatile results will be made here for Re = 1000 and 1200 and
A =0 .1. The mean parameters of the non-additive pulsation for different Reynolds
numbers are depicted using the lines without any symbols, while the solid lines
with symbols represent the additive pulsatile results. Fig. 5.12 shows that the ﬁrst
peaks of the mean centreline velocity for the additive pulsations occur just after the
centre of the stenosis located at about y/L =0 .2 where the ﬂow separation took
place already observed in Figs. 5.9. These centreline velocities then drop abruptly
at the position close to the post-lip of the stenosis, and their second peaks occur
further downstream at the position which is close to the reattachment of the large
recirculation seen in Fig. 5.10. Comparing these with the non-additive pulsatile
cases, the ﬁrst peaks whichoccur close tothe centre of the stenosiscreate the second
peaks near the post-lip of the stenosis after the initial drop. Moreover, the second
peaks for the higher Reynolds numbers, e.g. when Re ≥ 1500, become stronger
than the ﬁrst peaks, which contributes into producing oscillations in the velocity
ﬁeld further downstream. Also note that, as already shown in Fig. 5.1, the mean
ﬂow strength in the additive case for Re = 1000 is equivalent to Re = 2000 in the
case of non-additive pulse.
The mean pressure distributions at the upper wall, centreline and lower wall of
the stenosis are shown in Fig. 5.13(a-c), respectively. For the non-additive pulsa-
tions, the maximum pressure drop for the upper wall occurs at the centre of the
stenosis, while for the centreline the extreme pressure drop takes place at the post-
lip of the stenosis. In addition, the oscillations found in the pressure proﬁles, which
are clearly seen for the higher Reynolds number cases, correspond to the oscilla-
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tions in the velocity ﬁeld observed in Fig. 5.12. Again, it can be seen here that the
downstream mean pressure proﬁles for the additive pulsations are quite different
compared to the non-additive pulsations.
In Fig. 5.14 the corresponding mean shear stresses are presented. For the ad-
ditive pulsatile cases, the mean shear stresses found downstream of the stenosis
differ signiﬁcantly from those obtained by the non-additive pulsations. Medical
consequences of these results have already been presented in the previous chapter
(§ 4.6.3) and will not be repeated here.
5.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, it is demonstrated that the physical natures of the ﬂow-transition
and the patterns of the re-circulation zones found downstream of the stenosis for
the non-additive pulsatile cases are quite different compared with those of both
the steady and additive pulsatile ﬂow cases. It is clearly seen that in the case of
highly pulsatile or non-additive the length of the re-circulation region is smaller
than the case of steady and additive pulse. The intensity of the centreline velocity,
shear stresses and the pressure drops found are always larger in the case of additive
pulsatile than those of the non-additive case. Finally, it can be concluded that the
post-stenotic ﬂow patterns and the physical quantities are strongly dependent on the
ﬂow pulsatile conditions.
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Figure 5.1: Difference between the non-additive and additive pulsatile volume ﬂow
rates, Q(t)/Qmax.
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Figure 5.2: Normalisedmean streamwisevelocity, ¯ v/¯ Vmax, inframe (a) at (i) y/L =
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centreline mean kinetic energy (MKE),
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Figure 5.4: Spanwise average vorticity, <ω z >s, for (a) Re = 1000, (b) Re =
1200, (c) Re = 1500, (d) Re = 1700 and (e) Re = 2000 at t/T =1 0 .5.
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Figure 5.5: Spanwise average vorticity, <ω z >s, for the steady inlet ﬂow at (a)
Re = 1000 and (b) Re = 1200.
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Figure 5.6: Spanwise average vorticity, <ω z >s, (a) Re = 1000and (b) Re = 1200
with 10% additive oscillation, and (c) Re = 1200 with 20% additive oscillation at
t/T =1 0 .25.
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Figure 5.7: Instantaneous upper wall shear stress, τxy/ρ¯ V 2
max, at the different phases
over the last time period; (a) t/T =9 .0, (b) t/T =9 .1, (c) t/T =9 .2, (d) t/T =
9.3, (e) t/T =9 .4, (f) t/T =9 .5, (g) t/T =9 .6, (h) t/T =9 .7 and (i) t/T =9 .9
while Re = 1200.
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Figure 5.8: Instantaneous lower wall shear stress, τxy/ρ¯ V 2
max, at the different phases
over the last time period; (a) t/T =9 .0, (b) t/T =9 .1, (c) t/T =9 .2, (d) t/T =
9.3, (e) t/T =9 .4, (f) t/T =9 .5, (g) t/T =9 .6, (h) t/T =9 .7 and (i) t/T =9 .9
while Re = 1200.
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Figure 5.9: Mean streamlines for non-additive pulsation for (a) Re = 1000, (b)
Re = 1200, (c) Re = 1500, (d) Re = 1700 and (e) Re = 2000.
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Figure 5.10: Streamlines for steady ﬂow for (a) Re = 1000 and (b) Re = 1200.
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Figure 5.11: Mean streamlines for additive pulsation for (a) Re = 1000 and (b)
Re = 1200 with 10% additive oscillation, and (c) Re = 1200 with 20% additive
oscillation.
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Figure 5.12: Mean centreline sreamwise velocity, < ¯ v>/ ¯ Vmax, for the different
Reynolds numbers.
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Figure 5.13: Mean pressure, < ¯ p>/ ρ ¯ V 2
max, at the (a) upper wall, (b) centreline
and (c) lower wall for the different Reynolds numbers (ﬁgure legend is the same as
in Fig. 5.12).
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Figure 5.14: Mean shear stresses, <τ xy >/ ρ ¯ V 2
max, for the different Reynolds
numbers at the (a) upper wall, (b) centreline and (c) lower wall (ﬁgure legend is the
same as in Fig. 5.12).
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Simulation of Physiological Pulsatile
Flow. Part 1. Results of the First
Harmonic Pressure Pulse
6.1 Introduction
In the previous chapters, simple sinusoidal oscillations were imposed at the inlet of
the model stenosed artery to investigate the transition-to-turbulent process of both
additive (Chapter 4) and non-additive (Chapter 5) types of pulsations downstream
of the stenosis. The objective of this chapter is to consider a biologically realistic
pulsatile ﬂow, i.e. physiological ﬂow, at the inlet of the same model and further
investigate the transient ﬂow through the stenosis. The physiological pulsation is
generated using the ﬁrst harmonic of the Fourier series of the pressure pulse ac-
cording to Womersley [6]. The results of the effects of various harmonics of the
Fourier series of the pressure pulsations will be presented in the next chapter.
In the Fourier series of the pressure pulse, all the harmonic terms are sine waves
and they have a mean value of zero. So, the summation of all the harmonic terms
leads to zero over a complete cycle. But the ﬂow through an artery must have a
positive mean value because its function is to transport blood from the heart to the
tissues of the body (Nichols and O’Rourke [10], pp. 130). The ﬁrst term in the
pressure gradient (Eq. 6.7) gives the positive mean ﬂow and this is the simplest way
of representing physiological pulsatile ﬂow in artery (Womersley [6]).
We have applied LES technique in this Chapter to solve the ﬁltered govern-
ing equations of ﬂow using a different model for the SGS, which is known as the
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Piomelli-Liu [4] localized dynamic model. Note that the Germano-Lilly ([2], [3])
dynamic model was used in the previous chapters. The beneﬁt of the new SGS
model over the Germano-Lilly will be highlighted in § 6.2.1 and a comparison be-
tween the results of the two SGS dynamic models will be given in the next chapter.
Transition-to-turbulent pulsatile ﬂow in the post stenosis is examined through
various numerical quantities such as velocity, streamlines, velocity vectors vortices,
wall pressure andshear stresses, turbulentkineticenergy, pressure gradient, velocity
andpressureﬂuctuationsandtheirenergy spectraetc, andtheseresultsare explained
physically. A comparison of the LES results with those obtained by the coarse
DirectNumericalSimulation(DNS)ismadeandtheagreementfoundbetweenthem
is quite acceptable. Another comparison is drawn between the results obtained by
using the additive sinusoidal and physiological pulsatile ﬂow at the inlet.
6.2 Formation of the Problem
The governing equations and the model geometry for the present chapter are the
same as those described in Chapters 3 and 4 respectively. But the sub-grid model
and the inlet boundary condition used in this chapter are different and presented in
the following sub-sections.
6.2.1 Piomelli-Liu Localized Dynamic Model for SGS
The Germano-Lilly ([2], [3]) dynamic model which was described in Chapter 3
(§ 3.5.1) yields the model constant Cs as a function of both space and time. But two
difﬁculties may arise in the determination of Cs: (i) the model is ill-conditioned
when the denominator of the expression for Cs (in Chapter 3, Eq. 3.45) becomes
very smallin theﬂow domain,and (ii)the procedure described inChapter 3 (§3.5.1)
is not mathematically self-consistent, that is, the values of Cs can become negative,
which is known as “backscattering”.
Piomelli-Liu [4] described a localized dynamic model in which the mathemat-
ical inconsistency is removed and the backscattering is reduced. To explain the
Piomelli-Liu [4] localized dynamic model, the expression (3.43) in Chapter 3 is
re-written here
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L
a
ij = Lij −
1
3
δijLkk = −2C
2
sMij = −2C
2
s(αij − βij), (6.1)
where βij =(  )2|¯ S| ¯ Sij and αij =(˜  )2|˜ ¯ S| ˜ ¯ Sij.
Lilly [3] applied a least square approach for deﬁning the square of the residuals
of Eq.(6.1) as
E =( Lij −
1
3
δijLkk +2 C
2
sMij)
2, (6.2)
and set ∂E
∂Cs =0for evaluating Cs as
C
2
s =
1
2
La
ij(αij − βij)
(αij − βij)(αij − βij)
(6.3)
This was the original dynamic model of Germano-Lilly ([2], [3]), and using the
expression (6.3) the constant Cs was calculated. However, in the Piomelli-Liu [4]
localized dynamic model, the expression (6.1) is slightly re-arranged in the follow-
ing form
2C
2
sαij =( Lij −
1
3
δijLkk)+2 C
∗2
s βij, (6.4)
where the valuesof C∗2
s are knownfrom the previoustime step. Since C∗2
s is known,
the sum of the squares of the residuals can be minimised locally. The contraction
that minimises it is:
C
2
s =
1
2
(Lij − 1
3δijLkk +2 C∗2
s βij)αij
αmnαmn
. (6.5)
The denominator of (6.5) is positive deﬁnite, but has the advantage that it does not
involve a difference between two terms of the same order of magnitudes in (6.3).
6.2.2 Physiological Inlet Condition and Computational Param-
eters
The physiological velocity proﬁle, which is used to generate the time-dependent
pulsatile ﬂow at the inlet of the channel, is obtained via the analytic solution of the
one-dimensional form of the Navier-Stokes equation in the streamwise direction
by taking the pressure gradient as a Fourier series in time (Womersley [6], Chan-
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dran [143], Nichols and O’Rourke [10] and Loudon and Tordesillas [144]).
The Navier-Stokes equation in the streamwise direction can easily be written as
∂2¯ v
∂x2 −
ρ
μ
∂¯ v
∂t
=
1
μ
∂¯ p
∂y
, 0 ≤ x ≤ L (6.6)
where the pressure gradient for the physiological pulsation is deﬁned as
∂¯ p
∂y
=
2
3
A0 + A
NH  
n=1
Mne
i(nωt+φn). (6.7)
The constants A0 and A appearing in (6.7) correspond to the steady and oscillatory
partsofthepressuregradient,respectively. Mn andφn are therespectivecoefﬁcients
and the phase angle, and NH gives the number of harmonics of the physiological
ﬂow. The frequency (ω) of the unsteady ﬂow is deﬁned as ω = 2π
T .
The solution of Eq. (6.6) takes the following form:
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e
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In the solution, the bulk velocity, ¯ Vmax, depends on the ﬂow Reynolds number
which is deﬁned as Re =
¯ VmaxL
ν ; and α = L
 
ρω
μ is the unsteady Reynolds number
or the Womersley number which gives the ratio of the unsteady to viscous forces.
When the Womersley number is relatively small, the viscous forces usually domi-
nate ﬂow. On the other hand, the unsteady inertia forces take an important role in
the physiological ﬂow when α>10, see Ku [9]. In our simulation the real part
of this solution (6.8) is used as an inlet boundary condition to generate the physi-
ological ﬂow through the channel and we have used α =1 0 .5 for controlling the
maximum ﬂow rate. As the objective of this chapter is to concentrate only on the
ﬁrst harmonic of the pressure pulse, we have used NH =1in Eq. (6.8). A detailed
description of the derivation of the real part of (6.8) is given in Appendix B.
The amplitude of oscillation, A, is varied with the Reynolds number to maintain
the maximum ﬂow rate at the inlet. For example, for Re = 1000, 1400, 1700 and
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2000thevaluesofAare takenas 0.25,0.3, 0.35and0.4respectively. Inaddition,the
pulsatilecoefﬁcient, Mn, takes a valueof0.78and thephase angle, φn,o f0.0113446
when NH =1 . These values are taken from the paper of Womersley [6].
The inlet pulsatile velocity proﬁle derived from the above relation (6.8) is pre-
sented in Fig. 6.1 for the Reynolds number of 2000. In frame (a) the velocity
recorded in the centre of the inlet plane is shown at a full pulsation, while the vari-
ation of this between the top and bottom planes at different phases during the same
pulsation is shown in frame (b). It is interesting to observe that the oscillating part
of the pressure pulse has created the negative velocity (back ﬂow) close to the walls
of the channel during the diastolic phase (e.g. at t/T =0 .5, 0.625 and 0.75).
6.3 Results and Discussion
In the present Chapter Reynolds numbers ranging from 1000 to 2000 are considered
and the area reduction of the channel due to the stenosis remains ﬁxed at 50%.
Various simulations with LES and DNS have been performed using various grid
arrangements and timesteps, Table 6.1 shows a list of the simulation details.
Initially, the results of the grid and timestep independence tests are presented
in § 6.3.1. Then the results of the contribution of the SGS model constant Cs and
eddy viscosity are presented in § 6.3.2. In § 6.3.3 and § 6.3.4, the results of the in-
stant and mean ﬂow physics are presented, respectively. The results of the in-depth
investigations of the turbulent ﬂow downstream of the stenosis are summarised in
§ 6.3.5 and § 6.3.6. A comparison between the results of additive sinusoidal and the
physiological pulsatile ﬂow is given in § 6.3.7.
6.3.1 Grid and Timestep Independence Tests
The grid and timestep independence tests have been carried out to establish a suit-
able combination of grid conﬁguration and timestep that are required for the LES to
adequately resolve the physiological ﬂow in the stenosis. Initially, ﬁxing Reynolds
number (Re)a t( 2000) and the timestep (δt)a t10−3, four computations have been
performed with LES by using the four different grid setups: 50×200×50(Case 1),
50 × 250 × 50 (Case 2), 50 × 300 × 50 (Case 3) and 70 × 250 × 50 (Case 4).
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Table 6.1: Grid details for the LES and DNS approaches.
Case Re Approach Nx Ny Nz δt
0 < 2000 LES 50 200 50 1.0 × 10−3
1 2000 LES 50 200 50 1.0 × 10−3
2 2000 LES 50 250 50 1.0 × 10−3
3 2000 LES 50 300 50 1.0 × 10−3
4 2000 LES 70 250 50 1.0 × 10−3
5 2000 DNS 50 350 50 1.0 × 10−3
6 2000 DNS 70 350 50 1.0 × 10−3
7 2000 LES 50 200 50 1.5 × 10−3
8 2000 LES 50 200 50 2.0 × 10−3
The results of these four cases are compared in Figs. 6.2 and 6.3 in terms of the
mean streamwise velocity, < ¯ v>/ ¯ Vmax, and the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE),
1
2 <u   
ju  
j >/¯ V 2
max, respectively, at the different axial positions along the ﬂow. As
can be seen in Fig. 6.2, the grid conﬁgurations used in the LES (Cases 1-4) are suf-
ﬁcient to resolve the mean streamwise velocity, and their comparisons with the two
coarse DNS results (Cases 5,6) also show excellent agreement. However, Fig. 6.3
shows that the results of the turbulent kinetic energy at the immediate post stenotic
region, 1 <y / L<6 (frames c-j), are sensitive slightly to the choice of grids in
LES since only the resolved scale ﬂows are computed in LES by the grid resolu-
tion. Thus, total grid independence of the computed turbulent random ﬂuctuations
is not expected in LES and it is adequate to prove in LES that the primary ﬂow
features (mean velocities) do not vary signiﬁcantly with the grid. Moreover, this
dependence is apparent until the grid resolution becomes ﬁne enough that the LES
starts to qualify as DNS.
The timestep δt in Case 1 is now varied from 10−3 to 1.5 × 10−3 (Case 7) and
2.0 × 10−3 (Case 8) and the results are compared in Fig. 6.4 in terms of the cen-
treline mean kinetic energy 1
2 < ¯ uj¯ uj >/¯ V 2
max (frame a) and the turbulent kinetic
energy 1
2 <u   
ju  
j >/ ¯ V 2
max (frame b). From this ﬁgure it is seen that the results
before the stenosis are quite independent of the timesteps used, however, at the post
stenotic region, where the ﬂow is turbulent, the results are sensitive slightly. In the
simulationof turbulentﬂow the timestep usually depends on the grid size, therefore,
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ﬁxing one grid arrangement it is reasonable to get some sensitivities in the turbulent
results for the different timesteps (Choi and Moin [132]). To avoid any unstable
solutions for the different types of grid arrangement, the smallest timestep of 10−3,
was chosen in the computation, by ensuring that the maximum Courant number lies
between 0.1 and 0.2. Also based on the above satisfactory grid independent test in
Figs. 6.2 and 6.3 for Re = 2000, the simulations for other Reynolds numbers less
than 2000 have been performed with 50 × 200 × 50 (Case 1).
As in Chapters 4 and 5 the non-uniform dense meshes have been used close
to both the top and bottom walls of the model to capture the thin shear layer at
the vicinity of the wall. And the mesh lines are concentrated at the centre and
immediate downstream of the stenosis. Moreover, for Cases 1-6, when the number
of grid points along the streamwise direction (Ny) is increased, particular attention
is paid to the accurate capturing of the small scale turbulent eddies at the post-
stenosis regime. For that, the number of streamwise grid points before the stenosis
is always kept ﬁxed at 50 while the rest of the total grid points of Ny is distributed
in the post stenosis region.
6.3.2 Contribution of the SGS Model
Fig. 6.5 represents the contour plots of the sub-grid scale (SGS) model parameter
Cs in the x−y mid plane for the different Reynolds numbers. This ﬁgure shows that
the maximum value of the dynamic Smagorinsky constant, Cs, clearly depends on
the ﬂow Reynolds number and increases as the Reynolds number is increased. For
example, the maximum value of Cs for Re = 1000 is found approximately 0.053,
while for the other Reynolds numbers, Re = 1400, 1700 and 2000, the respective
maximum values of Cs are about 0.071, 0.098 and 0.106. It is important to note that
the maximum value of Cs occurs at the post stenotic region where the nature of the
ﬂow is predicted to be turbulent. On the ot0her hand, the values of Cs before the
stenosis are very small due to the laminar nature of the ﬂow. Therefore, it is quite
clear from this ﬁnding that the dynamic procedure is well capable of calculating
the SGS stresses properly in the model. Note that similar results were found in
Chapter 4 where the sinusoidal pulse was imposed at the inlet.
The corresponding eddy viscosity, μsgs, normalized by the molecular viscosity,
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μ, is depicted in Fig. 6.6. The maximum eddy viscosity for Re = 1000 is 0.069,
that means, the contribution of the SGS model in the LES is approximately 6.9%
which indicates that when Re < 1000, the ﬂow in this model may be resolved
properly by using the DNS technique, whereas for Re ≤ 1200 a DNS could be
used for the sinusoidal pulse which is mentioned in the Chapter 4 (§ 4.6.1). On the
other hand, the maximum of 18.2%, 29.2% and 37.4% contribution is received for
Re = 1400, 1700 and 2000 respectively and in line with the Smagorinsky constant
this maximum SGS dissipation occurs at the post stenotic region.
6.3.3 Instantaneous Flow Field
To show the cycle-to-cycle development of the streamwise ﬂow at the downstream
of the stenosis, the streamwise velocity recorded at the end of every cycle for
Re = 2000 is presented in Fig. 6.7. In frame (a) a small re-circulation region
or a primary shear layer which is initially created between the centre and post-lip
of the stenosis elongates the downstream at the end of cycle two. The creation of
a secondary shear layer is also observed near the lower wall at this phase. As the
ﬂow progresses with time, these two shear layers interact with each other and break
down into vortices which then movethe downstream, shown clearly in frames (c-g).
As a result, the nature of the transient/separated ﬂow downstream of the stenosis is
observed turbulent. Note that the simulation has been carried out up to the end of
eleventh cycle, as it has been shown that the solutions eventually reach a stationary
state after the eighth cycle and the mean results did not vary signiﬁcantly between
the eighth and eleventh cycles. Moreover, the instant ﬂow pattern at the downstream
of stenosis did not show any signiﬁcant change at the end of eighth time period.
While in Fig. 6.7 the developmentof the instant ﬂow at the end of various cycles
is presented in the mid-horizontal plane, Fig. 6.8 shows the cross-sectional ﬂow
streamlines of Fig. 6.7(h) in the different streamwise locations. The streamlines at
the inlet of the channel indicate that the ﬂow pattern is laminar (frame a) since there
isnointersectionamongthe streamlines. The ﬂowatthecentre of thestenosisisstill
laminar but about to transient close to the lower wall. At the post lip of the stenosis,
at y/L =1(frame c), the transitional behaviour of the ﬂow is evident near the upper
wall and the ﬂow patterns in the subsequent frames plotted at y/L =2to 10 are
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very chaotic. Here, it is mentioned that the transitional ﬂow view is not similar to
that in Chapter 4 (Fig. 4.8a) Frydrychowicz et al . [12] in their investigation using
the 4D MRI technique on aortic vascular hemodynamics with stenosis termed the
formation of these complex vortices or ﬂow features as “corkscrew”. The intensity
of the turbulent nature of this ﬂow will be examined later in § 6.3.5.
TheeffectsofReynoldsnumberonthedevelopmentoftheﬂowalongthestream-
wise direction are presented in Fig. 6.9 at t/T =1 0 .25 with the streamwise velocity
vectors which are appended on the contours of the streamwise velocity ¯ v/¯ Vmax for
all the Reynolds numbers under consideration. The large primary re-circulation
region near the post lip of the stenosis extends to the streamwise direction as the
Reynolds number is increased. This re-circulation zone is permanent and has some
important medical consequences, as it increases the time that the blood remains in
the post stenosis region. This increased time of residence is dangerous for a patient.
The separation of the secondary shear layer from the lower wall is also affected
by the Reynolds number. It is found that the separation for Re = 1000 happens
close to the centre, while the separation point for other Reynolds numbers moves
slightly downstream. Though the scenario is quite common for all the cases, the
vortex cells move further downstream when the Reynolds number increases. More
information is revealed through the spanwise-averaged vorticity, <ω z >s, contours
in Fig. 6.10. The anti-clockwise vortex is shown by dashed lines and the clockwise
vortex by solid lines. It is evident from the colour legend that the maximum mag-
nitude of the clockwise vortices for Re = 1000 and 1400 lies within the region of
2.0 <y / L<4.0, whilefor Re = 1700and 2000itoccurs after y/L > 4.0, which is
plausible for the higher Reynolds number as the intensityof the streamwise velocity
is larger in these cases.
Fig. 6.11 illustrates results of another important physical quantity, namely the
shear stress, τxy = μ(∂¯ v
∂x + ∂¯ u
∂y)/ρ¯ V 2
max, which are plotted at the centreline along
the streamwise direction in the upper and lower walls for the different Reynolds
numbers. The acute shear stress drop found just prior to the centre of the stenosis
in the upper wall has some important pathological issues, as this could usually in-
duce an accelerated amount of intimal thickening of a blood vessel (Salam et al .
[37]). However, from the throat of the stenosis the shear stresses rise up and attain
a peak value in the region 1.0 <y / L<2.0. Afterwards they decay but oscillate
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in 1.0 <y / L<5.0, and further downstream their magnitudes drop gradually. On
the other hand, the extreme rise of the shear stresses at the centre of the stenosis on
the lower wall together with the abnormal oscillating form at the downstream are
quite harmful in the sense that they cause damage to the blood cells and the inner
lining of an arterial vessel. Moreover, this high shear stress may also overstimulate
platelet thrombosis and cause a total occlusion in blood vessel (Folts et al . [33]).
6.3.4 Mean Flow Characteristics
The mean streamwise velocity recorded at the different axial locations is presented
in Fig.6.12(a-n) for defferent Reynoldsnumbers. The meanvelocitywhosepatterns
in the inlet correspond to a fully developed laminar Poiseuille ﬂow increase rapidly
in the post-stenotic region for all the Reynolds numbers, and the negative values in
the velocity occurring near the upper wall correspond to the presence of the perma-
nent re-circulation region seen in Figs. 6.7 and 6.13. However, further downstream
the velocity does not change signiﬁcantly as the ﬂow settles down there after the
transient. Again we see in Fig. 6.13 that the length of the re-circulation region
increases with the Reynolds number since the intensity of the adverse pressure in-
creases in the post-lip region (see Fig. 6.14a). Moreover, the acute pressure drop
seen in Fig. 6.14 within the immediate post stenosis region can cause a stroke as the
blood in this region ﬂows in the opposite direction owing to the reversal of the pres-
sure gradients. Note that similar results have been found in Chapter 4 (Fig. 4.15).
The DNS (Case 6) results for Re = 2000 have been compared with those of the
LES and the agreement found is quite good indeed.
The instantaneous results of the shear stress were presented in Fig. 6.11 and
discussed. However, it would be interesting to see how their mean results vary
in the post stenosis region. In this regard, the mean shear stresses for the various
Reynolds numbers are plotted in Fig. 6.15 at the (a) upper wall, (b) centreline, and
(c) lower wall. The mean stresses at the upper wall show an abrupt drop just prior
to the centre of the stenosis but rises up after the immediate region of the post lip,
which is similar to that shown in Chapter 4 (Fig. 4.18a). Though the extreme rise
of the mean shear stress at the lower wall coincides with the instantaneous results
(Fig. 6.11b), the highlyoscillatory nature that was found in the instant shear stresses
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is clearly absent here. The medical consequences of the instantaneousshear stresses
have been pointed out in the previous section, in addition to those, the blood cells
and the endothelial side of the blood vessels can experience the sharp rise and fall of
the mean shear stresses in the post stenosis. Again the DNS results for Re = 2000
show an excellent agreement with those of the LES.
6.3.5 Turbulent Characteristics
The root mean square (rms) of the streamwisevelocity ﬂuctuation, v  
rms, normalised
by ¯ Vmax, is recorded at different axial positions and depicted in Fig. 6.16 for Re =
1000, 1400, 1700 and 2000. The zero values of v  
rms at the inlet correspond to the
presence of laminar pulsatile ﬂow, while their slight growth at the centre of the
stenosis correspond to the transition stage. The effect of Reynolds number on v  
rms
upstream of the stenosis is indistinctive but clearly distinctive at the post-stenosis.
The maximum rise in the magnitude of v  
rms which takes place near the upper wall
of the post stenosis reduces gradually far downstream as the intensity of turbulent
velocity ﬂuctuations v   drops there, Fig. 6.17.
The total turbulent intensity is simulated in terms of the turbulent kinetic energy
(TKE), 1
2[<u   u   > + <v   v   > + <w   w   >]/¯ V 2
max, which is presented in
Fig. 6.18 along the mid-centreline and in Fig. 6.19 at the different axial positions.
From these ﬁgures it is again found that the turbulent kinetic energy is negligible
upstream, but it increases from the centre of the stenosis and becomes extreme in
the post stenosis region of 0.0 <y / L<6.0. In a pathological sense, this extreme
rise of the TKE is responsible for damaging the blood cells and the tissues inside of
a blood vessel, as already discussed in Chapter 4. Also the effect of the Reynolds
number on the magnitude of the TKE is clearly visible here. The TKE grows with
the Reynolds number, but at the far downstream region the turbulent characteristic
is more universal and independent to the Reynolds number. And the coarse DNS
(Case 6) results of the TKE for Re = 2000 show reasonable agreement with those
of the LES.
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6.3.5.1 Cycle-to-cycle variations
To demonstrate clearly where, when and how the physiological ﬂow becomes dis-
turbed, cycle-to-cycle variations of the important ﬂow quantities are presented in
this section. Fig 6.20 shows that the velocity at the centre of the stenosis remains
undisturbed at every cycle, but due to the presence of the stenosis the ﬂow down-
stream of it is completely disturbed. The magnitude of the velocity of this disturbed
ﬂow is different at different cycle and streamwise location, and its cycle-to-cycle
variation is not periodic. Moreover, the ﬂow velocity is increased immediately
downstream of the stenosis where the level of turbulence is high and it drops grad-
ually further downstream because of the decaying of the turbulence.
The cycle-to-cycle variation of the upper wall pressure gradient in Fig. 6.21
reveals some additional and important information of the disturbed ﬂow observed
downstream of the stenosis. In the pathological context, the severely oscillating
pressure gradient that occurs at the immediate post stenotic region has a close link
with arterial murmur sound that was discussed in Chapter 4 in more details by
means of the energy spectra of the pressure ﬂuctuations.
Cycle-to-cycle variations of the three turbulent velocity ﬂuctuations, u  /u  
max,
v  /v  
max and w  /w  
max, are presented in Fig. 6.22 at the different axial positions
while Re = 2000. The ﬂuctuating quantities found upstream and at the centre of
the stenosis are almost ﬂat because of the laminar nature of the oscillation, but they
grow and become severe at the immediate post stenotic region, clearly it can be
framed within 1.0 ≤ y/L ≤ 6.0. However, after the region y/L =6 .0, the mag-
nitude of the velocity ﬂuctuations decrease since the effect of the stenosis vanishes
there. In addition, the extreme upper wall pressure ﬂuctuations p   in Fig. 6.23 are
again directly responsible for creating arterial murmur sounds in the presence of an
arterial stenosis.
6.3.6 Turbulent Energy Spectra
The energy spectra, Eα  α  , (here α represents a generic variable either ﬂuctuating
velocity or pressure) of the three velocity ﬂuctuations, (u  /¯ Vmax)2, (v  /¯ Vmax)2 and
(w  /¯ Vmax)2, and the pressure ﬂuctuation, (p  /ρ¯ V 2
max)2, for Re = 2000 are pre-
sented in Figs. 6.24 -6.27, respectively, at the different axial positions in the post
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stenosis region. The methods of calculation of Eα  α  , have already been discussed
in § 4.6.5 in Chapter 4 and will not be repeated here.
The two stage decay in the slope of the turbulent ﬂow spectra in Fig. 6.24 from
the inertial sub range of slope −5/3 to the sub range of −10/3 agrees quite well
with the experimental results of Gross et al. [145] and Lu et al . [42]. However, the
region of the power spectra with the slope of −7/1 in the viscous dissipation range,
which was also predicted by the classical theory of turbulence by Heisenberg [146],
is found very small in our results and that is why it is included only in frame (a).
Here it is mentioned that in Chapter 4, the region of the power spectra with the
slope of −7/1 was also very small, but it was not shown in the ﬁgure. Furthermore,
the range of the inertia sub-range region found in frames 6.24(a-e) is approximately
same, while it is very small in frames 6.24(f-i) due to the small intensity of the
turbulence found at the far downstream region.
Theenergyspectraofthetwoothervelocitycomponents,(v  /¯ Vmax)2 inFig.6.25
and (w  /¯ Vmax)2 in Fig. 6.26 respectively show a similar break frequency as shown
in Fig. 6.24. Also, it is observed that the region of the inertia sub-range downstream
is very small or totally absent (frames 6.26(h-i)). As with the velocity spectra, the
broadband frequency found for the pressure ﬂuctuations shown in frames (a-e) of
Fig. 6.27. For the pressure ﬂuctuations the inertia sub-range region is larger than
that of the spectra of the break frequency region with slope −7/3, and it is very
small in frame (f) where the turbulent intensity is relatively low. As discussed in
Chapter 4, the potential source of murmurs of the arterial stenosis is caused by the
change of slope from −5/3 to −7/3 where the energy from the pressure ﬂuctuations
spectra transfers to the sound spectra.
6.3.7 Comparison Between Additive Sinusoidal and Physiologi-
cal Pulsatile Flow
A comparison has been drawn between the additive sinusoidal and physiologi-
cal pulsatile ﬂow cases in Figs. 6.28(a-b) in terms of the upper wall mean shear
stress and turbulent kinetic energy (TKE), respectively, while Re = 2000. From
Fig. 6.28(a), it is seen that in the sinusoidal case the stress drop and rise at the post
stenosis region are larger than the physiological case. In the sinusoidal case, the
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turbulent kinetic energy is also higher than that of the physiological pulsatile case.
This might happen for the following reasons:
in the additive sinusoidal case, the steady part of the inlet condition dominates
the whole ﬂow and the streamwise velocity is always directed to the streamwise
direction for some part of the time cycle
in the physiological case, the oscillating part of the inlet condition dominates
the whole ﬂow and the streamwise velocity is not always directed to the streamwise
direction within the whole time cycle. In the diastolic phase the streamwise veloc-
ity is directed to the backward direction near the wall, owing to the effect of the
Womerseley number.
6.4 Conclusion
Large EddySimulationwitha localiseddynamic sub-gridmodelof Piomelli-Liu[4]
has been applied to investigate the physiological pulsatile ﬂow through the model
of an arterial stenosis. The justiﬁcation of using LES in the study of physiological
pulsatile ﬂow in the model is made through the contribution of the SGS model. It
is found that a maximum 37.4% contribution is received from the SGS model while
Re = 2000.
A comparison of the results obtained from the LES and coarse DNS is made and
excellent agreement is found in the mean pressure and shear distributions. But the
results show some variations in the turbulent characteristics, which is quite reason-
able due to the effects of the sub-grid model.
For the different grid arrangements and timesteps, the turbulent intensities vary
slightly since the instantaneous ﬂow ﬁeld at the post stenosis region is highly oscil-
lating due to the physiological pulse. In this chapter, it is also found that the upper
wall shear stress drops just prior to the centre of the stenosis which is completely
opposite to the results of Mittal et al . [79], as already noticed in Chapter 4.
The maximum turbulent kinetic energy occurs not in the centre of the channel
but near the upper wall where the stenosis appeared. In addition, the high level of
turbulent ﬂuctuations found downstream (0 <y / L<6 as in Chapter 4) of the
stenosis is harmful in the pathological point of view.
The break frequency of the energy spectra from −5/3 to −10/3 for the velocity
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ﬂuctuations are clearly observed in the immediate downstream region of the steno-
sis. The break frequency for the pressure ﬂuctuations spectra from −5/3 to −7/3
instead of −10/3 as in the velocity ﬂuctuations. Similar results have been found in
the case of sinusoidal pulse which is mentioned in Chapter 4.
A comparison is drawn between the results of the additive sinusoidal and phys-
iological pulsatile ﬂows and we have found that the shear stress and the TKE are
higher in case of the sinusoidal than the physiological.
In the physiological pulsatile velocity proﬁle, only the ﬁrst harmonic (NH =1 )
pressure oscillation was considered. In Chapter 7, we will investigate the effects of
the various harmonics of the pressure pulse.
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Figure 6.1: Inlet velocity proﬁle, ¯ v/¯ Vmax, while Re = 2000 and the Womersely
number α =1 0 .5.
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Figure 6.2: Grid independence test for the mean streamwise velocity, < ¯ v>/ ¯ V
at (a) y/L = inlet, (b) y/L =0 .0, (c) y/L =1 .0, (d) y/L =1 .5, (e) y/L =2 .0,
(f) y/L =2 .5, (g) y/L =3 .0, (h) y/L =4 .0, (i) y/L =5 .0, (j) y/L =6 .0,
(k) y/L =8 .0, (l) y/L =1 0 .0, (m) y/L =1 2 .0 and (n) y/L = outlet, while
Re = 2000.
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Figure 6.3: Grid independence test for the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE),
1
2 <
u  
ju  
j >/ ¯ V 2
max, at (a) y/L = inlet, (b) y/L =0 .0, (c) y/L =1 .0, (d) y/L =1 .5,
(e) y/L =2 .0, (f) y/L =2 .5, (g) y/L =3 .0, (h) y/L =4 .0, (i) y/L =5 .0, (j)
y/L =6 .0, (k) y/L =8 .0, (l) y/L =1 0 .0, (m) y/L =1 2 .0 and (n) y/L = outlet,
while Re = 2000.
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Figure 6.4: Timestep independence test for the (a) mean kinetic energy (MKE),
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Figure 6.5: Dynamic Smagorinsky constant, Cs, for (a) Re = 1000, (b) Re = 1400,
(c) Re = 1700 and (d) Re = 2000 .
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Figure 6.6: Normalised SGS eddy viscosity, μsgs/μ, for (a) Re = 1000, (b) Re =
1400, (c) Re = 1700 and (d) Re = 2000 .
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Figure 6.7: Streamwise velocity, ¯ v,a t( a )t/T =1 .0, (b) t/T =2 .0, (c) t/T =3 .0,
(d) t/T =4 .0, (e) t/T =5 .0, (f) t/T =6 .0, (g) t/T =7 .0 and (h) t/T =8 .0 while
Re = 2000.
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Figure 6.8: Instantaneous cross-sectional streamlines plotted at (a) y/L = inlet,
(b) y/L =0 , (c) y/L =1 , (d) y/L =2 , (e) y/L =4 , (f) y/L =6 , (g) y/L =1 0 ,
and (h) y/L = outlet while Re = 2000 and t/T =1 0 .25.
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Figure 6.9: Instantaneous streamwise vectors appended on the streamwise velocity,
¯ v/¯ Vmax,a tt/T =1 0 .25 for (a) Re = 1000, (b) Re = 1400, (c) Re = 1700, and (d)
Re = 2000.
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Figure 6.10: Spanwise average vorticity, <ω z >s, for (a) Re = 1000, (b) Re =
1400, (c) Re = 1700, and (d) Re = 2000 at t/T =1 0 .25.
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Figure 6.11: Instantaneous wall shearing stress,τxy/ρ¯ V 2
max, at the (a) upper wall and
(b) lower wall for the different Reynolds numbers while t/T =1 0 .25.
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Figure 6.12: Time-mean streamwise velocity, < ¯ v>/ ¯ Vmax, at (a) y/L = inlet,
(b) y/L =0 .0, (c) y/L =1 .0, (d) y/L =1 .5, (e) y/L =2 .0, (f) y/L =2 .5,
(g) y/L =3 .0, (h) y/L =4 .0, (i) y/L =5 .0, (j) y/L =6 .0, (k) y/L =8 .0,
(l) y/L =1 0 .0, (m) y/L =1 2 .0 and (n) y/L = outlet for the different Reynolds
numbers.
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Figure 6.13: Time-mean streamlines for (a) Re = 1000, (b) Re = 1400, (c) Re =
1700, and (d) Re = 2000.
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Figure 6.14: Time-mean pressure, < ¯ p>/ ρ¯ V 2
max, at (a) upper wall (b) centreline
and (c) lower wall for the different Reynolds numbers.
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Figure 6.15: Time-mean shear stresses, <τ xy >/ ρ ¯ V 2
max, at (a) upper wall (b)
centreline and (c) lower wall for the different Reynolds numbers.
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Figure 6.16: rms of the streamwise velocity ﬂuctuations, <v    >rms /¯ Vmax,a t
the different axial location, (a) y/L = inlet, (b) y/L =0 .0, (c) y/L =1 .0, (d)
y/L =1 .5, (e) y/L =2 , (f) y/L =2 .5, (g) y/L =3 .0, (h) y/L =4 .0, (i)
y/L =5 .0, (j) y/L =6 .0, (k) y/L =8 .0 (l) y/L =1 0 .0, (m) y/L =1 2 .0 and (n)
y/L = outlet, for the different Reynolds numbers.
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Figure 6.17: Contour plot of the streamwise velocity ﬂuctuations, v  , for the differ-
ent Reynolds numbers.
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Figure 6.19: Turbulent kinetic energy, 1
2 <u   
ju  
j >/ ¯ V 2
max, at the different axial
locations, (a) y/L = inlet, (b) y/L =0 .0, (c) y/L =1 .0, (d) y/L =1 .5, (e)
y/L =2 , (f) y/L =2 .5, (g) y/L =3 .0, (h) y/L =4 .0, (i) y/L =5 .0, (j)
y/L =6 .0, (k) y/L =8 .0 (l) y/L =1 0 .0, (m) y/L =1 2 .0 and (n) y/L = outlet,
for the different Reynolds numbers.
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Figure 6.20: Time history of the streamwise centreline velocity, ¯ v/¯ Vmax, at (a)
y/L =0 .0, (b) y/L =1 .0, (c) y/L =1 .5, (d) y/L =2 .0, (e) y/L =2 .5, (f)
y/L =3 .0, (g) y/L =3 .5, (h) y/L =4 .0, (i) y/L =4 .5, (j) y/L =5 .0, (k)
y/L =6 .0, (l) y/L =7 .0, (m) y/L =8 .0, (n) y/L =1 0 .0, and (o) y/L =outlet,
while Re = 2000.
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Figure 6.21: Time history of the upper wall pressure gradient,
∂p
∂y,a t( a )y/L =0 .0,
(b) y/L =1 .0, (c) y/L =2 .0, (d) y/L =3 .0, (e) y/L =4 .0, (f) y/L =5 .0, (g)
y/L =6 .0, (h) y/L =7 .0, (i) y/L =8 .0, (j) y/L =9 .0, and (k) y/L =1 0 .0 while
Re = 2000.
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Figure 6.22: Time history of the centreline velocity ﬂuctuations, (a) u  /u  
max, (b)
v  /v  
max and (c) w  /w  
max at different axial locations while Re = 2000.
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Figure 6.23: Time history of the upperwall pressure ﬂuctuations, p  /ρ¯ V 2
max,a t( a )
y/L =1 .0, (b) y/L =2 .0, (c) y/L =3 .0, (d) y/L =4 .0, (e) y/L =5 .0 and (f)
y/L =6 .0 while Re = 2000.
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Figure 6.24: Energy spectrum of, u  ,a t( a )y/L =1 .0, (b) y/L =2 .0, (c) y/L =
3.0, (d) y/L =4 .0, (e) y/L =5 .0, (f) y/L =6 .0, (g) y/L =8 .0, (h) y/L =1 0 .0
and (i) y/L =1 2 .0 while Re = 2000.
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Figure 6.25: Energy spectrum of, v  , at (a) y/L =1 .0, (b) y/L =2 .0, (c) y/L =
3.0, (d) y/L =4 .0, (e) y/L =5 .0, (f) y/L =6 .0, (g) y/L =8 .0, (h) y/L =1 0 .0
and (i) y/L =1 2 .0 while Re = 2000.
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Figure 6.26: Energy spectrum of, w  , at (a) y/L =1 .0, (b) y/L =2 .0, (c) y/L =
3.0, (d) y/L =4 .0, (e) y/L =5 .0, (f) y/L =6 .0, (g) y/L =8 .0, (h) y/L =1 0 .0
and (i) y/L =1 2 .0 while Re = 2000.
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Figure 6.27: Energy spectrum of, p  , at (a) y/L =1 .0, (b) y/L =2 .0, (c) y/L =
3.0, (d) y/L =4 .0, (e) y/L =5 .0 and (f) y/L =6 .0 while Re = 2000.
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Simulation of Physiological Pulsatile
Flow. Part 2. Effects of Various
Harmonics, Percentage and Length
of Stenosis
7.1 Introduction
In Chapter 6, physiological pulsatile ﬂow in a model arterial stenosis using the ﬁrst
harmonic of the Fourier series of pressure pulse is investigated. In this Chapter, it
would be studied the effects of the various harmonics of the pressure pulse in the
same model.
LES technique is applied here with two SGS models: Germano-Lilly [2; 3]
dynamic model(§3.5.1 inChapter 3) and Piomelli-Liu[4] localized dynamicmodel
(§ 6.2.1 in Chapter 6). A comparison between the two SGS models is made in terms
of the results of the Smagorinsky constant and the normalised SGS viscosity. The
LES results for the different grid arrangements are compared with a coarse DNS
results in the case of fourth harmonic physiological pressure pulse.
A comparison of various harmonics is also made by means of the upper wall
shear stress and turbulent kinetic energy while Re = 2000. Using the fourth har-
monicofpressure pulse, theeffects ofdifferentpercentage and lengthof thestenosis
are studied in this Chapter.
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Table 7.1: Values of Mn and φn for different harmonics according to Womersley
[6].
Number of harmonic, NH Mn φn
1=1 st Harmonic 0.78 0.0113446
2=2 nd Harmonic 1.32 −1.4442599
3=3 rd Harmonic −0.74 0.4625122
4=4 th Harmonic −0.41 −0.2879793
7.2 Physiological Inlet Proﬁle
In Chapter 6, we obtained the following solution for generating the physiological
ﬂow at the inlet of the stenosis,
¯ v(x,t)=4¯ Vmax
x
L
 
1 −
x
L
 
+ A
NH  
n=1
iMnL2
μα2n
 
cosh(α
√
in
x
L
) −
cosh(α
√
in) − 1
sinh(α
√
in)
sinh(α
√
in
x
L
) − 1
 
e
i(nωt+φn), (7.1)
and NH =1was used to study the ﬁrst harmonic of physiological ﬂow. In this
chapter, we will extend the number of harmonics to four for which we use NH =4
and investigate further the transition of physiological ﬂow through the stenosis with
all these harmonics. For different harmonics, the values of Mn and φn are given in
Table 7.1, and the values of the A and α (Womersley number) remain the same as
in Chapter 6.
The real parts of the inlet velocity proﬁle for the ﬁrst four harmonics are shown
in Figs. 7.1 - 7.4, respectively, while Re = 2000, A =0 .4 and α =1 0 .5. In the
ﬁrst harmonic, the velocity proﬁle is similar to a sin curve and seen in Fig. 7.1(a-b)
where at (a) near the wall (b) centre of the channel. At the different phases, the
velocity proﬁles are parabolic along the streamwise direction with the maximum
occurring at the systolic phase (t/T =0 .25), but during the diastolic phase (after
t/T =0 .25) the velocity decreases and gets the negative value near the top and
bottom walls as seen in frame 7.1(c).
Forthe second tofourthharmonics, the velocityproﬁles are completelydifferent
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Table 7.2: Mesh details for the LES and DNS approaches.
Case Re approach Nx Ny Nz δt
0 < 2000 LES 50 200 50 10−3
1 2000 LES 50 200 50 10−3
2 2000 LES 50 250 50 10−3
3 2000 LES 70 250 50 10−3
4 2000 DNS 70 350 50 10−3
from the ﬁrst harmonic case. Moreover, the intensity of the streamwise velocity at
the systolic phase and the backward directed velocity near the walls during the
diastolic phases are larger in the cases from second to fourth harmonics than the
ﬁrst harmonic.
7.3 Results and Discussion
First, using the ﬁrst four harmonics pressure pulse, the results of the grid indepen-
dent test are presented in § 7.3.1. This is followed by the comparison between the
SGS contributions in § 7.3.2 of the Germano-Lilly and Piomelli-Liu dynamic mod-
els. An overviewof the timeevolutionof the turbulentﬂowquantityfor the ﬁrstfour
harmonics is given in § 7.3.3. The results of the various harmonics are compared in
§ 7.3.4 and § 7.3.5. The effects of the different percentages and length of the steno-
sis are presented in § 7.3.6 and § 7.3.7 respectively, followed by the conclusion of
this chapter in § 8.4.
7.3.1 Grid Independence Test
In Chapter 6, a detailed grid and timestep independence test was carried out for the
ﬁrst harmoniccase, andwe havefoundthattheprimaryﬂowfeatures( especiallythe
mean velocity) do not vary signiﬁcantly with the different grid sizes and timesteps
used in the simulation. In this Chapter, a grid independence test is conducted only
for the ﬁrst four harmonics case by taking four sets of different grid arrangements
(see Table 7.2), and the results are compared in Figs. 7.5 and 7.6 in terms of the
time mean streamwise velocity, < ¯ v>/ ¯ Vmax, and turbulent kinetic energy, 1
2 <
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u  
ju  
j >/ ¯ V 2
max. The agreement is quite good indeed as shown in the previous
Chapter 6. In particular, the mean ﬂow is well resolved in the grids used, but some
sensitivities exist in the turbulent results. Based on this grid independent test, a grid
arrangement of 50×200×50ischosen for all the computationswhen the percentage
of the stenosis is 50%. The grid details used in the higher percentage of stenosis are
discussed in § 7.3.6.
7.3.2 SGS Contributionsbetween theGermano-LillyandPiomelli-
Liu Dynamic Models
Figs. 7.7 and 7.8 show the contour plots of the dynamics Smagorinsky constant
Cs obtained by using the Germano-Lilly [119; 3] and Piomelli-Liu [4] localized
dynamic models, respectively. The results show that the dynamic values of Cs
obtained by the Piomelli-Liu model are slightly larger than those of the Germano-
Lilly model, since the back-scatter problem is reduced by using the Piomelli-Liu[4]
localized dynamic model but not completely removed for the SGS scale. The corre-
sponding results of the normalised SGS eddy viscosity, μsgs/μ, are presented in
Figs. 7.9 and 7.10 respectively. Here it is also seen that the Piomelli-Liu SGS
model’scontributionisslightlygreater than the Germano-Lilly. In additionto those,
it is also observed that the less computational time was required for the Piomelli-
Liu SGS model than the Germano-Lilly. So, due to less back-scatter effects and less
CPU time, the Piomelli-Liu model is chosen for the rest of the computations.
7.3.3 Time Evolution of the Turbulent Flow Quantity
In this section, the results are presented only for the ﬁrst four harmonics case.
Figs. 7.11-7.13 illustrate the turbulent velocity ﬂuctuations, u  /¯ Vmax, v  /¯ Vmax and
w  /¯ Vmax, respectively, at the different axial positions while Re = 1000 and 2000.
The solid lines are the results of Re = 2000 while the dashed lines are of Re =
1000. At the centre of the stenosis, the ﬂow is quite laminar when Re = 1000, but it
is slightly disturbed after the six cycles of pulsation when Re = 2000 and creating
some small random oscillations. For Re = 1000 the random ﬂuctuations are not
very high, but for Re = 2000 they are signiﬁcantly higher in the region between
y/L =1 .0 and y/L =6 .0.
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Thecorrespondingupperwallpressure, ¯ p/ρ¯ V 2
max, anditsﬂuctuations,p  /ρ¯ V 2
max,
are shown in Figs. 7.14 and 7.15, respectively. From Fig. 7.14, it is seen that the
upper wall pressure is very small before the centre of the stenosis, but at the cen-
tre of the stenosis it is always less than or equal to zero due to the pressure drop.
Moreover, after the stenosis the ﬂow pressure increases gradually at the upper wall
in which the stenosis appeared. The upper wall pressure ﬂuctuations in Fig. 7.15
are quite high at the region where the velocity ﬂuctuations are high, speciﬁcally in
the region between y/L =1 .0 and y/L =4 .0.
The upper wall shear stresses, recorded at the different axial positions against
the time cycle of the pulsation, are shown in Fig. 7.16. In frame (a), the wall shear
stresses before the stenosis are very small with some regular pulsations. But in
frame (b), the pulsatile shear stresses at all time steps are negative, which proves
the fact of the permanent stress drop at the centre of the stenosis. After the steno-
sis, from y/L =1 .0 to y/L =3 .0, the shear stress takes the random oscillatory
forms while Re = 2000, and gradually decreases downstream . The intensity of the
oscillation is low while Re = 1000.
7.3.4 Comparison of the Results of the First Four Harmonics
The comparison of the results of the ﬁrst four harmonics are made in Fig. 7.17(a-b)
in terms of the normalised instantaneous upper wall shear stress, τxy/ρ¯ V 2
max and the
turbulent kinetic energy (TKE), 1
2 <u   
ju  
j >/¯ V 2
max, respectively, while Re = 2000.
Just prior to the centre of the stenosis, the stress drop at the upper wall for the
harmonic cases from second to fourth remains almost the same, while for the ﬁrst
harmoniccase thisdropissmallerthan theothercases. Afterthe stenosis,theresults
show that the stresses oscillate randomly, but the oscillation for the ﬁrst harmonic
case is different from the other cases. In Fig. 7.17(b), it is seen that the maximum
TKE occurs between y/L =2and y/L =3for the ﬁrst harmonic case, while for
the other harmonic cases the maximum is attained between y/L =0and y/L =2
and the magnitudes of TKE are very close to each other.
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7.3.5 Comparison between the First and First Four Harmonics
It has been reported in the previous section (§ 7.3.4) that the effects of the last three
harmonics (i.e. second to fourth) on the results of the shear stress and turbulent
kinetic energy are small. Therefore, in this section we will concentrate on how
the results of the ﬁrst and ﬁrst four harmonics compares with each other, and in
particular we investigate their effects on the turbulent ﬂow quantities only.
Figs. 7.18-7.20 demonstrate the turbulent intensity in terms of the normalised
root mean square (rms) of the velocity ﬂuctuations <u    >rms, <v    >rms and
<w    >rms, respectively, for the different Reynolds numbers along with the com-
parison of the ﬁrst harmonic results for Re = 2000. From the comparison between
the ﬁrst and ﬁrst four harmonics cases for Re = 2000, it is clearly seen that the
turbulent intensity at the post stenosis region, after y/L =2 .5, is always bit larger
for the ﬁrst harmonic case than the ﬁrst four harmonics. This happens, since for the
ﬁrst harmonic case the contribution of the oscillating part is smaller than that of the
ﬁrst four harmonics case. Thus, the magnitude of the additive oscillation becomes
smaller in the ﬁrst harmonic than the ﬁrst four, as a result, the maximum turbulent
intensity for the ﬁrst harmonic case occurs a bit further downstream, which was also
seen in Fig. 7.17(a). Similar results were found in § 4.6.6.
The normalised root mean square of the pressure ﬂuctuations, <p    >rms, for
the upper and lower wall are plotted in Fig. 7.21(a-b) respectively, along with the
results of the ﬁrst harmonic case. At the upper wall, the maximum of the pressure
ﬂuctuations occurs between y/L =1 .0 and y/L =3 .0 for all the Reynoldsnumbers
but for the lower wall it occurs between y/L =2 .0 and y/L =3 .0. Moreover, the
magnitude of the pressure ﬂuctuations at the upper wall is higher than the lower
wall. Again, it is seen here that the rms of the pressure ﬂuctuations for the ﬁrst
harmonic case is larger at the post-lip of the stenosis than that of the ﬁrst four
harmonics case, but is smaller in the further downstream.
Figs. 7.22(a-c) show the normalised Reynolds stresses <u   v   >, <u   w   >
and <v   w   >, respectively, for the different Reynolds numbers along with the
comparison of the ﬁrst harmonic case at Re = 2000. Between the inlet and the
post-lip of the stenosis i.e. before y/L =1 .0, the Reynolds stresses are zero since
the ﬂow is fully laminar there. From the post-lip the Reynolds stresses take the
oscillatingform due to the effects of the stenosisand they gradually decrease further
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downstream. The differences between the ﬁrst and ﬁrst four harmonics cases are
also observed here and the intensity of the ﬁrst Reynolds stress, <u   v   > is higher
than the two other Reynolds stresses.
The normalised instantaneous wall shear stresses are plotted in Fig. 7.23 for the
different Reynolds numbers along with the shear stress of the ﬁrst harmonic case
while Re = 2000. At the upper, it is seen that the shear stress drop for Re = 2000 is
higher for the ﬁrst four harmonics case than the ﬁrst harmonic, but at the immediate
post stenosis region the shear stress is higher for the ﬁrst harmonic case. For the
lower wall, at the centre of the stenosis, the maximum shear stress in the case of
ﬁrst four harmonics is larger than the ﬁrst harmonic.
7.3.6 Effects of the Different Area reduction of the Stenosis
Fig. 7.24(a-b) depict the instantaneous upper and lower wall shear stresses for the
three different area reduction, 50%, 65% and 75% of the stenosis while Re = 1000.
These results are obtained by using the ﬁrst four harmonics pulsation. The stress
drop at the upper wall for the 75% stenosis is more than three times higher than
that of the case of 50% stenosis. On the other hand, at the lower wall the maximum
shear stress for the 75% of stenosis is approximately ﬁve times higher than that of
the 50% stenosis. So, the higher area reduction of the arterial stenosis would be
more dangerous to the arterial inner vessels and the blood cells as the damage on
them will be higher. Moreover, it was already reported that the higher stress drop
stimulates the atherogenic phenotype, as a result, the inner vessel remodeles itself
at the stenosis and increases the area reduction of the stenosis, which could be the
reason for the arterial blockage.
The effects of the percentage of the stenosis on the turbulent kinetic energy
are presented in Figs. 7.25(a-c) respectively for Re = 1000, 1400 and 2000. All
three frames reveal the fact that the turbulent ﬂow for the arterial stenosis is highly
dependent on the percentage of the arterial area reduction. At the 75% stenosis
the TKE is again more than four times larger than the case of 50% stenosis while
Re = 1000, and it is even larger than the 50% stenosis for Re = 2000. At the 65%
stenosis the maximum TKE is approximately four times larger than that of the 50%
stenosis while Re = 1400.
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Here it should be mentioned that the minimum grid size of (Nx × Ny × Nz) ∼
(50 × 300 × 50) is required in the LES to resolve the ﬂow at the 75% stenosis for
Re = 1000 and at the 65% stenosis for Re = 1400. But for Re = 2000 the grid
size at the 60% stenosis is increased to 70 × 350 × 50. To obtain the results in the
stenosis which is greater than 60% when Re = 2000, one needs to increase further
the grid density to resolve adequately the turbulent ﬂow downstream of the stenosis.
Because of the limitation of computing resources, the cases higher than 60% for
Re = 2000 remain unsolved here. However, from the results of Re = 1000 and
1400 in frames (a-b), we can roughly understand the level of turbulence that may
occur at the stenosis greater than 60% when Re = 2000.
7.3.7 Effects of the Length of the Stenosis
The effects of the length of the stenosis on the results of the wall shear stresses,
τxy/ρ¯ V 2
max, and the turbulent kinetic energy,
1
2 <u   
ju  
j >/ ¯ V 2
max, are shown in
Fig.7.26. Itisobservedthatthestressdropat theupperwallandthemaximumshear
stress at the lower wall are reduced when the length of the stenosis is increased.
The turbulent kinetic energy is also decreased because the sharpness of the stenosis
decreases when we increase the length of the stenosis ﬁxing its percentage, as a
result, the turbulent intensity is reduced.
7.4 Conclusion
Inthischapter, wehaveinvestigatedtheeffects ofthevariousharmonicsofthephys-
iological pressure pulse in the model arterial stenosis by using the LES technique
with the two SGS models, namely, the Germano-Lilly [2; 3] dynamic model and
the Piomelli-Liu [4] localized dynamic model. We have found that the Piomelli-Liu
localised dynamic model is better to model the subgrid scale. For example, when
Re = 2000 and the stenosis case is 50%, the SGS contributions found between the
Germano-Lilly and the Piomelli-Liu localized dynamic models are 74% and 97%,
respectively, because the Piomelli-Liu localized dynamic model is less suffered by
the problem of backscattering.
Theeffects ofthesecond tofourthharmonicsonthe resultsare foundverysmall,
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however, in the ﬁrst harmonic case the results are slightly different compared to the
other three harmonics, since in the ﬁrst harmonic case, the intensity of the stream-
wise velocity at the systolic phase and the backward ﬂow near the walls during the
diastolic phase are smaller than that of the other harmonics.
The upper wall stress reduction is found signiﬁcantly higher for the fourth har-
monic case than the ﬁrst harmonic. The maximum turbulence intensity occurred at
the immediate downstream region for the harmonic cases from second to fourth but
for the ﬁrst harmonic case it is found further downstream and is larger than that of
the case of ﬁrst four harmonics.
For the higher area reduction of the stenosis, both the stress drop at the up-
per wall and the maximum stress at the lower wall increase. The turbulent kinetic
energy also increases rapidly at the immediate post stenotic region. Larger mesh
arrangement was required for the highly reduced arterial stenosis for capturing the
high vortices and resolving the large scale motions properly. The intensity of the
wall shear stress and the turbulence decrease for the larger length of the stenosis.
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Figure 7.1: Inlet velocity proﬁle of the 1st harmonic pulsatile, for a time cycle at
(a) near the wall (b) centre of the channel and (c) for the different phases of a time
cycle while Re = 2000.
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Figure 7.2: Inlet velocity proﬁle of the 2nd harmonic pulsatile, for a time cycle at
(a) near the wall (b) centre of the channel and (c) for the different phases of a time
cycle while Re = 2000.
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Figure 7.3: Inlet velocity proﬁle of the 3rd harmonic pulsatile, for a time cycle at
(a) near the wall (b) centre of the channel and (c) for the different phases of a time
cycle while Re = 2000.
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Figure 7.4: Inlet velocity proﬁle of the 4th harmonic pulsatile, for a time cycle at
(a) near the wall (b) centre of the channel and (c) for the different phases of a time
cycle while Re = 2000.
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Figure 7.7: Dynamic Smagorinskyconstant, Cs, obtained by the Germano-Lilly [2;
3] model for (a) Re = 1000, (b) Re = 1400, (c) Re = 1700 and (d) Re = 2000 .
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Figure 7.8: Dynamic Smagorinsky constant, Cs, obtained by the Piomelli-Liu [4]
model for (a) Re = 1000, (b) Re = 1400, (c) Re = 1700 and (d) Re = 2000.
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Figure 7.9: Normalised SGS eddy viscosity, μsgs/μ, obtained by the Germano-
Lilly [2; 3] model for (a) Re = 1000, (b) Re = 1400, (c) Re = 1700 and (d)
Re = 2000.
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Figure 7.10: Normalised SGS eddy viscosity, μsgs/μ, obtained by the Piomelli-
Liu [4] model for (a) Re = 1000, (b) Re = 1400, (c) Re = 1700 and (d) Re =
2000.
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Figure 7.11: Time history of the centreline cross-stream velocity ﬂuctuations
u  /¯ Vmax at (a) y/L = −2.0, (b) y/L =0 .0, (c) y/L =1 .0, (d) y/L =2 .0, (e)
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Figure 7.12: Time history of the centreline streamwise velocity ﬂuctuations
v  /¯ Vmax at (a) y/L = −2.0, (b) y/L =0 .0, (c) y/L =1 .0, (d) y/L =2 .0, (e)
y/L =3 .0, (f) y/L =4 .0, (g) y/L =5 .0, (h) y/L =6 .0, (i) y/L =8 .0, (j)
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Figure7.13: Timehistoryofthecentrelinespanwisevelocityﬂuctuations,w  /¯ Vmax,
at (a) y/L = −2.0, (b) y/L =0 .0, (c) y/L =1 .0, (d) y/L =2 .0, (e) y/L =3 .0,
(f) y/L =4 .0, (g) y/L =5 .0, (h) y/L =6 .0, (i) y/L =8 .0, (j) y/L =1 0 .0 and (k)
y/L =1 2 .0.
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Figure 7.14: Time history of the upper wall pressure, ¯ p/ρ¯ V 2
max,a t( a )y/L = −2.0,
(b) y/L =0 .0, (c) y/L =1 .0, (d) y/L =2 .0, (e) y/L =3 .0, (f) y/L =4 .0, (g)
y/L =5 .0, (h) y/L =6 .0, (i) y/L =8 .0, (j) y/L =1 0 .0 and (k) y/L =1 2 .0.
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Figure 7.15: Time history of the upper wall pressure ﬂuctuations, p  /ρ¯ V 2
max, at (a)
y/L = −2.0, (b) y/L =0 .0, (c) y/L =1 .0, (d) y/L =2 .0, (e) y/L =3 .0, (f)
y/L =4 .0, (g) y/L =5 .0, (h) y/L =6 .0, (i) y/L =8 .0, (j) y/L =1 0 .0 and (k)
y/L =1 2 .0.
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Figure 7.16: Time history of the upper wall shear stress, τxy/ρ¯ V 2
max at (a) y/L =
−2.0, (b) y/L =0 .0, (c) y/L =1 .0, (d) y/L =2 .0, (e) y/L =3 .0, (f) y/L =4 .0,
(g) y/L =5 .0, (h) y/L =6 .0, (i) y/L =8 .0, (j) y/L =1 0 .0 and (k) y/L =1 2 .0.
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Figure 7.17: (a) Instantaneous upper wall shear stress, τxy/ρ¯ V 2 and (b) Centreline
turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) ,
1
2 <u   
ju  
j >/¯ V 2, while Re = 2000.
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Figure 7.18: rms of the cross-stream velocity ﬂuctuations, <u    >rms /¯ V , at dif-
ferent axial (a) y/L = inlet, (b) y/L =0 .0, (c) y/L =1 .0, (d) y/L =1 .5, (e)
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Reynolds number.
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Figure 7.19: rms ofthe streamwisevelocityﬂuctuations,<v    >rms /¯ V , at different
axial (a) y/L = inlet, (b) y/L =0 .0, (c) y/L =1 .0, (d) y/L =1 .5, (e) y/L =2 .0,
(f) y/L =2 .5, (g) y/L =3 .0, (h) y/L =3 .5, (i) y/L =4 .0, (j) y/L =4 .5,
(k) y/L =5 .0 (l) y/L =5 .5, (m) y/L =6 .0, (n) y/L =7 .0, (o) y/L =8 .0,
(p) y/L =1 0 .0, (q) y/L =1 2 .0 and (r) y/L = outlet, for the different Reynolds
number.
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Figure 7.20: rms of the spanwise velocity ﬂuctuations, <w    >rms /¯ V , at different
axial (a) y/L = inlet, (b) y/L =0 .0, (c) y/L =1 .0, (d) y/L =1 .5, (e) y/L =2 .0,
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number.
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Figure 7.21: rms of the pressure ﬂuctuations, <p    >rms /ρ¯ V 2 at the (a) upper wall
and (b) lower wall for the different Reynolds number.
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Figure 7.22: Centreline Reynolds stress (a) <u   v   >/¯ V 2 (b)<u   w   >/¯ V 2 and
(c) <v   w   >/¯ V 2 for the different Reynolds number.
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Figure 7.23: Instantaneous wall shear stress,τxy/ρ¯ V 2, at (a) Upper wall and (b)
Lower wall, for the different Reynolds number.
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Figure 7.24: Instantaneous wall shear stress, τxy/ρ¯ V 2, at (a) Upper wall and (b)
Lower wall, for two different percentage of the stenosis.
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Figure 7.25: Centreline turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) , 1
2 <u   
ju  
j >/ ¯ V 2,a t( a )
Re = 1000, (b) Re = 1000 and (c) Re = 2000 for two different percentage of the
stenosis .
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Figure 7.26: Instantaneous wall shear stress, τxy/ρ¯ V 2 at (a) Upper wall, (b) Lower
wall and (c) Centreline turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) , 1
2 <u   
ju  
j >/¯ V 2, for two
different length of the stenosis while Re = 2000 .
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Physiological Pulsatile Flow Through
a Double Stenosis
8.1 Introduction
From the studies in previous chapters, it is now clear that due to the arterial steno-
sis the ﬂow becomes turbulent at the post stenotic region. Relevant pathological
consequences of the ﬂow turbulence have also been illustrated in the previous chap-
ters. However, if there are double stenoses present in a diseased artery, the transient
ﬂow physics and the severity of the turbulence downstream of both the stenoses,
especially at the second stenosis, are not known.
There are very few studies related to double or multiple arterial stenoses in the
literature. One experimental investigation was done by Talukder et al . [147] to
study the effects of multiple stenoses on the pressure drop for various Reynolds
number ranging from 30 to 280. They reported that the intensity of pressure drop
increases owing to the presence of multiple stenoses. A numerical study of steady
laminar ﬂow through a tube with multiple constrictions was done by Damodaran
et al . [60] for Reynolds number between 50 and 250. They also reported a signif-
icant change in pressure drop and wall shear stress due to the effects of multiple
constrictions.
Lee [61] and Huang et al . [148] investigated steady laminar ﬂuid ﬂow through
a double constriction in a tube taking a maximum Reynolds number of 400. In ad-
dition, Lee et al . [65; 66] have investigated steady and physiological 2D turbulent
ﬂows through double arterial stenoses using the RANS (k-ω) method. However,
in Chapter 2, we have mentioned clearly that RANS is not capable of calculating
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properly pulsatile turbulent ﬂow, and the above mentioned numerical studies are
conﬁned to the two-dimensional case.
In this Chapter, we investigate three-dimensional physiological pulsatile ﬂow
through double stenoses by using the Large Eddy Simulation technique. A simple
channel with two cosine shaped stenoses on the top wall is chosen as the computa-
tional domain. The ﬁrst four harmonics of the physiological pulsatile ﬂow, already
described in Chapter 7, is used at the inlet for generating the oscillating ﬂow. The
effects of the double stenoses on the pressure drop, the stress drop and the turbulent
intensity are examined.
In LES, the Piomelli-Liu [4] localized dynamic model has been used for mod-
elling the subgrid-scale motions, and the maximum contribution of the SGS model
is also assessed. The numerical results are presented in terms of the time-mean
streamwise velocity, streamlines and wall pressure distribution, contour plots of
instantaneous streamwise velocity, instantaneous wall shear stresses, root mean
square velocity and pressure ﬂuctuationsas well as the energy spectra of the stream-
wise velocity turbulent ﬂuctuations.
8.2 Formation of the Problem
8.2.1 Model Geometry and Mesh Arrangement
The geometry shown in Fig. 8.1 consists of a 3D channel with two cosine shape
stenoses formed on the upper wall. The ﬁrst stenosis is centred at y/L =0 .0 while
the second stenosis at y/L =3 .0 with a 50% cross-sectional area reduction at the
centre of both the stenoses. Here y is the horizontal distance or the distance along
the ﬂow and L is the height of the channel. In the model the height (x) and its width
(z) are kept the same as in the previous chapters. The length of each of the stenosis
is equal to twice the channel height. The formation of the stenoses is done by using
the following relation:
x
L
=
⎧
⎪ ⎨
⎪ ⎩
1 −
δ1
c
2
 
1+c o s
yπ
L
 
if −L ≤ y ≤ L
1 −
δ2
c
2
 
1 − cos
yπ
L
 
if 2L ≤ y ≤ 4L
1 otherwise
(8.1)
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Table 8.1: Mesh details used in the computations.
Case Re approach Nx Ny Nz δt
0 < 2000 LES 50 300 50 10−3
1 2000 LES 50 300 50 10−3
2 2000 LES 50 350 50 10−3
3 2000 LES 70 350 50 10−3
where δ1
c and δ2
c are the parameters that controlthe percentage of the ﬁrst and second
stenoses, respectively, which are ﬁxed to 1
2 to keep a 50% reduction of the cross-
sectional area at the centre of the stenoses. As in previous chapters, we have used a
ﬁne mesh near the top and bottom walls as well as in the immediate vicinity of the
both stenoses (see Fig. 8.2).
8.2.2 Governing Equations and Boundary Conditions
TheﬁlteredNavier-Stokesequationshavebeensolvedassumingthattheﬂuidthrough
the arterial double stenoses is homogeneous and incompressible. The details are de-
scribed in Chapter 3. The physiological pulsatile ﬂow at the inlet and the rest of the
boundary conditions remain same as in Chapter 7.
8.3 Results and Discussion
The simulations are carried out with Reynolds numbers, Re = 1000, 1400, 1700
and 2000, ﬁxing the Womersley number α to 10.5. The grid independence test
for Re = 2000 is performed with various grid arrangements, the details are in
Table 8.1. For all the computations the timestep δt is ﬁxed to 10−3 following the
results in the previous chapters. The ﬂow simulation is carried out up to the peak
phase of the 11th cycle of pulsation.
This section is structured in the following order: a description of grid indepen-
dence test is in § 8.3.1, the contribution of the subgrid model to the large scale
motion is in § 8.3.2. The mean and instantaneous ﬂow characteristics are presented
in § 8.3.3 while the turbulentﬂow characteristics are in §8.3.4. Finally, a conclusion
based on the ﬁndings is drawn in § 8.4.
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8.3.1 Grid Independence Test
Figs. 8.3 and 8.4 show the grid independent test in terms of the mean streamwise
velocity, < ¯ v>/¯ Vmax, and the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE), 1
2 <u   
ju  
j >/¯ V 2
max,
at the different streamwise axial positions, while Re = 2000. Three different grid
arrangements used in the test are Case 1: 50×300×50, Case 2: 50×350×50 and
Case 3: 70 × 350 × 50.
The mean streamwise velocity at the inlet of the channel (Fig. 8.3a) where the
ﬂow is laminar, and at the centre of the stenosis (Fig. 8.3b) from where the ﬂow
is going to be transitional is exactly the same for the different grid arrangements.
However, the velocity slightly deviated at the position of post lip of the ﬁrst stenosis
(frames c and d) where the permanent re-circulation region takes place. The veloc-
ity decreases slightly at y/L =2 .0, but due to the presence of the second stenosis
velocity increases at the centre and post-lip of the second stenosis. The negative
velocity seen in frame (f), indicates the presence of another re-circulation region at
the post-lip of the second stenosis. After the second stenosis, the agreement of the
velocity for the different grid arrangements is excellent. The turbulent kinetic en-
ergy in Fig. 8.4 shows some variations after the stenoses, which are acceptable. As
already explained in Chapter 6, in LES only the resolved scale ﬂows are computed
by the grid resolution and the strict grid independence of the computed solution
is not expected in LES. So, the grid arrangement of 50 × 300 × 50 seems ﬁne to
resolve the transient ﬂow adequately in the double stenosis. In frames (a-b), the
turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) is almost zero as the ﬂow is laminar upstream of the
ﬁrst stenosis, this result is exactly same as it was seen in the one-stenosis compared
in Chapter 7. However, the effects of the second stenosis are clearly seen in frames
(d-h). In the one-stenosis case, the maximum rise in TKE was observed in the post-
lip region, i.e. at y/L =1 .0, but in the multiple stenoses case it is seen that there is
a sharp rise of TKE upstream and immediate down stream of the stenosis. Finally,
the TKE gradually decreases and approaches zero further downstream because of
the re-laminarisation process, also seen at the one-stenosis model.
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8.3.2 Contribution of the SGS Model
The dynamic values of the Smagorinsky constant Cs, are presented in Fig. 8.5(a-
d) for the different Reynolds numbers. The maximum values of Cs, found near the
throat and downstream of the second stenosis, are 0.088, 0.13, 0.14 and 0.19 respec-
tively, for Re = 1000, 1400, 1700 and 2000. Due to the effects of the two stenoses,
the values of the Cs are almost doubled compared to those of the single stenosis in
Chapter 7 (Fig. 7.8) while Re = 1400, 1700and 2000, and the contributionfrom the
SGS model, which are presented in Fig. 8.6(a-d) in terms of the normalised SGS
viscosity, increases in the second stenosis. Furthermore, the maximum SGS vis-
cosity, μsgs/μ,o f0.26, 0.83, 1.64 and 3.69, obtained respectively for the Reynolds
numbers above, corresponds to the large dissipation of the SGS model in the region
of the second stenosis.
8.3.3 Mean and Instantaneous Flow Characteristics
The mean streamwise streamlines appended on the mean streamwise velocity con-
tours are presented in Fig. 8.7(a-d) for the different Reynolds numbers. It is now
clearly seen in this ﬁgure that there are two permanent re-circulation regions: the
ﬁrst one lies near the upper wall between the ﬁrst and second stenoses, while the
second re-circulation region lies at the post-lip of the second stenosis. The length
of these re-circulation regions also depends on the Reynolds number. For example,
when Re = 1000 and 1400 the length of the ﬁrst re-circulation region is larger than
the second re-circulation region. Whereas, the length of the second re-circulation
region is larger than the ﬁrst re-circulation region when Re = 1700 and 2000.
In order to understand more clearly the process of the ﬂow separation from
the nose of the both stenoses and the region of the ﬂow transition from laminar to
turbulent, the instantaneous streamwise velocity ¯ v/¯ Vmax is presented in Fig. 8.8 for
the different Reynolds numbers. The results show that the shear layer separates
from the nose of the ﬁrst stenosis is affected by the second stenosis and causes
the stagnation of ﬂow (i.e. re-circulation) near the upper wall between the two
stenoses. The highly disturbed ﬂow downstream of the second stenosis is caused
by the separation of the shear layer from the second nose. The intensity of the ﬂow
will be analysed in § 8.3.4.
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The instantaneous shear stress, τxy/ρ¯ V 2
max, at the upper and lower walls are
depicted in Figs. 8.9 (a-b), respectively for the different Reynolds numbers. At the
upper wall there are two levels of stress reduction: one takes place just prior to
the centre of the ﬁrst stenosis where ﬂow is transitional and the second one occurs
just prior to the centre of the second stenosis where the ﬂow is turbulent. The higher
level of stress drop at the turbulent region can increase the tissue proliferation inside
the arterial vessel, and consequently, increase the percentage of the stenosis. So,
the presence of multiple stenoses in an artery is more dangerous for a patient. In
addition, the highlyoscillatingforms of the wall shear stress thatoccur at the second
stenosis are more harmful to the blood cells and blood vessels.
The effects of the multiple stenoses on the mean pressure, < ¯ p>/ ρ¯ V 2
max, at the
upper and lower walls are illustrated respectively in Figs. 8.10 (a-b). In the upper
wall the pressure drops at the centre of the stenoses are very acute due to the direct
effect of the stenosis while they are blunt in the lower wall. Moreover, the effect
is prominent in the second stenosis. The pressure drop in the second stenosis is
larger than the ﬁrst one, which again indicates the fact that the ﬂow separated from
the nose of the second stenosis re-circulates for a longer time than with the single
stenosis, consequently, increasing the risk of the thrombosis or stroke.
8.3.4 Turbulent Flow Characteristics
The effects of the second stenosis on the turbulentﬂows are presented in this section
in terms of the root mean square (rms) of the velocity and pressure ﬂuctuations as
well as the energy spectra of the streamwise velocity ﬂuctuations.
Fig. 8.11 depicts the rms of the cross-stream velocity ﬂuctuations, <u    >rms
/¯ Vmax, at the different axial locations for the different Reynolds numbers. The
results show that at the centre of the ﬁrst stenosis, y/L =0 .0, the ﬂow is transitional
for Re = 1700 and 2000. The intensity of the cross-stream velocity ﬂuctuations
increases atthedownstreamoftheﬁrststenosisforalltheReynoldsnumbersandthe
maximum occurs at y/L =1 .5. Although, the intensity of the ﬂuctuations reduces
slightly at the pre-lip of the second stenosis, y/L =2 .0, due to the effects of the
second stenosis the ﬂuctuations grow again downstream of the second stenosis near
the upper wall. Further downstream the turbulent ﬂuctuations diminish in a similar
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manner as found in the single stenosis where the ﬂow re-laminarises, which is also
known as a recovery zone. The contour plots of <u    >rms /¯ Vmax in Fig. 8.12 give
additional information about the turbulent region and the magnitude of the cross-
stream turbulent intensity.
The corresponding rms values of the stream-wise and spanwise velocity turbu-
lent ﬂuctuations <v    >rms /¯ Vmax and <w    >rms /¯ Vmax, at the different ax-
ial locations are plotted in Figs. 8.13 - 8.11 respectively. The maximum value of
<v    >rms /¯ Vmax is found after the centre of the second stenosis at y/L =3 .5
while the maximum value of <w    >rms /¯ Vmax occurs before the centre of the
second stenosis at y/L =2 .5. So, the presence of the second stenosis is patho-
logically important since it increases the turbulent intensity. The contour plots of
<v    >rms /¯ Vmax and <w    >rms /¯ Vmax, plotted in Figs. 8.14 and 8.16 respec-
tively, show their variations in the whole plane.
Another important turbulent quantity is the rms of the pressure ﬂuctuations pre-
sented in Figs. 8.17 and 8.16. The pressure ﬂuctuations after the immediate down-
stream region of the ﬁrst stenosis are higher near the upper wall but they mitigate
slightly at the centre of the second stenosis. The magnitude of the ﬂuctuations then
increases rapidly up to the position of y/L =4 .5, followed by a gradual decrease
far downstream. In Chapters 4 to 7, it was discussed that the pressure ﬂuctuations
are the main source of the arterial murmur sounds, which are detected by using a
non-invasive device. Since the presence of the double stenosis increases the magni-
tude of the pressure ﬂuctuations, the intensity of the murmur sound from a double
stenosed artery would be higher than the single stenosis.
Fig.8.19showstheenergyspectraofthestreamwisevelocityﬂuctuationsv  2/¯ V 2
max
along with the straight lines of Sr−5/3 and Sr−10/3 at the different post-stenotic
positions while Re = 2000. The sub-range region that clearly exists between
y/L =1 .0 and y/L =6 .0 decreases gradually towards the downstream of the
second stenosis. Further downstream this region is very small as this is the recovery
zone.
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8.4 Conclusion
In this Chapter, a Large Eddy Simulation has been performed to investigate physio-
logical pulsatile ﬂow through the model of a double stenosis. The results presented
in various forms show the effects of the presence of the second stenosis in an artery.
For Re = 2000, the maximum Smagorinsky constant obtained is Cs ≈ 0.2 which is
almost double the case of a single stenosis in Chapter 7 (Fig. 7.8d). The maximum
contribution of the SGS model also increases at the region of the second stenosis.
The upper wall pressure and stress drops increase rapidly in the second steno-
sis for all the Reynolds numbers which are consistent with the results of Talukder
et al . [147] and Damodaran et al . [60].
Furthermore, due to the presence of the second stenosisthe turbulentintensityof
the ﬂow increases signiﬁcantly. From the pathological point of view, the increment
in the turbulent ﬂuctuations are more dangerous as they damage the material of
blood cells and the inner surface of a blood vessel. The permanent re-circulation
zone found in the downstream of the second stenosis will also increase the risk of
thrombosis or blood clotting, and consequently, increase the risk of heart attack or
brain stroke.
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Figure 8.1: A schematic of the model with coordinate system.
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Figure 8.2: A crude mesh distribution in x − y plane.
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Figure 8.5: Dynamic Smagorinsky constant, Cs, for (a) Re = 1000, (b) Re = 1400,
(c) Re = 1700 and (d) Re = 2000 at t/T =1 0 .25.
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Figure 8.6: Normalised SGS eddy viscosity, μsgs/μ, for (a) Re = 1000, (b) Re =
1400, (c) Re = 1700 and (d) Re = 2000 at t/T =1 0 .25.
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Figure 8.7: Mean streamwise streamlines appended on the mean streamwise veloc-
ity ,< ¯ v>/ ¯ Vmax, for (a) Re = 1000, (b) Re = 1400, (c) Re = 1700 and (d)
Re = 2000.
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Figure 8.8: Contour plot of the instantaneous streamwise velocity, ¯ v/¯ Vmax, for (a)
Re = 1000, (b) Re = 1400, (c) Re = 1700 and (d)Re = 2000 at t/T =1 0 .25.
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Figure 8.9: Instantaneous wall shear stress, τxy/ρ¯ V 2
max, at the (a) upper wall and (b)
lower wall for the different Reynolds numbers at t/T =1 0 .25.
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Figure 8.10: Time-mean pressure, < ¯ p>/ ρ ¯ V 2
max, at the (a) upper wall and (b)
lower wall for the different Reynolds numbers.
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Figure 8.11: rms of the cross-stream velocity ﬂuctuations, <u    >rms /¯ Vmax,a t
the different axial locations: (a) y/L = inlet, (b) y/L =0 .0, (c) y/L =1 .0, (d)
y/L =1 .5, (e) y/L =2 .0, (f) y/L =2 .5, (g) y/L =3 .0, (h) y/L =3 .5, (i)
y/L =4 .0, (j) y/L =4 .5, (k) y/L =5 .0 (l) y/L =5 .5, (m) y/L =6 .0, (n)
y/L =7 .0, (o) y/L =8 .0, (p) y/L =1 0 .0, (q) y/L =1 2 .0 and (r) y/L = outlet
for the different Reynolds numbers.
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Figure 8.12: Contour plot of <u    >rms /¯ Vmax, for (a) Re = 1000, (b) Re = 1400,
(c) Re = 1700 and (d) Re = 2000.
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Figure 8.13: rms of the streamwise velocity ﬂuctuations, <v    >rms /¯ Vmax,a t
the different axial locations: (a) y/L = inlet, (b) y/L =0 .0, (c) y/L =1 .0, (d)
y/L =1 .5, (e) y/L =2 .0, (f) y/L =2 .5, (g) y/L =3 .0, (h) y/L =3 .5, (i)
y/L =4 .0, (j) y/L =4 .5, (k) y/L =5 .0 (l) y/L =5 .5, (m) y/L =6 .0, (n)
y/L =7 .0, (o) y/L =8 .0, (p) y/L =1 0 .0, (q) y/L =1 2 .0 and (r) y/L = outlet
for the different Reynolds numbers.
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Figure 8.14: Contour plot of <v    >rms /¯ Vmax, for (a) Re = 1000, (b) Re = 1400,
(c) Re = 1700 and (d) Re = 2000.
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Figure 8.15: rms of the spanwise velocity ﬂuctuations, <w    >rms /¯ Vmax, at the
different axial locations: (a) y/L = inlet, (b) y/L =0 .0, (c) y/L =1 .0, (d)
y/L =1 .5, (e) y/L =2 .0, (f) y/L =2 .5, (g) y/L =3 .0, (h) y/L =3 .5, (i)
y/L =4 .0, (j) y/L =4 .5, (k) y/L =5 .0 (l) y/L =5 .5, (m) y/L =6 .0, (n)
y/L =7 .0, (o) y/L =8 .0, (p) y/L =1 0 .0, (q) y/L =1 2 .0 and (r) y/L = outlet
for the different Reynolds numbers.
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Figure 8.16: Contour plot of <w    >rms /¯ Vmax, for (a) Re = 1000, (b) Re = 1400,
(c) Re = 1700 and (d) Re = 2000.
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Figure 8.17: rms of the pressure ﬂuctuations, <p    >rms /ρ¯ V 2
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axial locations: (a) y/L = inlet, (b) y/L =0 .0, (c) y/L =1 .0, (d) y/L =1 .5,
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y/L =8 .0, (p) y/L =1 0 .0, (q) y/L =1 2 .0 and (r) y/L = outlet for the different
Reynolds numbers.
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Figure 8.18: Contour plotof <p    >rms /ρ¯ V 2
max, for (a) Re = 1000, (b) Re = 1400,
(c) Re = 1700 and (d) Re = 2000.
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Figure 8.19: Energy spectrum of v   at (a) y/L =1 .0, (b) y/L =2 .0, (c) y/L =3 .0,
(d) y/L =4 .0, (e) y/L =5 .0, (f) y/L =6 .0, (g) y/L =7 .0, (h) y/L =8 .0 and (i)
y/L =9 .0 while Re = 2000.
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LES of Physiological Pulsatile Flow
in a Model Aneurysm
9.1 Introduction
Aneurysms pose a great health risk due to their potential for thrombus formation
and more importantly rupture. If left untreated, aneurysm may continue to expand
until rupture, causing haemorrhage, complications to local organ function, and pos-
sibly death. Aneurysm ruptures have high rates of mortality and morbidity (Kas-
sell et al . [149]). In this Chapter, a Large Eddy Simulation (LES) is employed to
study the transition-to-turbulent pulsatile ﬂow through a 3D model of an arterial
aneurysm. A physiological pulsatile ﬂow where the pressure pulse consists of ﬁrst
four harmonics is used at the inlet to generate the pulsatile ﬂow. The inlet velocity
proﬁles which are physiologically realistic have already been presented in Chap-
ter 7. The ﬂow Reynolds number (Re) and the Womersley number (α) are ﬁxed at
2000 and 10.5 respectively in this Chapter.
The numerical results are presented in terms of the velocity, vorticity, sequential
streamlines, pressure and shear stress distributions, root mean square velocity and
pressure ﬂuctuations as well as the energy spectra. A qualitative comparison of the
streamlines with experimental results which was obtained by Egelhoff et al . [5] of
the ﬂow visualisation photographs in the asymmetric aortic aneurysm are made at
the different phases of time period. Moreover, a grid independence test has been
done for the two different sets of grid arrangement. To the best of our knowledge,
from the literature review, it is noted that most of the previous studies in aneurysm
are restricted to laminar ﬂow only.
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9.2 Model Geometry
In Fig. 9.1, the geometry of the model aneurysm is shown, which consists of a
3D channel with one sided balloon-shaped dilation on the upper wall centred at
y/L =0 .0, where y is the horizontal distance or the distance along the ﬂow and L
is the height of the channel. In the model, the height (x) of the channel and its width
(z) are kept the same, givinga square cross-section upstream and downstream of the
stenosis. The length of the aneurysm region is taken as 4L according to the inves-
tigation of Neofytou et al . [150] on a model aortic aneurysm. They considered the
aneurysm segment length as 4 times the diameter of the model tube. The upstream
length of the aneurysm is 2L while the downstream region is 10L. The shape of the
aneurysm is chosen for this study as
x
L
=1+δc
 
1+c o s
yπ
L
 
, −2L ≤ y ≤ 2L (9.1)
where δc is the parameter that controls the percentage of the aneurysm. In the
present study, δc is ﬁxed at 1, which gives a 100% dilation of the cross-sectional
area at the centre of the aneurysm. For convenience of computation and setting the
outlet boundary condition, the post aneurysm length has been extended sufﬁciently.
Noslipboundaryconditionsare usedfor the lowerand upper wallsof themodel.
At the outlet a convective boundary condition is used. In the spanwise boundaries,
a periodic boundary condition is applied. Non-uniform dense meshes are used near
the top and bottom walls of the model to capture the thin shear layer developed in
the vicinity of the walls. The meshes are also concentrated inside the aneurysm
where the high re-circulations generate. A crude mesh distribution is plotted in the
x − y plane and shown in Fig. 9.2.
9.3 Results and Discussion
The computational results of LES presented here have been obtained by using the
mesh arrangements of 120 × 350 × 90 and 90 × 300 × 90 (along x × y × z) for
the Reynolds number of 2000, the Womersley number of 10.5 and A =0 .4. The
simulations are carried out up to the peak phase of the 11th cycle of pulsation as it
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hasbeenshownthatthemeanresultsare eventuallybecomestationaryafter t/T =9
time periods. In terms of the contribution of the SGS model in LES, we have found
that the normalised SGS, μsgs/μ, is approximately 0.1, that is, a maximum of 10%
contribution comes from the SGS model.
9.3.1 Instantaneous and mean ﬂow
The contour plots of the three velocity components, ¯ u/ ¯ Vmax, ¯ v/¯ Vmax and ¯ w/¯ Vmax,
are presented in Fig. 9.3(a-c) respectively at the peak phase of the last pulsation,
i.e. t/T =1 0 .25. The irregular forms of velocity appearing in the far downstream
region of the aneurysm are visible in these plots. The ﬂow takes on the chaotic form
inside the aneurysm near the upper wall, consequence of this will be discussed later
in terms of the ﬂow streamlines and wall shear stresses.
The corresponding contour plot of the spanwise-averaged vorticity, <ω z >s,i s
depicted in Fig. 9.4 with the unequal fourteen contour levels of vortices as shown in
the colour bar. The dashed lines in the plot represent anti-clockwise vortices while
the solid lines represent clockwise vortices. The results show that the severe re-
circulated regions produced inside the aneurysm impose a perturbation on the ﬂuid,
as a result the ﬂow in the far downstream region becomes highly disturbed.
Experimental results of Egelhoff et al . [5] presented in Fig. 9.5 show ﬂow visu-
alisation photographs of the asymmetric abdominal aortic aneurysm at the different
phases of time period while Repeak = 3308. The experimental results show that the
core of the re-circulation regionwhich generates in the aneurysm at the early systole
(a) changes with time, and the severity of this re-circulation is quite prominent at
the phases from mid systole (c) to early diastole (e). The nature of the re-circulated
ﬂow inside the aneurysm, as reported in the paper, is turbulent.
Similar types of ﬂow pattern with re-circulation regions are observed in the
present study as shown in Fig. 9.6(a-g) in terms of the streamline plots in the
aneurysm section at the different phases over a time period along with the mean
streamline plot in frame (h). In frame (a), at t/T =9 .0, the primary re-circulation
zone is very small, and is situated near the upper wall in the immediate downstream
region of the centre of the aneurysm where the ﬂuid experiences an impediment by
the arterial wall.
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The primary re-circulated region increases at t/T =9 .125 but it moves towards
the centre of the aneurysm. In addition, a secondary as well as a small tertiary re-
circulated zone is visible in the region between y/L ∼ 0.5 and y/L ∼ 1.5. The
streamlines in frame (c) show that the primary re-circulated zone moves further up-
stream at the peak systole ( t/T =9 .25) and is now situated between y/L ∼− 2.0
and y/L ∼ 0.0, while the secondary and tertiary ﬂow vortices at this phase ex-
pand and get stronger. After the peak of the pulsation, the two large re-circulations
occupy almost the whole aneurysm as seen in frame (d). Besides, another re-
circulation zone is created at this phase near the lower wall between y/L ∼ 1.5 and
y/L ∼ 2.0 due to the backward ﬂow near the upper wall. Up to phase t/T =9 .625,
the re-circulated zone near the lower wall continues to develop, but the size of this
zone decreases gradually as the ﬂow pulsation goes up.
In the ﬁnal frame 9.6(h), we show the mean streamlines which gives a sum-
mary of the ﬂow ﬁeld over the full time cycle of pulsation. It is interesting to note
that there is no re-circulation region near the lower wall, but a large re-circulated
zone created inside the aneurysm is permanent where the potential blood clot or
thrombosis may occur (Rayz et al . [90]).
Fig. 9.7 shows the results of the mean streamwise velocity, < ¯ v>/ ¯ Vmax,
at different axial positions and comparison between the aforementioned two grid
arrangements. The agreement between the two grid orientations is excellent for the
mean velocity distributions. The velocity at the inlet is parabolic in shape due to the
laminar ﬂow. However, inside the aneurysm the velocity proﬁles take on a slightly
deformed parabolic form due to the re-circulations observed earlier. Moreover, the
velocitynear theupperwalllocatedbetweeny/L ∼− 1.0andy/L ∼ 1.0isnegative
because of the adverse pressure gradient. After the aneurysm the velocity proﬁles
take a shape which is different from the parabolic found at the inlet.
The instantaneous and mean pressure distributions at the upper and lower wall
are compared in Fig. 9.8. Frame (a) shows that the upper wall pressure is large in
the aneurysm region and an extreme rise in pressure occurs just before the end of
the aneurysm region. But pressure drops occur at y/L =2 .0 where the aneurysm
region is over, and the instantaneous pressure takes on an oscillatory form down-
stream due to the turbulent nature of the ﬂow already seen in Fig. 9.3. Although the
instantaneous pressure at the lower wall as seen frame (b) oscillates downstream,
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the extreme rise in both the instant and mean pressure occurs just prior to the centre
of aneurysm.
The corresponding shear stress distributions are presented in Fig. 9.9. The shear
stress at the upper wall is higher inside the aneurysm, but the acute stress drop oc-
curs just prior to the post edge of the aneurysm, followed by the oscillation towards
the downstream. On the other hand, the lower wall shear stress inside the aneurysm
is smaller than that of the outer region, but it is clearly observed that the upper wall
shear stress is always smaller than the stress at lower wall. From the pathological
point of view, these high and low shear stresses are harmful for the patient. Sal-
sac [151] reported that platelets may become activated in the regions of high shear
stress, and then be transported to the low shear stresses regions where they will ac-
cumulate on the wall of the aneurysm, initiating the formation of the endothelial
thrombus. Lasheras [14] explained that the high shear stress activates the endothe-
lial mechanism which accelerates the expansion process of the aneurysm and an
endoluminal thrombus forms early in the expansion process. This thrombus cov-
ers the whole aneurysm’s wall and causes the destruction of the endothelial layer
by hypoxia-a pathological condition in which a region of the body is deprived of
adequate oxygen supply.
9.3.2 Turbulent characteristics
The root mean square (rms) of the velocity turbulent ﬂuctuations, <u    >rms
/¯ Vmax, <v    >rms /¯ Vmax and <w    >rms /¯ Vmax, are represented in Figs. 9.10,
9.11 and 9.12, respectively at the different axial locations. The sensitivity of using
the two different sets of grid arrangement on the rms results is not very large, which
is acceptable for the turbulent results as already discussed in the previous chapters.
In particular, frames (a-r) in Fig. 9.10 show that the u-velocity turbulentﬂuctuations
inside the aneurysm are higher than those of any other locations, so the maximum
turbulence occurs inside the aneurysm, which also corresponds to the presence of
the strong re-circulations in the aneurysm already seen in Fig. 9.6. However, in
frame (h), at position y/L =2 .0, where the post segment of the aneurysm ends, the
turbulent ﬂuctuations are very low due to the pressure drop at that location. After
y/L =2 .0, the ﬂow becomes fully developed turbulent.
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Figs. 9.11 and 9.12 also show that the maximum turbulent ﬂuctuations occur
inside the aneurysm and they are extreme at y/L =1 .5. Similarly, at y/L =2 .0
the v and w-velocityﬂuctuations are very small and their magnitudes increase again
downstream.
Fig. 9.13 represents the rms of the pressure turbulent ﬂuctuations, <p    >rms
/ρ¯ V 2
max, at the upper wall. The results again clearly show that the maximum pres-
sure ﬂuctuations occur insidethe aneurysm. Asin velocityﬂuctuations, thepressure
ﬂuctuation drops after the aneurysm segment in between y/L =2 .0 and y/L =4 .5,
followed by the gradual increase downstream. The contour plots of the rms of the
velocity and pressure ﬂuctuations are depicted in Fig. 9.14 to show the turbulent re-
gion with the magnitudes of the rms results in the mid plane. From this ﬁgure, it is
seen again that the extreme level of turbulence occurs inside the aneurysm between
y/L =0 .0 and y/L =2 .0.
To further ensure the presence of turbulent ﬂow inside the aneurysm, the energy
spectra of the streamwise velocity ﬂuctuations v  2/¯ V 2
max along with the straight
lines of the Strouhal number Sr−5/3 are plottedin Fig. 9.15 at the different positions
inside and immediate post region of the aneurysm. In frame (a) of Fig. 9.15, the
inertia sub-range region is very small, so the ﬂow is slightly turbulent before the
centre of the aneurysm. However, in frames (b-c), at y/L =0 .0 and L =1 .0, the
sub-range region is quite large which further conﬁrms that the ﬂow in this region
is turbulent. Towards the downstream of the aneurysm, frames (d-f), the sub-range
region decreases as the intensity of turbulent decreases there.
9.4 Conclusion
Large Eddy Simulation with the localized dynamic model of Piomelli and Liu [4]
is used to investigate the physiological blood ﬂow in the model of arterial aneurysm
for Re = 2000, α =1 0 .5 and A =0 .4. In this Chapter, it is found that the
normalised SGS viscosity is approximately 0.1, which indicates that the SGS con-
tribution is very small. So, the solutions are close to those of a coarse DNS. Inside
the aneurysm a large recirculation region is found where the ﬂow gets the negative
velocities. The maximum upper wall pressure inside the aneurysm is found after
the centre and the pressure drop takes place just at the end of the aneurysm.
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The upper wall shear stress inside the aneurysm is smaller than that of the lower
wall and the stress drop in the upper wall is strongly correlated with the pressure
drop. The extreme turbulent intensity inside the aneurysm occurs after the centre,
and because of that, the root mean square of velocities and pressure ﬂuctuations are
large inside the aneurysm. Moreover, the energy spectra inside the aneurysm also
show the presence of large sub-range region.
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Figure 9.1: A schematic of the model of aneurysm and coordinate system.
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Figure 9.2: A crude mesh distribution on x − y plane.
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Figure 9.3: Instantaneousvelocity: (a) ¯ u/¯ Vmax (b) ¯ v/¯ Vmax and (c) ¯ w/¯ Vmax at t/T =
10.25 and z/L =0 .5.
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Figure 9.4: Spanwise averaged vorticity, <ω z >s,a tt/T =1 0 .25.
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Figure 9.5: Experimental results of Egelhoff et al . [5]: ﬂow visualisation pho-
tographs in the asymmetric abdominal aortic aneurysm during the (a) early systole,
(b) peak systole, (c) mid systole, (d) late systole and (e) early diastole while the
peak Reynolds number is 3308.
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Figure 9.6: Streamlines showing the re-circulation region in the aneurysm at the
different phases over a time cycle: (a) t/T =9 .0, (b) t/T =9 .125, (c) t/T =9 .25,
(d) t/T =9 .415, (e) t/T =9 .5, (f) t/T =9 .625 and (g) t/T =9 .75. Time-mean
results are in (h).
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Figure 9.6: (continued)
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Figure 9.7: Mean streamwise velocity, < ¯ v>/¯ V ,a tz/L =0 .5 and different axial
locations: (a) y/L = inlet, (b) y/L = −1.0, (c) y/L = −0.5, (d) y/L =0 .0,
(e) y/L =0 .5, (f) y/L =1 .0, (g) y/L =1 .5, (h) y/L =2 .0, (i) y/L =2 .5,
(j) y/L =3 .0, (k) y/L =3 .5 (l) y/L =4 .0, (m) y/L =5 .0 (n) y/L =6 .0, (o)
y/L =7 .0, (p) y/L =8 .0, (q) y/L =1 0 .0 and (r) y/L = outlet.
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Figure 9.8: Instantaneous and mean pressure in the (a) upper wall and (b) lower
wall at t/T =1 0 .25.
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Figure 9.9: Instantaneous and mean shear stress in the (a) upper wall and (b) lower
wall at t/T =1 0 .25.
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Figure 9.10: rms of the cross-stream velocity ﬂuctuations, <u    >rms /¯ Vmax,a t
z/L =0 .5 and different axial locations: (a) y/L = inlet, (b) y/L = −1.0, (c)
y/L = −0.5, (d) y/L =0 .0, (e) y/L =0 .5, (f) y/L =1 .0, (g) y/L =1 .5, (h)
y/L =2 .0, (i) y/L =2 .5, (j) y/L =3 .0, (k) y/L =3 .5 (l) y/L =4 .0, (m)
y/L =5 .0 (n) y/L =6 .0, (o) y/L =7 .0, (p) y/L =8 .0, (q) y/L =1 0 .0 and (r)
y/L = outlet.
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Figure 9.11: rms of the streamwise velocity ﬂuctuations, <v    >rms /¯ Vmax,a t
z/L =0 .5 and different axial locations: (a) y/L = inlet, (b) y/L = −1.0, (c)
y/L = −0.5, (d) y/L =0 .0, (e) y/L =0 .5, (f) y/L =1 .0, (g) y/L =1 .5, (h)
y/L =2 .0, (i) y/L =2 .5, (j) y/L =3 .0, (k) y/L =3 .5 (l) y/L =4 .0, (m)
y/L =5 .0 (n) y/L =6 .0, (o) y/L =7 .0, (p) y/L =8 .0, (q) y/L =1 0 .0 and (r)
y/L = outlet.
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Figure 9.12: rms of the spanwise velocity ﬂuctuations, <w    >rms /¯ Vmax,a tz/L =
0.5 and different axial locations: (a) y/L = inlet, (b) y/L = −1.0, (c) y/L = −0.5,
(d) y/L =0 .0, (e) y/L =0 .5, (f) y/L =1 .0, (g) y/L =1 .5, (h) y/L =2 .0,
(i) y/L =2 .5, (j) y/L =3 .0, (k) y/L =3 .5 (l) y/L =4 .0, (m) y/L =5 .0 (n)
y/L =6 .0, (o) y/L =7 .0, (p) y/L =8 .0, (q) y/L =1 0 .0 and (r) y/L = outlet.
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Figure 9.13: rms of the pressure ﬂuctuations, <p    >rms /ρ¯ V 2
max, at the upper wall.
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Figure 9.14: Contour plots of the rms of velocity and pressure ﬂuctuations: (a)
<u    >rms /¯ Vmax, (b) <v    >rms /¯ Vmax, (c) <w    >rms /¯ Vmax and (d) <p    >rms
/ρ¯ V 2
max at z/L =0 .5.
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Figure 9.15: Energy spectrum of v   at (a) y/L = −1.0, (b) y/L =0 .0, (c) y/L =
1.0, (d) y/L =2 .0, (e) y/L =3 .0 and (f) y/L =4 .0.
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Non-Newtonian Physiological
Pulsatile Flow in a Model Stenosis
10.1 Introduction
Blood is a non-Newtonian incompressible viscoelastic ﬂuid (Fung [94], pp.53). At
a shear rate above about 100 s−1, the blood viscosity tends towards an asymptotic
value, μ∞; but if the shear rate falls below that asymptotic level, the viscosity of
blood increases and non-Newtonian properties are exhibited by blood (Berger and
Jou [95]). Moreover, when the shear rate drops below 10 s−1 the effect of the non-
Newtonian viscosity is quite prominent (Huang et al . [152]).
In the previous chapters, the investigation was done by assuming that blood is
a Newtonian ﬂuid with constant viscosity. However, we have recently re-examined
the data of the shear rate in Chapter 7 and found that the global maximum shear rate
duringsomeperiodsina timecyclebecomeslessthat100s−1, as showninFig.10.1.
So, to gain more accurate insight on the transition-to-turbulent post stenotic ﬂow
phenomena account must be taken in the computationfor the non-Newtoniannature
of the ﬂuid.
The model of stenosis in this Chapter remains the same as was used in Chapter 4
(Fig. 4.1). Large Eddy Simulation technique is applied to study the transition of the
physiological pulsatile non-Newtonian blood ﬂow in the model by using ﬁve differ-
ent blood viscosity models: (i) Power-law (ii) Carreau (iii) Quemada (iv) Cross and
(v) modiﬁed-Casson model.
The mesh arrangement in the simulation is taken as 50 × 200 × 50 (Case 1 of
Chapter 7) for Re = 2000. The results obtained by the various non-Newtonian
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blood viscosity models are compared with those of the Newtonian blood viscosity
model presented in Chapter 7 for the fourth harmonic of the physiological pressure
pulse.
10.2 Filtered Governing Equations
The ﬁltered Navier-Stokes equations of motion for the non-Newtonian ﬂuid ﬂow
may be written as
∂ ¯ uj
∂xj
=0 , (10.1)
∂ρ¯ ui
∂t
+
∂ρ¯ ui ¯ uj
∂xj
= −
∂¯ p
∂xi
+
∂
∂xj
 
μ(|˙ γ|)
 
∂ ¯ ui
∂xj
+
∂ ¯ uj
∂xi
  
−
∂τij
∂xj
. (10.2)
Here μ(|˙ γ|)isthebloodviscositywhichdependsontheshearrate, ˙ γij =
1
2
 
∂ ¯ ui
∂xj +
∂ ¯ uj
∂xi
 
,
andthemagnitudeoftheshearrateisdeﬁnedas|˙ γ| =
 
2˙ γij ˙ γji(TuandDelville [97],
Barth et al . [153], and Miranda et al . [154]). In the Newtonian model, μ(|˙ γ|) tends
to a constant value for the blood viscosity which is denoted by μ∞. But for the non-
Newtonian models the relations between the viscosity and shear rate are presented
in the section below. The subgrid-scale term is modelled using the Piomelli-Liu [4]
localized dynamic model.
10.3 Non-Newtonian Blood Viscosity Model
Five different widely used non-Newtonian constitutive relationships for the blood
viscosity model depending on the shear rate are given below.
10.3.1 Power-law Model
The Power-law model was proposed by Wlaburn and Schneck [155]. The model
takes into account of the haemotocrit which is the volume percentage of red blood
cells in whole blood. The viscosity model is given by
μ(|˙ γ|)=k|˙ γ|
n−1, (10.3)
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where k =1 4 .67 × 10−3 and n =0 .7755 are the model constants.
10.3.2 Carreau Model
Carreau [156] proposed a four-parameter non-Newtonian viscosity model which is
known as the Carreau model. The viscosity model is given by
μ(|˙ γ|)=μ∞ +( μ0 − μ∞)[1 + (λ˙ γ)
2]
(n−1)/2, (10.4)
where μ0 =0 .056 Pa.s is the blood viscosity at zero shear rate, λ =3 .131 is the
time constant associated with the viscosity that changes with the shear rate, and
n =0 .3568.
10.3.3 Quemada Model
This model was developed by Quemada [157] to predict the viscosity of concen-
trated systems, which is based on the shear rate and haematrocrit. The viscosity
model is given by
μ(|˙ γ|)=μp
 
1 −
1
2
k0 + k∞
 
|˙ γ|/γc
1+
 
|˙ γ|/γc
φ
 −2
, (10.5)
where μp =1 .2×10−3 Pa.s is the viscosity of plasma and for haematocrit φ =0 .45.
The values of the model parameters are γc =1 .88s−1, k∞ =2 .07 and k =4 .33.
10.3.4 Cross Model
Cross [158] proposed a shear rate dependent viscosity model which is known as the
Cross model. The viscosity model is given by
μ(|˙ γ|)=μ∞ +
(μ0 − μ∞)
 
1+
 
˙ γ
˙ γc
 n , (10.6)
where μ0 =0 .0364 Pa.s is the blood viscosity at very low shear rate, γc =2 .63s−1
is the reference shear rate and n =1 .45 is the model constant.
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10.3.5 Modiﬁed Casson Model
The Casson model was originally introduced in Casson [159] for the prediction of
the ﬂow behaviour of pigment-oil suspension. The Casson viscosity model is given
by
μ(|˙ γ|)=
 √
τ0 +
√
ηc˙ γ
 2
˙ γ
. (10.7)
However, Merrill et al . [160] found that the rheological properties of human blood
were consistent with the Casson model at shear rates of 0.1 − 1.0 s−1, but deviated
to some extent in the range of 1 − 40 s−1. Bate [161] believed that the blood ﬂow
through tubes is best described by the Casson model in the shear rate range of
15 − 6400 s−1. Therefore, for large-diameter vessels, like arteries, a modiﬁed and
more-general Casson model was formulated by Gonzalez and Moraga [162] as
μ(|˙ γ|)=
 
√
ηc +
√
τ0 √
λ +
√
˙ γ
 
, (10.8)
where ηc =3 .45 × 10−3 Pa.s is the Casson viscosity, τ0 =2 .1 × 10−2 s−1 is the
yield stress and λ =1 1 .5 s−1 is a constant when the shear rate tends to zero.
10.4 Results and Discussion
The relationship between the apparent shear rates and viscosity for the above men-
tioned ﬁve non-Newtonian blood viscosity models along with the Newtonian vis-
cosity model is presented in Fig. 10.2. From this ﬁgure, it is seen that for low shear
rates (e.g. < 100s−1) the non-Newtonian blood viscosity is higher than that of the
Newtonian model. In the Newtonian model the viscosity is constant which is shown
by the solid line.
The Power-law model shows that the blood viscosity at the low shear rates in-
creases but decreases at large shear rates. The limitation of the Power-law model
is that it fails to describe the viscosity of blood at very low and higher level of
shear rates. In the Carreau and modiﬁed-Casson models the viscosity tends to the
asymptotic constant viscosity μ∞ at the shear rate ˙ γ>104. The Quemada and
Cross models exhibit the non-Newtonian properties of blood at shear rate ˙ γ<102.
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Moreover, in the Cross model the viscosity asymptotically matches the constant
viscosity at the shear rates ˙ γ>102 but the Quemada model shows the asymptotic
nature below the constant viscosity μ∞.
Milnor [163] argued that the blood viscosity using the above mentioned viscos-
ity models becomes inﬁnite at the very lowest rate of shear, which is impossible in
the practical sense. To get the true effect of the non-Newtonian blood viscosity, fol-
lowing Johnston et al . [101], the lowest shear rate used in the whole computation
is 0.1s−1 (see Fig. 10.2). The necessity for using the non-Newtonian model is made
clear by observing the range of global maximum shear rate |˙ γ| plotted in Fig. 10.3
and 10.4 for the different models. From all the ﬁgures it is seen that the global
maximum shear rates lie in the range of non-Newtonian shear rate, ˙ γ<102, during
some part of the time cycle the non-Newtonian properties of blood are important.
Fig. 10.5 depicts the post-stenotic re-circulation zone in terms of the mean
streamlines for the different models. From this ﬁgure, it can be seen that the length
of the re-circulation region is enlarged in the non-Newtonian models, which is an
alarming condition at the pathological point of view, since the blood in the re-
circulation region is re-circulated for a long time and stagnant in this region which
could cause the blood clot or thrombosis.
The mean shear stress, τxy/ρ¯ V 2
max, distributions are plotted in Fig. 10.6(a-c)
respectivelyat the upper wall, centreline and lower wall. At the upper wall the stress
drop ishigherinthecase of non-Newtonianmodelthanthatof theNewtonianmodel
and the maximum stress drop is found in the Power-law model. The magnitude of
this stress drop is −0.07730 which is about 32% higher than the Newtonian model
for which it is −0.05869. Interestingly, the stress drop in all the models occurs at
a same streamwise location, y/L = −0.12505. The difference between the non-
Newtonian and Newtonian models of the shear distribution is distinguishable in the
post-stenotic turbulent region. However, in the laminar region the differences are
very small. Moreover, further downstream region the upper wall shear stresses for
non-Newtonian models are always smaller than the case of Newtonian model.
At the centreline the shear stress drops located at y/L =0 .78 are higher for
the non-Newtonian models. At the centreline, the largest stress drop occurs in the
Carreau model with a magnitude of −0.01136 and the corresponding smallest value
of the stress drop for the Newtonian model is −0.00287. On the other hand, the
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maximum shear stress at the lower wall occurs at y/L = −0.059 for all the models,
but the largest value is found for the Power-law model which is 0.04989. In contrast
to the upper wall, the non-Newtonian models give higher shear stress at the lower
wall in the further downstream region.
Fig. 10.7(a-c) depict the mean pressure, ¯ p/ρ¯ V 2
max, at the upper wall, centreline
and at the lower wall respectively. From these ﬁgures, it can be seen again that the
differences in the pressure distributionsbetween the Newtonian and non-Newtonian
models are clearly visible, but among the non-Newtonianmodelsthe differences are
very small. The pressure drop at the throat of the stenosis is slightly higher in the
case of the Newtonian model than in the case of non-Newtonian models. Further
downstream the pressure for the non-Newtonian models is higher than the case of
Newtonian model.
Fig. 10.8(a-b) illustratesthe centreline mean kinetic energy (MKE),
1
2 < ¯ uj¯ uj >
/¯ V 2
max, and the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE), 1
2 <u   
ju  
j >/ ¯ V 2
max, for the
different models. In frame (a), the MKE is almost identical at the upstream of
the stenosis for all the models, where the ﬂow is laminar. At the turbulent region
(1.0 ≤ y/L ≤ 6.0) the MKE varies in the non-Newtonian models with magnitude
that is slightly higher in the Carreau and Quemada models compared to the New-
tonian model. Signiﬁcant effects are reported on the results of the turbulent kinetic
energy in frame (b). The peak of TKE in the post-stenoticregion (1.0 <y / L<3.0)
occurs intheNewtonianmodel, whileallthenon-Newtonianmodelsproduce higher
TKE downstream (3.0 <y / L<9.0) because of the fact that the physiological os-
cillationwhichisreduced bythe highviscosityinthe non-Newtonianmodelscauses
delay in the transition process. Interestingly, this result compares well with that of
Chapter 4 (Fig. 4.26) that the transition to turbulent happens earlier when the per-
centage of oscillation is increased.
Due tothe effects of the non-Newtonianbloodviscositythe ﬂowﬁeld alsovaries
signiﬁcantly which is clearly shown in Figs. 10.9 in terms of the streamwise veloc-
ity, ¯ v/¯ Vmax, at the different post-stenotic streamwise locations, y/L =1 .0 and 2.0,
over the last two time periods.
The numerical values of the global maximum Smagorinsky dynamic constant
Cs, the normalised SGS viscosity μsgs/μ, and the streamwise velocity ¯ v/¯ Vmax for
the different non-Newtonian models along with Newtonian model are compared in
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Table 10.1: Global maximumvalues of Cs and the normalisedSGS viscosityμsgs/μ
for the different models at t/T =1 0 .25.
Model Cs x / Ly / Lz / Lμ sgs/μ x/L y/L z/L
Newtonian 0.12 0.58 1.85 0.67 0.97 0.70 2.44 0.78
Power-law 0.14 0.23 2.81 0.43 0.81 0.79 2.44 0.43
Carreau 0.12 0.58 2.37 0.02 0.72 0.58 2.37 0.02
Quemada 0.13 0.70 2.37 0.28 0.95 0.70 2.37 0.27
Cross 0.12 0.62 2.72 0.35 0.66 0.62 2.72 0.35
Mod-Casson 0.12 0.62 2.51 0.39 0.84 0.54 2.51 0.39
Table 10.2: Global maximum values of streamwisee velocity ¯ v/¯ Vmax for the differ-
ent models at t/T =1 0 .2.
Model ¯ v/¯ Vmax x/L y/L z/L
Newtonian 2.81343 0.37 2.11 0.22
Power-law 2.54959 0.58 2.58 0.43
Carreau 2.38454 0.42 2.88 0.02
Quemada 2.53122 0.42 2.73 0.12
Cross 2.39409 0.42 2.51 0.18
Mod-Casson 2.50988 0.54 2.80 0.35
Tables 10.1 and 10.2, respectively. From Table 10.1, it is seen that the maximum
values of Cs for the non-Newtonian models are found in the post stenotic region
between 2.0 <y / L<3.0 but for the Newtonian model the maximum Cs lies
between 1.0 <y / L<2.0. On the other hand, the maximum values of μsgs/μ and
¯ v/¯ V occur in the post-stenotic region between 2.0 <y / L<3.0 and the magnitude
of these quantities are smaller in the non-Newtonian cases than the Newtonian case.
10.5 Conclusion
Non-Newtonian physiological ﬂow in a model arterial stenosis has been investi-
gated by using the LES technique. The global maximum shear rate for the different
viscosity models lies in the non-Newtonian ranges, which means less than 100s−1,
which clearly indicates the necessity of using the non-Newtonian blood viscosity
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model in the investigation.
The results show that for the non-Newtonian models the global maximum SGS
viscosity and the streamwise velocity are smaller than the Newtonian model and the
post-stenotic re-circulation region extends slightly further for the non-Newtonian
models, which increases the possibility of blood clot or thrombosis.
The maximum and minimum wall stresses occur for the non-Newtonian models
at the lower and upper walls respectively and the pressure drop is slightly smaller
in the case of non-Newtonian models. The peak turbulent intensity is higher for
the Newtonian model, but in the non-Newtonian model it is higher in the further
downstream region than the Newtonian model. Overall, the ﬂow distribution is
signiﬁcantly changed due to the non-Newtonian nature of the blood.
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Figure 10.1: Global maximum shear rate |˙ γ| against time for the Newtonian model
while Re = 2000.
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Figure 10.2: Relations between the shear rate and the apparent blood viscosity for
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Figure 10.3: Global maximum shear rate |˙ γ| against time for the Power-law model.
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Figure 10.4: Global maximum shear rate |˙ γ| against time for (a) Carreau (b) Que-
mada (c) Cross and (d) modiﬁed-Casson models.
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Figure 10.5: Mean post-stenotic recirculation zone, (a) Newtonian (b) Power-law
(c) Carreau (d) Quemada (e) Cross and (f) modiﬁed-Casson models.
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Figure 10.6: Mean shear stress, τxy/ρ¯ V 2
max, at the (a) upper wall (b) centreline and
(c) lower wall for the different blood viscosity models.
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Figure 10.7: Mean pressure, ¯ p/ρ¯ V 2
max at the (a) upper wall (b) centreline and (c)
lower wall for the different blood viscosity models.
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over the last two cycles of pulsation at x/L = z/L =0 .5.
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Conclusions and Suggestions for
Future Research
In this chapter, the ﬁndings of the present study have been summarised and some
suggestions for future work are made.
11.1 Conclusions
Large Eddy Simulation technique has been applied to analyse the transition-to-
turbulent ﬂow in models of arterial stenosis and aneurysm with different types of
pulsatile ﬂows. In the stenosed model, a cosine shaped stenosis is placed eccen-
trically at the upper wall of a 3D channel which reduces the cross-sectional area,
whereas the aneurysm which is also placed at the upper wall dilates the channel
cross-sectional area. In LES, a top-hat spatial grid-ﬁlter is applied to the Navier-
Stokes equations of motion to separate the large scale ﬂows from the sub-grid scale
(SGS). The large scale ﬂows are resolved fully while the unresolved SGS motions
are modelled dynamically. The ﬁndings of this study are summarised chapter-wise,
which are given below.
In Chapter 4, LES with the Germano-Lilly [2; 3] dynamic model has been used
to investigate the simple sinusoidal additive type pulsatile ﬂow through a 3D model
of arterial stenosis. With increasing Reynolds number, we found an increase in the
turbulentkineticenergy andwall shear stress. Forthe peak ReynoldsnumberRep of
1950, themaximumratiooftheSGS tomolecularviscosityis0.709, whichindicates
that the contribution from the SGS model is 70.9%, however, for Re ≤ 1200 the
SGS model contribution is very small and the simulated results could be treated as
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a DNS solutions. The maximum stress drop occurred at the upper wall just prior to
the centre of the stenosis, which is opposite to the ﬁndings of Mittal et al . [79],
but is consistent with the results of Ojha et al [81], Mallinger and Drikakis [72] and
Frydrychowicz et al [12]. The break frequency of the energy spectra is found from
−5/3 to −10/3 for the velocity ﬂuctuations and the corresponding break frequency
for the pressure ﬂuctuations is from −5/3 to −7/3. In addition, we have shown that
for the large ratio of oscillation at the inlet, transition-to-turbulent happenes at the
immediate post-stenosis region and the maximum turbulent intensity occurred for
the highly pulsatile ﬂow when the amplitude of the oscillation is relatively large.
In Chapter 5, the non-additive type pulsatile ﬂow in the same model has been
investigated by applying LES. A maximum 78% contribution is received from the
sub-grid to large scale motion for Re = 2000. The results of the non-additive pul-
satile case have been compared with those of both the additive pulsatile and steady
ﬂow cases and we have found that the post-stenotic ﬂow patterns in different pul-
sations are quite different. In the non-additive case the length of the re-circulation
region is smaller than the additive case, and the intensity of the stress and pressure
drop at the throat of the stenosis is always larger in the additive case than non-
additive.
In Chapters 4 and 5, simple sinusoidal additive and non-additive oscillations
were imposed at the inlet of the model respectively, but the objective of Chapter 6
was to consider a physiological pulsatile ﬂow, at the inlet of the model geometry.
In this chapter, LES with the Piomelli and Liu [4] localized dynamic model was ap-
plied tothe studyof physiologicalpulsatileﬂow throughthe stenosis,whereas in the
previous chapters the Germano-Lilly [2; 3] dynamic model was used. A maximum
37.4% contribution is recorded from the SGS model while Re = 2000. A compar-
ison of the results obtained from the LES and coarse DNS is drawn and excellent
agreement is found in the primary ﬂow features but some variations are found in
the turbulent characteristics. This is quite reasonable and is caused by the effects
of the subgrid models. The level of turbulent ﬂuctuations found in the downstream,
between y/L =1 .0 and y/L =6 .0, is high, which is responsible for the damag-
ing of blood cells and thrombosis in the post-stenotic region. The break frequency
of the energy spectra from −5/3 to −10/3 for the velocity ﬂuctuations and from
−5/3 to −7/3 for the pressure ﬂuctuations are also observed in the post-stenosis
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region. We have compared the results between the sinusoidal additive (Chapter 4)
and physiological pulses, and the comparisons show that the shear stress and the
turbulent kinetic energy are higher in the case of the additive sinusoidal pulsatile
case than the physiological pulsation.
In Chapter 7, the effects of various harmonics of the pressure pulse in the physi-
ological pulsatile ﬂow are investigated in the same model geometry. The Germano-
Lilly [119; 3] dynamic model and the Piomelli-Liu [4] localized dynamic model
are used in LES technique to investigate the effects of the ﬁrst four harmonics of
the physiologicalpressure pulse in the model. The ﬁrst harmonic results are slightly
different from the results of the last three harmonics, but the variation among the
results of the second to fourth harmonics are very small. The contributions of the
Germano-Lilly dynamic model and the Piomelli-Liu localized dynamic model are
74% and 97%, respectively, for Re = 2000. Due to less backscattering and less
CPU time, the Piomelli-Liu model is found better than the Germano-Lilly. For the
higher area reduction of the stenosis, the stress drop at the upper wall, the maxi-
mum shear stress at the lower wall and the turbulent kinetic energy increased. On
the other hand, the intensity of the shear stress and the turbulent kinetic energy
decreased when the length of the stenosis is increased.
In Chapter 8, physiologicalpulsatileﬂow throughthe model of a double stenosis
is investigated using the LES with the Piomelli-Liu [4] localized dynamic model.
The contribution from the SGS model is almost double for Re = 1700 and 2000 in
comparison with the results of a single stenosis. Due to the presence of the second
stenosis, the stress drop, the adverse pressure gradient and the turbulent intensity of
the ﬂow enhance signiﬁcantly. The increased shear stress and turbulent ﬂuctuations
are more dangerous as they usually damage the material of blood cells and the inner
side of the blood vessels. Moreover, a second re-circulation zone seen downstream
of the second stenosis enhances the probability of thrombosis or blood clotting, and
consequently, increases the chance of heart attack or brain stroke.
In Chapter 9, LES with the Piomelli-Liu [4] model is applied to study the phys-
iological pulsatile ﬂow inside the model of arterial aneurysm for only Re = 2000.
Inside the aneurysm a large re-circulation region exists and the ﬂow is turbulent,
which is totally consistent with the experimental results of Egelhoff et al . [5]. The
upper wall pressure and stress drop are located at the end of the segment of the
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aneurysm, whereas the maximum turbulent intensity occurs between the centre and
the ending segment of the aneurysm.
In Chapter 10, physiological pulsatile ﬂow in a model arterial stenosis is in-
vestigated using various non-Newtonian blood viscosity models and the results are
compared with the Newtonian model in Chapter 7. In the non-Newtonian case
the length of the re-circulation region increases slightly, which increases the time
that the blood remains at the post-lip region. This is potentially dangerous from
the pathological point of view, as this stagnation could be a factor in the genesis
of thrombosis in the post-stenosis region. The maximum lower wall shear stress
and the stress drops at the upper wall occur for the non-Newtonian blood viscos-
ity models, but the pressure drop is slightly larger in the Newtonian case than with
the non-Newtonian models. The maximum turbulent intensity occurs in the New-
tonian model, since in the non-Newtonian models the intensity of the physiological
oscillation decreases as the blood viscosity increases.
Despite the simplicity in the model of arterial stenosis and aneurysm studied
here, we believe that the simulated results presented in this thesis give a better in-
sight and in-depth knowledge to a pathologist or medical surgeon on the important
ﬂuid dynamics aspects of transient blood ﬂow that are usually present in a real-
life biological stenosis and aneurysm e.g. pathological atherosclerotic or diseased
arteries. Modelling accurately the complex form of transitions of physiological
blood ﬂow in stenosis, aneurysm or heart requires an accurate numerical approach.
LES has the capability of modelling instantaneous transition-to-turbulent pulsatile
ﬂow, as demonstrated in the present thesis and also by Mittal et al . [79], Scotti
and Piomelli [68] and Liang and Papadakis [118]. Therefore, we believe that the
researchers in this ﬁeld will beneﬁt signiﬁcantly from the LES approach.
11.2 Future Research
The application of LES in bio-ﬂuid mechanics is very limited as discussed in the
review chapter (Chapter 2). We think that the LES could be an ideal simulation
technique to model the transitional blood ﬂow in various bio-ﬂuid applications in-
cluding ﬂuid-structure interaction. The recommendations for future work, based on
the ﬁndings in the thesis, are given below
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• For simplicity, a vessel of square cross-section has been studied in the present
study unlike a biological vessel which is usually circular in cross-section.
So, in future, more realistic biological vessel should be considered and the
transition-to-turbulent ﬂow through it should be investigated.
• Wehaveconsideredtherigidwallforthemodelarterialstenosisandaneurysm,
but the arterial walls in real biological system are compliant. The effects of
the arterial wall vibration is very important factor for generating the arte-
rial murmur sound in presence of the arterial stenosis. So, future simulation
should involve the ﬂuid-structure interactions using the LES technique.
• Atherosclerosismostcommonlyaffectsarterialbifurcations,sotheLEScould
be applied in the investigation of transient-to-turbulent ﬂow in a model of ar-
terial bifurcations.
• In-vivo ﬂows in large arteries are spiral-laminar due to the twisting element
imparted by the heart as it contracts around its own axis (Stonebridge and
Brophy [164]), but the ﬂow studied in the thesis is laminar pulsatile prior
to the stenosis and aneurysm. Spiral-laminar ﬂow should be introduced at
the inlet of the model geometry to investigate the transient-to-turbulent ﬂows
through the stenosis and aneurysm.
• We have assumed that the stenosis is formed by a smooth mathematical func-
tion, for example, the cosine curve. But in reality, this is not generally the
case. Back et al . [165] deﬁned the outline of the stenosis from a casting
of a left circumﬂex coronary artery with mild atherosclerotic disease, which
contains many small valleys and ridges - this suggests that the more realistic
biological stenosis wall is rough rather than smooth . So, in future, the irregu-
lar arterial stenosis should be considered and the transient-to-turbulent ﬂows
through this should be investigated.
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227Appendix A
Numerical Procedure
As mentioned in § 3.7 in Chapter 3, the BOFFIN code ( LES-BOFFIN: User’s
Guide [166]) , employed in our computation uses a ﬁnite volume approach where
the ﬁltered governing equations are integrated over the mesh control volume to ob-
tain an algebraic ﬁnite difference approximation for those partial differential trans-
port equations. To facilitate calculation, the governing equations are transformed
into curvilinear coordinates. The approach is described brieﬂy in this chapter.
A.1 Coordinate Transformation
Thompson et al [130] introduced an approach where the ﬁnite difference equations
are formulated in a transformed curvilinear coordinate system that coincides with
the boundaries of the ﬂow domain. In this approach, the ﬂow domain in physical
space is mapped onto a rectangular domain in computational space, as shown in
Fig. A.1, where a two-dimensional case is represented for simplicity.
Fot the map xj → ξj,i fJij represents the elements of the Jacobian matrix, J,o f
the transformation then
Jij =
∂xi
∂ξj
(A.1)
The determinant of the Jacobian matrix, J, is denoted by |J| and given by
|J| =
∂xi
∂ξj
Aij, (A.2)
where Aij are the elements of the cofactor matrix, A, of the Jacobian, deﬁned as
|A| = |J|J
−1 (A.3)
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FigureA.1: Gridarrangementandnotationintwo-dimensionalcaseinbothphysical
space (left), and in computational space (right). Solid lines indicate the grid lines,
dashed lines the faces of the control volume.
By applying the chain rule, the derivatives can now be expressed in the trans-
formed space in the following way
∂φ
∂xi
=
∂φ
∂ξj
∂ξj
∂xi
=
Aij
|J|
∂φ
∂ξj
, (A.4)
where φ is a generic variable.
The ﬁltered governing equations (3.34)-(3.35) in general curviliear co-ordinates
can be written as,
∂
∂ξk
 
Akj
|J|
¯ uj
 
=0 , (A.5)
∂(ρ¯ ui)
∂t
+
∂
∂ξk
 
Akj
|J|
ρ¯ ui˜ uj
 
= −
Akj
|J|
∂¯ p
∂ξk
+
∂
∂ξk
 
Akj
|J|
 
μe
Alj
|J|
∂¯ ui
∂ξl
+ μe
Ali
|J|
∂¯ uj
∂ξl
  
, (A.6)
where theeffective viscosity, μe, is the sum of the molecular and sub-grid eddy
viscosity deﬁned as
μe = μ + μsgs. (A.7)
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The ﬁnite volume methoduses the integral form of the transport equations as the
starting point. Integrating the transformed equations over a single control volume,
ΔV , gives,
Continuity:  
ΔS
Gknkds =0 , (A.8)
Momentum:
 
ΔV
∂(ρ¯ ui)
∂t
|J|dV +
 
ΔS
Gk ¯ uinkdS = −
 
ΔV
Akj
∂¯ p
∂ξk
dV
+
 
ΔS
 
μe
 
AljAkj
|J|
∂¯ ui
∂ξl
+
AliAkj
|J|
∂¯ uj
∂ξl
  
nkdS, (A.9)
where Gk = Aijρ¯ uj, are the mass ﬂuxes. nk is the unit normal pointing in the
outward direction of the cell surface, ΔS, of the cell volume, ΔV .
A.2 Discretisation Scheme Used in BOFFIN
The grid arrangement used is shown in Fig A.1, where the mesh spacing in the
transformed space is uniform, i.e. Δξ =1 . The control volume (CV) faces lie
midway between nodes. According to the collocated arrangement, all the variables
e.g. velocity and pressure stored at the CV centres are assumed to be uniform over
the CV. A linear variation of variable values between grid nodes is assumed in such
a way that the value of the variables at the cell faces are obtained as averages of the
values at the appropriate adjacent nodes.
In order to illustrate the discretisation scheme adopted, we have considered the
u-momentum equation of the Navier-Stokes equations. The convective term is ap-
proximated by,
 
ΔS
Gk¯ unkdS ≈ [G1¯ u]
I+1
2,J,K − [G1¯ u]
I−1
2,J,K
+[G2¯ u]
I,J+1
2,K − [G2¯ u]
I,J−1
2,K
+[G3¯ u]
I,J,K+1
2
− [G3¯ u]
I,J,K−1
2
. (A.10)
For instance, the ﬁrst term of the equation (A.10), [G1¯ u]I+ 1
2,J,K, is approximated
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as follows:
[G1¯ u]
I+
1
2,J,K =
1
2
[G1]
I+
1
2,J,K ([¯ u]I,J,K +[¯ u]I+1,J,K), (A.11)
The linear variation of variables between node points has been assumed. The mass
ﬂuxes are expressed as
[G1]
I+1
2,J,K = ρ ×
 
[A11¯ u]
I+
1
2,J,K +[ A12¯ v]
I+
1
2,J,K +[ A13 ¯ w]
I+
1
2,J,K
 
, (A.12)
where the term like [A11¯ u]
I+1
2,J,K is discretised as,
[A11¯ u]
I+
1
2,J,K =
1
2
([¯ u]I,J,K +[¯ u]I+1,J,K) ×
  
∂y
∂η
 
I+1
2,J,K
.
 
∂z
∂ζ
 
I+1
2,J,K
−
 
∂y
∂ζ
 
I+1
2,J,K
.
 
∂w
∂η
 
I+1
2,J,K
 
, (A.13)
and,
 
∂y
∂η
 
I+1
2,J,K
=
1
2
 
[y]I,J+1,K − [y]I,J−1,K
2
+
[y]I+1,J+1,K − [y]I+1,J−1,K
2
 
.
(A.14)
The diffusive terms are approximated in a similar manner. The cross derivative
terms arising from the non-orthogonality of the transformed co-ordinate system are
treated explicitly.
Time derivatives are discretised by a three point backward difference scheme
with a constant time step of δt which is represented by
∂¯ u
∂t
≈
3
2
 
¯ un+1 − ¯ un
δt
 
−
1
2
 
¯ un − ¯ un−1
δt
 
, (A.15)
where n is the number of timestep.
The discretisation scheme described above leads to a quasi-linear system of
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equations for the velocity, ¯ u, that can be written as,
aI,J,K¯ u
n+1
I,J,K =
 
neighbours
aα¯ u
n+1
α + SI,J,K, (A.16)
where SI,J,K represents a source term containing all terms that can not be expressed
as face ﬂuxes and can be dependent on ¯ u; and aα account for both the convective
and diffusive terms. The summation being taken over the immediate neighbours of
I, J, K (i.e. I ± 1, J ± 1, K ± 1).
A.3 Velocity and Pressure Calculation
Once the governing equations are discretised, the pressure and velocity ﬁelds are
obtained by employing a pressure correction method which is similar to the SIM-
PLE algorithm of Patankar [167]. This method can be illustrated as follows.
The ﬁnite difference equations (fde), for instance, the u-momentum equation to
within a second order accuracy can be written in the following quasi-matrix form
assuming a constant time step
u
n+1 − u
n +
2
3
δtT
n+1u
n+1 = −
2
3
δtDp
n+1 + S. (A.17)
where u is the vector of the unknown u nodal values, Tn+1 represents the coef-
ﬁcient matrix for the convection and diffusion terms at n +1 , D arises from the
discretisation of the pressure term, and the source term S contains all the terms re-
sulting from the time discretisation. The cross-derivative diffusion terms are given
explicit treatment in order to reduce the computational cost. Evaluating these cross
derivatives at time level n and adding them to S introduces an error of O(δt2) into
equation (A.17). Therefore, the fde (A.17) can be written as
u
n+1 +
2
3
δtT
nu
n+1 = −
2
3
δtDp
n+1 + S + O(δt
2). (A.18)
where S now contains additionally those cross-derivative terms which are not in-
cluded in Tn and treated explicitly. The bar in velocity is disregarded in order to
simplify the notation.
The solution to equation (A.18) obtained by neglecting the error term O(δt2) is
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a second order accurate approximation to un+1. In order to achieve second order
accuracy, the equation (A.17) is solved in two stages. In the ﬁrst stage, a solution
to (A.18) is sought. Denoting this solution as um, having a corresponding pressure
ﬁeld pm, and introducing a pressure increment, Δpm = pm − pn, equation (A.18)
becomes
u
m +
2
3
δtT
nu
m +
2
3
δtDδp
m = −δtDp
n + S, (A.19)
where m represents an intermediate time level between n+1, at which the solution
is sought, and n, the most recent update.
Applying an approximate factorisation, equation (A.19) can be recast as
(I +
2
3
δtT
n)(u
m +
2
3
δtDΔp
m)
      
u∗
= −
2
3
δtDp
n + S. (A.20)
A Taylor series analysis gives, DΔp
m ∼ O(δt). So, the error introduced by the
approximate factorisation is (δt)2TnDΔp
m ∼ O(δt)3 and can be neglected. The
equation (A.20) is then solved in two steps:
u
∗ =( I +
2
3
δtT
n)
−1(−
2
3
δtDp
n + S) (A.21)
u
m = u
∗ −
2
3
δtDδp
m. (A.22)
The vectors of unknown v and w nodal values, v and w, are obtained in the similar
way. However, none of these velocity ﬁelds at time level m can be obtained since
Δpm is not known.
In order to obtain the pressure increment, Δpm, the velocity ﬁelds um, vm and
wm are subsitutedinto the continuityequation, which givesa Poisson-typeequation
for the pressure increment and this will be discussed in the following subsection.
Since um is a 2nd order accurate approximation to un+1, in the second stage, a
second order accurate solution at the time level n +1is obtained by rewriting the
equation (A.19) for the time level n+1, with the coefﬁcient matrix evaluated using
values from the intermediate time level m,
u
n+1 +
2
3
δtT
mu
n+1 +
2
3
δtDΔp
n+1 = −
2
3
δtDp
m + S, (A.23)
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where the pressure increment, Δpn+1 = pn+1 − pm, is introduced. Using the
approximate factorisation, equation (A.23) is written as,
(I +
2
3
δtT
m)(u
n+1 +
2
3
δtDΔp
n+1)
      
u∗∗
= −
2
3
δtDp
m + S. (A.24)
u
∗∗ =( I +
2
3
δtT
m)
−1(−
2
3
δtDp
m + S) (A.25)
u
n+1 = u
∗∗ −
2
3
δtDΔp
n+1. (A.26)
The pressure increment is again computed from the Poisson-type equation which
will be discussed in the next section.
A.3.1 Pressure Smoothing
As mentioned in the previous section, a Poisson-like equation for the pressure in-
crement, now deﬁned as Δpm = pm−pm−1, where m−1 indicates the most recent
calculated values and m the intermediate time level at which the solution being
sought, is obtained by substituting equation (A.21) in the continuity equation. For
illustration purpose, considering only the ﬂux component arisen from the integra-
tion over the cell faces in the ξ direction, this substitution gives
2δt
3
 
A1jAkj
|J|
∂Δpm
∂ξk
 
I+1
2,J,K
−
2δt
3
 
A1jAkj
|J|
∂Δpm
∂ξk
 
I−1
2,J,K
=
 
ρA1ju
m−1
j
 
I+1
2,J,K −
 
ρA1ju
m−1
j
 
I−1
2,J,K , (A.27)
where u
m−1
j is the velocity ﬁeld corresponding to the pressure ﬁeld pm−1. Using the
central difference interpolated onto cell faces, for instance, the pressure increment
gradient at I + 1
2,J,Kis approximated by
 
Akj
|J|
∂Δpm
∂ξk
 
I+1
2,J,K
=
1
2
 
Akj
|J|
 
I+1
2,J,K
  
∂Δpm
∂ξk
 
I+1,J,K
+
 
∂Δpm
∂ξk
 
I,J,K
 
, (A.28)
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where
 
Akj
|J|
 
I+
1
2,J,K
 
∂Δpm
∂ξk
 
I,J,K
=
 
A1j
|J|
 
I+
1
2,J,K
 
Δpm
I+1,J,K − Δpm
I−1,J,K
2
 
+
 
A2j
|J|
 
I+1
2,J,K
 
Δpm
I,J+1,K − Δpm
I,J−1,K
2
 
+
 
A3j
|J|
 
I+1
2,J,K
 
Δpm
I,J,K+1 − Δpm
I,J,K−1
2
 
, (A.29)
The above interpolations lead to an oscillatory pressure ﬁeld which is decoupled
fromthevelocityﬁeldatevenandoddgridnodes. Toremedythisproblem, theﬁnite
difference operators are redeﬁned so that pressure increment derivatives normal to
the cell faces are evaluated using values at nodes adjacent to the cell faces, and the
cross derivatives interpolated from gradients calculated at adjacent nodes, giving
 
Akj
|J|
∂Δpm
∂ξk
 
I+1
2,J,K,1δ
=
 
A1j
|J|
 
I+1
2,J,K
 
Δp
m
I+1,J,K − Δp
m
I,J,K
 
+
 
A2j
|J|
 
I+1
2,J,K
 
Δpm
I+1,J+1,K − Δpm
I−1,J−1,K +Δ pm
I,J+1,K − Δpm
I,J−1,K
4
 
+
 
A3j
|J|
 
I+1
2,J,K
 
Δpm
I+1,J,K+1 − Δpm
I−1,J,K−1 +Δ pm
I,J,K+1 − Δpm
I,J,K−1
4
 
(A.30)
where the subscript 1δ denotes the compact stencil. It can be demonstrated that
this approach is equivalent to adding a smoothing term, σ(Δpm), to the RHS of
equation (A.27), of the form
σ(Δp
m)=
2δt
3
  
A1jAkj
|J|
∂Δpm
∂ξk
 
I+
1
2,J,K
−
 
A1jAkj
|J|
∂Δpm
∂ξk
 
I+
1
2,J,K,1Δ
+
 
A1jAkj
|J|
∂Δpm
∂ξk
 
I−1
2,J,K,1Δ
−
 
A1jAkj
|J|
∂Δpm
∂ξk
 
I−1
2,J,K,1Δ
 
(A.31)
This smoothingterm involvesknown and unknowncomponents, and can be written
as
σ(Δp
m)=σ(p
m) − σ(p
m−1). (A.32)
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The Rhie and Chow [133] approach is to add the unknown term, σ(pm), to the
RHS of the equation (A.27). Adding this unknown term, the pressure increment
equation becomes,
2δt
3
 
A1jAkj
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The mass ﬂux, for instance at I + 1
2,J,K, is then updated from
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and the velocity ﬁeld stored at the cell centres is updated from the original discrete
approximation, so that
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A.3.2 Solution Algorithm and Convergent Condition
The system of algebraic equations resulting from the above discretisation are solved
according to the folloing algorithm:
• Compute u∗, v∗ and w∗ from equation (A.21) using most recently updated
Gn and pn.
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∗ Solve for Δpm from equation (A.33) with Rhie and Chow [133] pres-
sure smoothing.
∗ Update mass ﬂuxes and velocities using equations (A.34) and (A.35)
respectively to obtain Gm, um, vm and wm.
• Compute u∗∗, v∗∗ and w∗∗ from equation (A.25) using the updated Gm and
pm.
∗ Solve for Δpn+1 from equation (A.33) with Rhie and Chow [133] pres-
sure smoothing.
∗ Update mass ﬂuxes and velocities using equations (A.34) and (A.35)
respectively to obtain Gn+1, un+1, vn+1 and wn+1.
The maximum residuals, representing the errors associated with the entire solution
procedure, are calculated within the solvers as a part of the solution procedure. For
velocity, the normalised residual is,
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where the time scale t# depends on the ﬂow under investigationand is deﬁned using
a length and a velocity scale representative of conditions at the inlet; ijk represents
the location in the computational domain. The normalised residual for the pressure
increment is
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where Ngrid is the total number of grid points. Here Ru
ijk and R
p
ijk are the dimen-
sional residuals for the velocity and pressure respectively.
The momentum equations are iterated until ||un+1||# < 10−7. The tolerance for
the pressure increment equation is reduced so that the iterative procedure does not
terminate until ||Δpn+1||# < 10−8. For clarity, a separate list of symbols for this
appendix is given in §B.3.
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Physiological Flow
The physiological pulsatile velocity proﬁle is obtained from the solution of a one-
dimensional Navier-Stokes equation where the pressure gradient is the Fourier se-
ries of time. Womersley [6] ﬁrst calculated the physiological velocity proﬁle for
a tube by using this pressure gradient. A similar approach has been applied by
Loudon and Tordesillas [144] to calculate the physiological pulsatile velocity pro-
ﬁles between the two parallel ﬂat plates. Some calculations for the physiological
solutions are given below.
B.1 Physiological Flow Solution
Following [6] and [144], a one dimensional equation is considered as
∂2¯ v
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1
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, 0 ≤ x ≤ L (B.1)
where
∂¯ p
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=
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Here A0 and A are the constants corresponding to the steady and oscillatory pres-
sure gradient, Mn and φn are the respective coefﬁcients and the phase angle of the
different harmonics, which are known from Womersley [6], N is the number of har-
monics and ω = 2π
T is the frequency of the unsteady ﬂow. After solving eq. (B.1),
the solution takes the following form:
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The real part of this solution is used as the inlet condition to generate the physiolog-
ical velocity proﬁles. In this solution, ¯ Vmax is the bulk velocity which depends on
the ﬂow Reynolds number deﬁned as Re =
¯ VmaxL
ν and α = L
 
ρω
μ is the unsteady
Reynolds number or the Womersley number.
B.2 Real Part of the Solution
For separating the real part of the solution (B.3), the De Moivre’s theorem of com-
plex numbers is applied with some trigonometric formulas.
De Moivre’s theorem:
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If z = x + iy, then
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coshz =c o s hxcosy + isinhxsiny, (B.5)
Using the De Moivre’s theorem, it can be written as
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So,
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Similarly,
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Substituting the relations (B.6-B.10) into Eq. (B.3) and separating the real part,
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gives
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where
P1 =c o s hΦ 1 cosΦ1 (B.12)
P2 =s i n hΦ 1 sinhΦ2 cosΦ1 (B.13)
P3 =s i nΦ 2 sinΦ1 coshΦ1 (B.14)
P4 =s i n hΦ 1 sinΦ2 cosΦ1 (B.15)
P5 =s i n hΦ 2 sinΦ1 coshΦ1 (B.16)
P6 =s i n hΦ 1 sinΦ1 (B.17)
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B.3 List of Symbols for Appendix A and B
Roman Symbols
aα coefﬁcients in discretisation equations
A amplitude of the physiological oscillation, m
A matrix of cofactors of Jacobian matrix
Aij elements of A
D pressure term coefﬁcient matrix
G mass ﬂuxes vector
Gk mass ﬂux in ξk coordinate direction
I identity matrix
I,J,K grid indexes
J Jacobian matrix of coordinate transformation
Jij elements of J
m intermediate time level
n time level
P vector of nodal pressure values
S source term vector
Sα source term in discretisation equations
t time
T convective and diffusive terms coefﬁcient matrix
u a constant convective velocity
ui velocity component, m/s
u,v,w vectors of velocity components
u ,v ,w  vectors of intermediate velocity components
u  ,v  ,w   vectors of intermediate velocity components
xi physical space coordinates, m
Greek Symbols
α Womersley number
δt time step
ΔV computational cell volume
ΔS computational cell surface
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Δξ mesh specing in computational space
Δp pressure increment
Δp vector of nodal pressure increments
μ molecular viscosity, kg.m−1.s−1
μe effective viscosity, kg.m−1.s−1
μsgs subgrid scale eddy viscosity, kg.m−1.s−1
ξi computational space coordinates
ρ density, kg/m3
σ pressure smoothing term
φn phase angle of the physiological oscillation
Mathematical Accents
¯ . spatial ﬁltering
|.| determinant
||.|| norm
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